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ABSTRACT

Scientific advancements have ushered in staggering amounts of available data

and processes which are now scattered across various locations in the Web, Grid,

and more recently, the Cloud. These processes and data sets are often semanti-

cally loosely-coupled and must be composed together piecemeal to generate scientific

workflows. Understanding how to design, manage, and execute such data-intensive

workflows has become increasingly esoteric, confined to a few scientific experts in

the field. Despite the development of scientific workflow management systems, which

have simplified workflow planning to some extent, a means to reduce the complexity

of user interaction without forfeiting some robustness has been elusive. This violates

the essence of scientific progress, where information should be accessible to anyone.

A high-level querying interface tantamount to common search engines that can not

only return a relevant set of scientific workflows, but also facilitate their execution,

may be highly beneficial to users.

The development of such a system that can abstract the complex task of scien-

tific workflow planning and execution from the user is reported herein. Our system,

Auspice: AUtomatic Service Planning In Cloud/Grid Environments, consists of the

following key contributions. Initially, a two-level metadata management framework

is introduced. In the top-level, Auspice captures semantic dependencies among avail-

able, shared processes and data sets with an ontology. Our system furthermore

indexes these shared resources for facilitating fast planning times. This metadata
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framework enables an automatic workflow composition algorithm, which exhaustively

enumerates relevant scientific workflow plans given a few key parameters - a marked

departure from requiring users to design and manage workflow plans.

By applying models on processes, time-critical and accuracy-aware constraints can

be realized in this planning algorithm. During the planning phase, Auspice projects

these costs and prunes workflow plans in an a priori fashion if they cannot meet

the specified constraints. Conversely, when feasible, Auspice can adapt to certain

time constraints by trading accuracy for time. To simplify user interaction, both

natural language and keyword search interfaces have been developed to invoke the

said workflow planning algorithm. Intermediate data caching strategies have also been

implemented to accelerate workflow execution over emerging Cloud environments. A

focus on cache elasticity is reported, and to this end, we have developed methods to

scale and relax resource provisioning for cooperating data caches. Finally, costs of

supporting such data caches over various Cloud storage and compute resources have

been evaluated.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Continuous progress in various scientific fields including, but not limited to, geoin-

formatics [80, 79, 64], astronomy [145], bioinformatics [75, 76, 77], and high-energy

physics [56, 13], is generating a cornucopia of massive data sets. The Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) project, for instance, is projected to produce 15 petabytes of data

annually. Despite ongoing success in database technologies, scientists have resisted

storing data within database systems in favor of traditional low-level files for a va-

riety of reasons [161]. Moreover, today’s database systems lack many functionalities

on which many scientific applications depend. As such, most scientific data are per-

sisted on decentralized systems, known as Mass Storage Systems (MSS), at various

institutions. Such MSS systems are currently deployed over networks including clus-

ters, scientific Data Grid. More recently, the Cloud-based persistent storages such

as Amazon S3 [14] and SQLAzure [16] have also emerged as highly practical and

cost-effective solutions to store mounds of data.

At the same time, advent in Web technologies has made it possible to easily share

data sets and processing algorithms over service-oriented architectures. As a result,

interoperable Web services have become abundantly deployed onto distributed cluster,

Grid, and Cloud environments, offering the capacity to share scientific data manip-

ulation processes with others. Indeed, such service-oriented science [68] paradigms
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have proved useful and have been the answer to managing many large-scale projects.

Figure 1.1 illustrates a current model of scientific data storage and processing.

NOAA

NASA

LAB

LAB

NRCSLAB

Mass Storage
Systems (MSS)

Services

Web, Data Grid, Cloud

User

Figure 1.1: Scientific Data Repositories and Services

The resulting processing paradigm is one where services and data sets are con-

structed together piecemeal over geographically distributed environments to arrive at

some desiderata. These so-called service chains, known formally as scientific work-

flows, facilitate users in the planning and execution of large-scale scientific processes.

However, understanding how to manage scientific workflows is restricted to only a

small group of experts, and rendering this process intuitive for the common user re-

quires significant consideration toward novel designs. For instance, a keyword-search

driven interface similar to the popular Google search engine, may be highly desirable.
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In this work, we focus on such enabling designs and implementations in our workflow

system, Auspice: Automatic Service Planning in Cloud/Grid Environments.

In general, Auspice processes high-level user queries through ad hoc, automatic

composition and execution of workflow plans involving a correct set of services and

data sets. Our system also enables Quality of Service (QoS) through adaptive ser-

vice planning, allowing it to dynamically scale execution times and data derivation

accuracies to user specifications. Auspice also exploits the emergence of the emergent

pay-as-you-go computing infrastructure provided via the Cloud, by offering a flexible

intermediate data cache.

1.1 Our Vision and the Auspice System

With scientific data sets, services, and metadata descriptions being made increasingly

available, enabling high-level, intuitive access to these loosely coupled resources over

existing scientific data infrastructures becomes possible. Empowered by a nuanced se-

mantics framework, our system constructs and executes workflow plans automatically

for the user. This approach is motivated by the following observations:

• The aforementioned trend towards service-oriented solutions in scientific com-

puting. The Data Grid community, for instance, has benefitted greatly from

borrowing Web service standards for interoperability through the Open Grid

Service Architecture (OGSA) initiative [66].

• The incentives for Cloud-based scientific applications implementations. On-

demand computing is causing many researchers to considering utilizing the

Cloud paradigm to possibly save costs and to access elastic, infinite compute

and storage resources.
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• The requirement of metadata standards in various scientific domains. Metadata

standards allow for clarity in both user and machine interpretability of other-

wise cryptic data sets. However, in many sciences, metadata formats are often

heterogeneous, and a unified method to index similar information is lacking,

specifically for the purposes of workflow composition.

Query

Semantics Layer

K
ey
w
or
d

Planning Layer

. .
 .

Query Layer

Concepts (C)

Services (S)

Data (D)

Ontology

Results

N
LP

Elastic Cache Layer

Service and Data Infrastructure

Workflow Execution

Figure 1.2: Auspice System Architecture

Auspice, shown in Figure 1.2, comprises multiple independent layers, each encap-

sulated with certain functionalities. In the ensuing chapters, detailed descriptions

will be provided for each layer. As a whole, Auspice transparently overlays some un-

derlying network, that is, the system is enabled with as little invasive specifications

as possible required for existing infrastructures.
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An overview of the system is presented here while detailed descriptions can be

found in ensuing chapters. Auspice functions as a service composition broker. As users

submit high-level queries to the system, the broker automatically plans and executes

the workflows involved in deriving the desired result (derived data) while hiding such

complexities as service composition, domain knowledge, and QoS optimization from

the user.

The Query Layer offers two distinct ways for users to interact with Auspice:

natural language and keyword search. In the former, the StanfordNLP [102] parser

and WordNet [61] libraries are employed to decompose a natural language query

first into a set of keywords. With the benefit of the language grammar, certain

query semantics can be established. For instance, the query’s target is typically the

direct object. Similarly, adjectives can be associated with their respective objects – in

the ontology (in the Semantics Layer), this would correspond with merging multiple

concepts to form a hyper-concept node.

On the other end, keyword queries do not have the benefit of grammars for se-

mantic guidance. Instead, we first map all keywords with corresponding ontological

concepts when feasible. Then based on this set of concepts, we invoke our workflow

planner repeated, on various ontological concepts, to enumerate possibly relevant

workflow plans. Our planner will ranks workflow plans as a function of number of

query concepts matched.

The task of the Semantics Layer is two-fold. First, this layer maintains an active

list of available compute nodes, services, data sets, and their accompanying metadata.

Services are described in WSDL [41] and data sets in their respective metadata stan-

dards. Since the work described herein deals with geospatial data sets, the Content
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Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM) [63], is used for data annota-

tion. The second task of this layer is providing a domain-specific ontology, which is

discussed further in Chapter 3.

Next, the Planning Layer assumes that the ontology and metadata are in place

and defined. The planning algorithm, discussed in detail in the following section,

relies heavily on the Semantics Layer. The planner enumerates workflows to answer

a particular query through traversals of the domain ontology. The existence of needed

services and data sets is identified by the ontological index. A set of workflows capable

of answering the user query can be pruned or adjusted according to some user specified

QoS parameters. A filtered set of workflow candidates can then be sent for execution,

and the resulting derived data is finally returned back to the user.

Upon workflow execution, the intermediate cache within the Elastic Cache Layer

is checked for precomputed data whenever possible to acclerate this process. This

cache layer maintains a data cache while autonomously provisioning and relaxing

Cloud resources for storage. The workflow execution itself is carried out in the un-

derlying network environment, and its results are sent back to the user (and the

cache) upon completion.

1.2 Contributions

While we discuss in depth the contributions of Auspice in the next few chapters, a

summary work is given here.

1.2.1 Data-Driven Service Composition

The scientific domain contains many loosely coupled data sets and services, being

made available to various users, ranging from novice to expert. Scientific processes

are often data-intensive and dependent on results of previous computations. For
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users, identifying the class of data, service operations, and linking their dependencies

together is nontrivial, regardless of the user’s skill set. Our vision is a system that can

automatically index data sets and services and then automatically compose service

workflow plans to answer a high-level user query.

In Auspice, data sets and services are registered into an index containing metadata

information, e.g., time, creator, data quality, etc. for easy identification. A simple

domain ontology is superimposed across the available data sets and services for en-

abling workflow planning. Although traditional database and data integration meth-

ods (such as the use of federated databases [149] or mediator-based systems [74, 150])

can be applied, our approach does not require a standardized format for storing data

sets or the implementation of a complex mediator-based querying framework. Aus-

pice thus combines workflow composition with machine-interpretable metadata, a

domain ontology, and a natural language interface to offer simple and intuitive ways

for querying a variety of data sets stored in their original low-level formats.

In the meantime, many of today’s search engines no doubt owe much of their

success to the ease of usability in their keyword search interfaces. This incentive,

consequently, has invoked a tremendous amount of effort toward supporting keyword

queries in modern information systems. At the same time, the staggering growth of

scientific data and Web services has ushered in the development of scientific workflow

managers. In these systems, users are required to chain together a number of de-

pendent processes, e.g., Web services, with disparate data sets, in order to generate

some desiderata. Scientific workflows are typically planned and invoked by experts

within certain fields, which restricts the access of scientific information to a small

group of users. To this end, we believe that using keyword search queries to in-

voke automatic scientific workflow planning would be highly desirable for the overall
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scientific community. With the widespread proliferation of scientific metadata, cou-

pled with advancements in ontological reasoning, such a system can be enabled, but

not without challenges. We describe a way to index scientific data and services on

their ontological attributes. A keyword-to-ontology mapper is then used in conjunc-

tion with an automatic planning algorithm to enable on-the-fly retrieval of relevant

workflow plans. A relevance metric is further discussed for ranking workflow results.

1.2.2 Workflow Planning with Adaptive QoS Awareness

A myriad of recent activities can be seen towards dynamic workflow composition for

processing complex and data intensive problems. Meanwhile, the simultaneous emer-

gence of the Grid has marked a compelling movement towards making datasets and

services available for ubiquitous access. This development provides new challenges for

workflow systems, including heterogeneous data repositories and high processing and

access times. But beside these problems lie opportunities for exploration: The Grid’s

magnitude offers many paths towards deriving essentially the same information albeit

involving varying execution times and errors.

We discuss a framework for incorporating QoS in a dynamic workflow composi-

tion system in a geospatial context. Specific contributions include a novel workflow

composition algorithm which employs QoS-aware apriori pruning and an accuracy ad-

justment scheme to flexibly adapt workflows to given time restrictions. A performance

evaluation of our system suggests that our pruning mechanism provides significant

efficiency towards workflow composition and that our accuracy adjustment scheme

adapts gracefully to time and network limitations.
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1.2.3 Methods for Caching Intermediate Results

From personal software to advanced systems, caching mechanisms have steadfastly

been a ubiquitous means for reducing workloads. It is no surprise, then, that under

the Grid and cluster paradigms, middlewares and other large-scale applications often

seek caching solutions. Among these distributed applications, scientific workflow

management systems have gained ground towards mitigating the often painstaking

process of composing sequences of scientific data sets and services to derive virtual

data. In the past, workflow managers have relied on low-level system cache for reuse

support. But in distributed query intensive environments, where high volumes of

intermediate virtual data can potentially be stored anywhere on the Grid, a novel

cache structure is needed to efficiently facilitate workflow planning. We describe an

approach to combat the challenges of maintaining large, fast virtual data caches for

workflow composition. A hierarchical structure is described for indexing scientific

data with spatiotemporal annotations across Grid nodes. Our experimental results

show that our hierarchical index is scalable and outperforms a centralized indexing

scheme by an exponential factor in query intensive environments.

1.2.4 Elastic Cloud Caches for Accelerating Workflows

Computing as a utility, that is, on-demand access to computing and storage infras-

tructure, has emerged in the form of the Cloud. In this model of computing, elastic

resource allocation, i.e., the ability to scale resource allocation for specific applica-

tions, should be optimized to manage cost versus performance. Meanwhile, the wake

of the information sharing/mining age is invoking a pervasive sharing of Web services

and data sets in the Cloud, and at the same time, many data-intensive scientific ap-

plications are being expressed as these services. In this paper, we explore an approach

to accelerate service processing in a Cloud setting. We have developed a cooperative
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scheme for caching data output from services for reuse. We introduce algorithms for

scaling our cache system up during peak querying times, and back down to save costs.

Using the Amazon EC2 public Cloud, a detailed evaluation of our system has been

performed, considering speed up and elastic scalability in terms resource allocation

and relaxation.

With the availability of on-demand compute and storage infrastructures, many

users are deploying data-intensive scientific applications onto Clouds. To accelerate

these applications, the prospect of caching intermediate data using the Cloud’s elastic

compute and storage framework has been promising. To this end, we believe that

an in-depth study of cache placement decisions over various Cloud storage options

would be highly beneficial to a large class of users. While tangential analyses have

recently been explored, ours in contrast focuses on cost and performance tradeoffs

of maintaining a data cache with varying parameters of any Cloud application. We

have compared several Amazon Web Service (AWS) Cloud resources as possible cache

placements: within machine instances (in-memory, on-disk, on large mountable disk

volumes) and in inexpensive persistent Cloud storage. We found that application-

dependent attributes like unit-data size, total cache size, persistence requirements,

etc., have far-reaching implications on the cost to sustain their cache. Also, while

instance-based caches expectedly yield higher cost, the performance that they afford

may outweigh lower cost options.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a detailed

discussion of related works is given. We present descriptions on past efforts in scien-

tific data management, workflow systems, quality of service in workflow management,

caching strategies, and finally, resource allocation. Chapter 3 describes a metadata

registration framework, keyword search, and automatic workflow planning algorithms.

A Quality of Service-aware variant of the workflow planning algorithm is discussed
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in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, strategies for caching and reusing a workflow’s interme-

diate and final results are presented for accelerating execution. We extend this cache

framework onto the Cloud context, and discuss various cost-performance tradeoffs in

Chapter 6. Finally, we will discuss future works and conclude in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORKS

Auspice is a workflow system which supports several functionalities, outlined below.

In literature, there exists a large amount of related works on each of these issues.

This chapter discusses related efforts from each of the following topics.

• Enabling a nonintrusive framework for sharing and querying scientific data sets

and Web services through metadata indexing.

• Composing known services and data sets in disparate ways to derive user

queries.

• Adaptively scaling workflow execution vis à vis tradeoffs between execution

time and application error to meet QoS constraints.

• Caching intermediate results for trivializing future service invocations.

• Employing Clouds for scientific processing.

2.1 Scientific Data Management

The deluge of scientific data has prompted a major challenge in data management

issues. For instance, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Organization

for Nuclear Research (CERN) is projected to produce around 15PB of data annually

[112]. One of its experiments, ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) [110], which will
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measure the particles created in the collisions, is single-handedly expected to produce

data on the rate of 5PB per year. Elsewhere, the LSST telescope [117] is reporting

that their archive will consist of 60PB of captured image data. These are just two,

among many, scientific (let alone other domains, such as business) projects that are

currently generating large volumes of data sets. Additionally, due to the nature of

scientific processes, there is a push for persistent store policies, where the data derived

from past computations must also be kept for historical/lineage, repeatability, and

reuse purposes.

In order to store these data sets, it is no longer possible to use centralized storage

systems. Moreover, the cost of storing these data sets is prohibitive for disk-based

solutions – the even cheaper (but far slower) tapes must generally be used. Hence,

large data centers normally consist of these slow, archival-based Mass Storage Systems

(MSS). For instance, Fermilab uses such an storage infrastructure to store its 18+PB

of data in its MSS, Enstore, with an intermediate buffer, known as dCache [17]. In

another effort, the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [19] can be used to support a

logical distributed file system, that is, the user sees a single file hierarchy for data

that are actually distributed across multiple storage systems. SRB also optimizes

data movement through its transparent parallel I/O capabilities.

With current cyberinfrastructures, such as the Open Science Grid and Europe’s

EGEE, already in place, federated storage approaches have also been undertaken

to harness the existing infrastructure. As a specific and recent example, to provide

access to a large number of scientists, the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG),

has been built [111]. The architecture of WLCG is tier-based. At Tier-0 lies the LHC

itself. Raw data produced by the LHC is first saved on a mass storage system (MSS)

at CERN. Another copy of this data is split into chunks and distributed onto the

Tier-1 sites. Tier-1 sites are themselves massive data centers across the world and
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are connected to CERN via dedicated high speed links (10GB/s). The job of Tier-1

sites is essentially to provide data to the compute farms located in Tier-2. This tier

provides most of the compute resources needed for scientists to run their processes.

From our perspective at the Ohio State University, the Ohio Supercomputing Center,

for instance, could be a Tier-2 site. Finally, Tier-2 sites are accessed by workstations

and servers within research labs, which deal directly with the user (Tier-3).

Another aspect of scientific data management is access. The raw data captured

directly from experiments and simulations are often difficult to interpret by humans.

Thus, frequently, raw data sets are given a pass by algorithms close to the sources

to translate them into something more interpretable and interesting. For instance,

images captured in the spatial-frequency domain must first be converted into the

spatial domain for human interpretation. During the reconstruction, data sets are

given meaning by using metadata specific to its scientific domain. Over a decade ago,

the invocation of metadata became reified through the timely emergence of XML

[179], a declarative language which allows anyone to describe data using structured

markup elements. Having an accessible means for anyone to invent and provide data

descriptions, metadata were eventually substantiated and standardized. As a result,

metadata has become essential in many of today’s applications.

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, for instance, has instituted a set of cross-

domain metadata elements (e.g., author, title, date, etc.) [46]. Attuned the im-

portance of metadata, the scientific community also began undertaking tremendous

efforts toward standardizing metadata formats. These efforts produced such format

standards as the Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSGDM) [63]

and the Biological Data Profile (BDP) [125]. With the growing number of reliable sci-

entific metadata, relevant data sets can be identified and accessed more efficiently. In

fact, the spread of metadata has become so marked that high-end systems research
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has already begun addressing issues in very large metadata management systems

[154, 91, 168]. With the growing number of reliable scientific metadata, relevant data

sets can be identified and accessed both accurately and efficiently.

2.1.1 Scientific Data Processing

Another issue with scientific data is facilitating ways to process them. Scientists

became aware that a centralized computing infrastructure is no longer viable. In order

to facilitate the management, processing, and dissemination of this amount of data,

a distributed framework must be employed. Research in this direction has brought

forth the Data Grid [66], which builds on the notion of managing large amounts of

data and supporting compute services from geographically dispersed nodes. Data

Grids have become the de facto cyber-infrastructure of choice for hosting large-scale

sciences, including the TeraGrid [141], and its peers, the Open Science Grid [130],

Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [111], and others.

On the topic of actual data processing, the sheer size of scientific data must

be processed in chunks. After this data distribution, the data chunks (typically

independent) can then be processed in parallel, and their individual results merged

at the end of the computation. These parallel approaches have been around for

quite awhile, leading to the adoption of OpenMP, MPI, and GPGPU programming

models. However, it is also generally known to the community that programming

becomes more difficult for science researchers. To reach this community, new compiler

techniques have facilitated automatic source-to-source code transformations (e.g., [28,

118]) to optimize parallel computations over multi-core (and GPGPU) architectures.

This movement has been timely, as multi-core clusters, Data Grids, and Cloud-based

infrastructures emerge.
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One class of scientific data processing involves real-time data streams. For in-

stance, “the LSST telescope rapidly scan the sky, charting objects that change or

move: from exploding supernovae to potentially hazardous near-Earth asteroids”

[117]. Similarly, other sensing applications must monitor real-time change in the en-

vironment. An exhaustive array of data stream processors, including Aurora [36], and

many others, have been developed for this reason. Their ways of handling real-time

streams (over given hardware resources) differ from load shedding to summarization,

to accuracy tradeoffs. GATES [37], for instance, splits data stream processes into

stages, where each stage (composed of multiple processes) performs some computa-

tion and summarization, before outputting results to the next stage. Based on the

resources’ ability to process at each stage, the application’s accuracy may be tuned

to involve more or less processing. Its counterpart, HASTE [186], handles time crit-

ical events by satisfying time constraints while seeking to maximize an application

specific benefit function. In other works utilize discretization approaches, such as

predictive quantization [8] to represent the original streaming data in a sliding win-

dow timeframe as accurately as possible. In a related effort, we proposed a method

to “age” and shed accuracy for older, quantized elements within the sliding window

by removing bits dynamically for their representation [7].

Many analysis and mining processes also fall under the umbrella of a “general

reduction” structure (explained above, where data sets can be split into smaller pro-

cesses, summarized locally, then ultimately merged). Systems that facilitate these

reductions automatically (and reduces programming complexities) have been built,

e.g., FREERIDE [84] and MapReduce systems [47]. These so-called Map-Reduce

class applications have lent well to general scientific computing.

The derived scientific data results from such processes, are often input into an-

other process, and thus, analysis frequently involve dependent processes to be run in
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forms of workflows. Many scientific workflow management systems, such as Pegasus

[52] and Kepler [5] have been employed to manage large-scale dependent computa-

tions. These systems typically allow scientists to design workflows from a high-level

perspective. The execution of the individual workflow processes is abstracted by

workflow managers, which hide such nuances as scheduling, resource allocation, etc.

However, the planning of such workflow structures is still performed by the user.

This approach may sometimes be sufficient, but in a time when users are becoming

increasingly goal-oriented, solutions which leverage effective use of domain informa-

tion would require significantly less effort. Certainly, one ultimate goal for enabling

these workflows is to automate their composition while simultaneously hiding such

esoteric details as service and data discovery, integration, and scheduling from the

common user.

2.1.2 Metadata and Querying

The call for a semantically conscious Web has been addressed by such efforts as the

World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) Metadata initiative, developing such speci-

fications as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [120], its complement, the

Web Ontology Language (OWL) [49], and SPARQL [159], the SQL-like querying lan-

guage for RDF. The Ontology Web Language for Services (OWL-S), provides devel-

opers a way to describe capabilities of services [59]. These standards supply common

machine-readable resources with a means for enbling machine-understandability and

interpretability. In Auspice, we utilize RDF+OWL to formalize a general ontology

which describes the relationships between certain domain-specific concepts and re-

sources (data sets and services) available over the Web. This resource description

is imperative to our system, as it semantically drives our workflow/service compo-

sition algorithm. Auspice differs from other systems in the sense that its semantic
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descriptions are generated with little cryptic input from users through its Metadata

Registration framework.

Mainstream search engines have ushered the keyword paradigm into ubiquity, as

it requires no a priori knowledge about a system’s underlying structure to construct

queries. Typically, keyword search queries derive a list of results ranked against their

relevance to the user’s needs. While loosely related to our proposal, it is worthwhile to

note the efforts made toward keyword search over relational databases. In DataSpot

[44] and BANKS [25], the database is represented as a directed graph where nodes

denote tuples and directed edges represent “links” from foreign keys to primary keys

across tables. To answer a query in DataSpot, it returns the connected subgraphs

where the nodes contain all keyword terms. Because it the information represented

by these subgraphs are sometimes ambiguous, BANKS differs in that the results to

a query are those directed trees (Steiner trees) whose nodes correspond to the given

keywords. The trees are rooted on a node that connects to all other keyword nodes,

and therefore it conveys the strongest information. The nodes in BANKS’s structure

employ a PageRank-style [32] weighting, which affects the ranking of results. One

notable problem with these system is that their directed graphs must be resident in

memory, which is impractical for large databases. In Auspice, only the ontology is

required to be memory-resident. Data and service identification for workflow planning

is performed on the fly.

DISCOVER [170] and DBXplorer [3] generate relevant SQL on-the-fly and returns

the tuple trees (from potentially joined tables) that contain all keywords. These

efforts ranked the results based on the number of table joins needed to generate each

result, i.e., the more joins needed, the fuzzier (and thus, less relevant) the results

are. This is similar to the approach taken by our system. Hristidis et al. [90]

and Liu et al. [116] later proposed IR-style ranking strategies which, among other
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things, leverages the underlying database’s native relevance methods for text search

within attributes. Saddyadian et al.’s Kite [144] extends these efforts to distributed,

heterogeneous databases. In some systems [136, 162] the entire database is crawled

and indexed offline. Particularly, Qu and Widom’s EKSO [162] crawls the database

offline and generates virtual documents from joining relational tuples. Each virtual

document associates with some database object that should be understandable to

the user when returned. These virtual documents are then indexed using traditional

keyword/IR indexing techniques.

Another related area of effort involves keyword queries over XML documents,

which have become pervasive in storing structured data and metadata. In [65], Flo-

rescu et al. integrated keyword search into XML-QL [53], a formerly proposed XML

querying language. Their approach, however, was intended for simplifying the spec-

ification of XML-QL queries and lacked any relevance metrics. In contrast, several

other works were proposed generate ranked results. Perhaps most notably, XRANK

[62] enabled two granularities of IR-style ranked retrieval: within and across XML

documents. These efforts, while prevalent, are orthogonal to Auspice’s goals. To the

best of our knowledge, our proposed work is the first to enable keyword queries for

retrieving automatically planned workflows toward deriving scientific information.

Ways to handle the heterogeneity of metadata have prompted many works on

metadata cataloguing and management. Particularly, in the volatile Grid comput-

ing environment, data sources are abundant and metadata sources are ever-changing.

Metadata Catalog Service (MCS) [154] and Artemis [168] are collaborative compo-

nents used to access and query repositories based on metadata attributes. MCS is a

self-sufficient catalog which stores information on data sets. Its counterpart Artemis,

on the other hand, can be used to integrate many versions of MCS for answering

interactive queries.
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Their interface takes users through a list of questions guided by a domain ontology

to formulate a query. The planned query is then sent to the Artemis mediator to

search for relevant items in the MCS instances. While the MCS and Artemis is

somewhat tantamount to our metadata registration and automatic query formulation

processes, our systems differ in the following ways. (i) Ours not only facilitates

accurate data identification based on metadata querying, but also combining these

data items with similarly registered services to compose workflows. (ii) Although

both systems allow higher level querying frameworks, our approach is enabled through

natural language and keyword mapping of domain ontology concepts.

Research in high performance scientific data management has produced such sys-

tems as the Scientific Data Manager (SDM), which employs the Meta-data Man-

agement System (MDMS) [126]. SDM provides a programming model and abstracts

low-level parallel I/O operations for complex scientific processing. While MDMS uses

a database for metadata storage, the metadata itself is specific to the scientific pro-

cess at hand, containing information on execution (e.g., access patterns, problem size,

data types, file offsets, etc). This metadata is used by SDM to optimize the runtime

of these parallel processes. Another system, San Diego Supercomputing Center’s

Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [19], seeks to store massive volumes of data sets split

across clusters or nodes within heterogenous environments. SRB allows parallel and

transparent data access by offering a simplified API to users which hides complexi-

ties such as merging data sets, allowing restricted access, etc. In [147], Shankar et

al. explored the potentials of integrating database systems with workflow managers.

They envision using SQL to query and invoke programs within the workflow, thereby

harnessing the database’s inherent capabilities to manage large-scale scientific pro-

cesses. Compared to Auspice, there is a fundamental difference in functionality. Ours

provides a way to store heterogeneous metadata specific to scientific domains inside
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a database, and that the metadata are invoked not for process optimization, but for

data identification purposes for automatic workflow planning.

2.2 Scientific Workflows and Service Composition

Among the first systems to utilize workflows to manage scientific processes is ZOO

[93], which employs an object-oriented language to model the invocation of processes

and the relationships between them. Another notable system, Condor [115], was

originally proposed to harvest the potential of idle CPU cycles. Soon after, dependent

processes (in the form of directed acyclic graphs), were being scheduled on Condor

systems using DAGMan [43]. Recently, with the onset of the Data Grid, Condor has

been integrated with the Globus Tookit [69] into Condor-G [71]. Pegasus [52] creates

workflow plans in the form of Condor DAGMan files, which then uses the DAGMan

scheduler for execution.

The general acceptance of Web service technologies has encouraged the deploy-

ment of heterogeneous, but interoperable, processes on the Web. Considered the

modern day approach to Remote Procedure Calls (RPC), a Web service consists of a

set of related operations that be invoked remotely. Each service’s application interface

is described using the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [41]. Web services

elude the low-level complexities by simplifying the communications protocol to ride

over the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [157], which encapsulates services

messages and sends them over HTTP. Envisioning far into the breadth of services,

the Web community also prescribed Universal Description Discovery and Integration

(UDDI) [169], essentially a registry for service discovery and search. This vision of

a “web” of available and accessible services preceded the idea of ultimately being

able to link together disparate services in order to compose complex, distributed, and
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interoperable software. Enabling this process has become a popular research topic,

known simply as service composition.

Service composition [58, 139, 128] is not a new concept. It is in fact deeply

rooted in legacy workflow management systems, where a streamlined execution of

well-defined “processes” are used to define complex tasks in business and scientific

operations. By itself, service composition has become important enough to warrant

such standards as the WSBPEL (Web Service Business Process Execution Language)

[177] to describe the orchestration of service execution. Implementations of WSBPEL

engines have already sprawled into realms of proprietary and opensource communities

– an auspicious indication of the high optimism for the movement towards composite

service solutions.

Static service composition systems, e.g., Microsoft BizTalk Server [26], are effec-

tive with the absence of changes in the computing environment such as the intro-

duction or replacement of services. Such systems typically exist under proprietary

domains, where the set of workflow processes and their components are rigorously

defined and maintained. These static systems, however, are inadequate in the face

of a dynamic computing environment where new services are made available and

reimplemented on a daily basis. Many systems have been proposed to alleviate the

painstaking task of maintaining consistency and correctness of the composite ser-

vices. Several efforts [122, 57], for instance, describe a hybrid support for static

workflows under dynamic environments. In Casati et al.’s eFlow [35], a workflow’s

structure (known as a process schema) is first defined by some authorized users, but

the instantiation of services within the process is dynamically allocated by the eFlow

engine. It is also worth noting that eFlow also supports high level modification of

schemas when necessary. Sirin et al. proposed a user interactive composer that

provides semi-automatic composition [155]. In their system, after each time that a
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particular service is selected for use in the composition, the user is presented a fil-

tered list of possible choices for the next step. This filtering process is made possible

by associating semantic data with each service. To complement the growing need

for interoperability and accessibility, many prominent workflow managers, including

Taverna [129], Kepler [5] (the service-enabled successor to the actor and component-

based Ptolemy II [33]), and Triana [119] have evolved into service-oriented systems.

These systems typically allow domain experts to define static workflows through a

user-friendly interface, and map the component processes to known Web services.

The Data Grid and the Cloud opened up various opportunities for the scientific

community to share resources including, among others, large-scaled datasets and ser-

vices. This prompted the emergence of scientific workflows for modeling and manag-

ing complex applications and processes for data and information derivation. Pioneer-

ing works towards this front include Chimera [70], which supports detailed recording

of data provenance and enables the reuse of well-designed workflows to generate or

recreate derived data. This allows domain experts to define workflows through intu-

itive interfaces, and the workflow components are then automatically mapped to the

Grid for execution. The class of service/workflow composition systems for supporting

composite business and scientific processes has been studied extensively in a number

of works [81, 27, 163]. These systems, which borrow techniques from AI Planning,

typically enable end-users to compose workflows from a high level perspective and au-

tomate workflow scheduling and execution, with the benefit of some domain specific

ontology.

Some service composition systems [113, 148, 21, 124] require low-level program-

ming details, which not suitable for all users. SELF-SERV [148, 21], for instance, is

user-guided but at a more abstract level where the actual instantiation of services
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is dynamically chosen. Traverso et al. discussed the importance of exploiting se-

mantic and ontological information for automating service composition [167]. Their

approach generates automata-based plans, which can then be translated into WS-

BPEL processes. The goals and requirements for these plans, however, must be

expressed in a formal language, which may be cryptic for the average user. Other

automatic planning systems also require similar complexity in expressing workflows.

For instance, SHOP2 [178] uses an AI planning technique, namely, Hierarchical Task

Network (HTN), where its concept of task decomposition into primitives and com-

pound service operations is not unlike the concept derivation planning employed by

Auspice. However, SHOP2 must be used in conjunction with OWL-S [59] (formerly

DAML-S), a set of markups for describing Web service capabilities and properties.

In a related effort, SWORD [133] utilizes a service’s pre/post-conditions to guaran-

tee correctness. However, a service request must specify the initial and final states

for the service composition. Fujii and Suda [72] proposed a tiered architecture for

semantics-based dynamic service composition. The system uses natural language pro-

cessor to parse queries into “components,” and performs semantic matching to assure

that a composed service satisfies the semantics of the query. Medjahed et al. also

focused on semantics-enabled automatic service composition [121]. Auspice is tanta-

mount in the way that services are composed with help of an ontology, for guidance

in semantic correctness. Auspice, however, also seeks to reduce composition time by

indexing metadata belonging to services and scientific files. This effectively enables

a framework for data/service sharing.

Specifically in geospatial applications, the impetus and merits behind geospatial

service composition have previously been highlighted in [4]. Di et al. described their

system for ontology-based automatic service composition [54]. Here, workflows are
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composed via a rule-based system, and correctness is kept through backwards rea-

soning. However, base rules that are needed to generate a specific geospatial concept

must explicitly defined in the system. Studies on the use of geospatial ontologies for

automated workflow composition have been carried out. The work of Lemmens et

al. [108] describes a framework for semi-automatic workflow composition. Yue et al.

demonstrated that automatic construction of geospatial workflows can be realized us-

ing their ontological structure [183, 55]. Hobona et al. [87] combines a well-established

geospatial ontology, SWEET [140], with an adopted notion of semantic similarity of

the constructed workflows and the user’s query.

2.3 QoS Management in Workflow Systems

In the past, workflow systems with QoS support have been developed. For instance,

within the Askalon Grid workflow environment [134], Brandic et al. introduced

system-oriented QoS support, such as throughput and transfer rates [30, 31]. Some

efforts in this area focus on process or service scheduling optimization techniques in

order to minimize total execution times. Eder et al. suggests heuristics for computing

process deadlines and meeting global time constraints [60]. Other works, including

Zeng et al.’s workflow middleware [184], Amadeus [29], and stochastic modeling ap-

proaches [2, 176] exploit such Grid service technologies, where data sets are inherently

assumed heterogeneous and intelligent workflow scheduling on resource availability

becomes a greater issue in meeting time constraints. The scheduling optimization is

also the approach chosen by the well-established Taverna [129], Pegasus [52, 82], and

Kepler [5] to reduce overall execution times.

In other works, Glatard’s service scheduler exploits parallelism within service and

data components [83]. Lera et al. have developed a performance ontology for dy-

namic QoS assessment [109]. Kumar et al. [104] have developed a framework for
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application-level QoS support. Their system, which integrates well-known Grid util-

ities (the Condor scheduler [71], Pegasus [52], and DataCutter [24], a tool which

enables pipelined execution of data streams) considers quality-preserving (e.g., chunk

size manipulation, which does not adversely affect accuracy of workflow derivations)

and quality-trading QoS parameters (e.g., resolution, which could affect one QoS in

order to optimize another). In quality-preserving support, the framework allows for

parameters, such as chunksize, to be issued. These types of parameters have the

ability to modify a workflow’s parallelism and granularity, which potentially reduces

execution times without performance tradeoffs. For quality-trading QoS support,

an extension to the Condor scheduler implements the tradeoff between derived data

accuracy for improved execution time.

While Auspice adopts strongly established features from the above efforts, it has

the following distinguishing characteristics. We envision an on-demand domain level

querying framework that is applicable to users from näıve to expert. Data derivation

is made available immediately through a high-level keyword interface and abstraction

of user-level workflow creation via automatic service composition. The aforemen-

tioned workflow managers require some user intervention involving definition of an

abstract workflow template or recondite rules and goals for the planning algorithms

in [133, 178, 148, 185]. Another feature of our work involves the adaptability to QoS

constraints. Some workflow managers, such as Askalon [134], attempt to minimize

the execution time of workflows by employing performance predictors which factor

into scheduling decisions. Our system differs in that the overall goal is not specifically

the minimization of execution time. Instead, we focus on an accuracy-oriented task

where workflow execution times may be manipulated to fit within the required QoS

through error-level adjustment. Auspice assumes that multiple workflow candidates

can be composed for any given user query. This set of candidates is pruned on the
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apriori principle from the given user preferences, making the workflow enumeration

efficient. Furthermore, we focus on an accuracy-oriented task by allowing the user to

specify application/domain specific time and error propagation models. Our system

offers the online ability to adjust workflow accuracies in such a way that the modified

workflow optimizes the QoS constraints.

2.4 Intermediate Result Caching for Service Composition

In the direction of data reuse, distributed file caching and replication architectures

have long been established as an effective means for reducing processing times for

compute and data intensive processes [160, 23, 164]. Meanwhile, recording prove-

nance, or detailed information representing the procedure from which intermediate

data are derived, became very popular for helping users accurately reproduce certain

results. Chimera [70] was an early endeavor on building technologies for cataloging

data provenance. Recognizing its benefits, provenance technologies also emerged in

many scientific workflow systems, including Keper [6], Pegasus [101], and Karma 2

[152].

Shankar and Dewitt integrated distributed data caches with previous jobs’ meta-

data (essentially a form of provenance) in their Condor-based scientific workflow

manager, DAG-Condor [71]. Their goals of exposing distributed, preprocessed inter-

mediate data for the purposes of memoization are consistent with our objectives. In

DAG-Condor, workflow plans are declarative: Users submit a job file that specifies

input/output files, variables, dependencies, etc. DAG-Condor thus assumes interme-

diate data used for input/output can be indexed on checksums of job histories. This

user-guided nature marks a fundamental contrast between our systems.

Because our system automates workflow composition, our indexing scheme must

be robust enough to correctly and efficiently identify intermediate data during the
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planning process. To automate this process, domain level semantics must be injected

to our cache identification mechanism. Thus, our index is not only physically struc-

tured across the Grid to quickly identify relevant cache locations, but the individual

indices themselves are strongly tied to the scientific domain with knowledge and spa-

tiotemporal connotations. In the geospatial domain, many indexing techniques exist.

For example, our system relies on Bx-Trees [96, 95], an index originally provided by

Jensen et al. for moving objects. Bx-Trees are fast because its underlying structure

is the ubiquitous B+Tree [20], a de facto standard in most database systems. It

linearizes two-dimensional space into the one-dimensional B+Tree key through us-

ing space-filling curves [123, 106]. Other well-established spatial indexing methods

are also heavily utilized in practice: R-Trees and its variants [86], QuadTrees [143],

and K-d Trees [22]. To the best of our knowledge, Auspice is the first to manage a

hierarchical cache of intermediate results in a workflow composition framework.

Auspice’s caching framework is much-inspired by efforts done in the general area

of Web caching [135]. To alleviate server load, intelligently placed proxies have histor-

ically been employed to replicate and cache popular Web pages. The Internet Cache

Protocol (ICP) is employed by many Web proxy systems to exchange query messages

[175], although our system does not currently implement this standard.

Several methods can be used to evenly distribute the load among cooperating

caches. Gadde, Chase, and Rabinovich’s CRISP proxy [73] utilizes a centralized

directory service to track the exact locations of cached data. But this simplicity

comes at the cost of scalability, i.e., adding new nodes to the system causes all data

to be rehashed. Efforts, such as Karger et al.’s consistent hashing [99, 100] have been

used to reduce this problem down to only rehashing a subset of the entire data set.

Also a form of consistent hashing, Thaler and Ravishankar’s approach maps an object
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name consistently to the same machine [165]. Karger et al.’s technique is currently

employed in our cooperative cache.

Research efforts in storage management have proposed a cache layer for alleviat-

ing long access times to persistent storage. For instance, Cardenas et al.’s uniform,

collaborative cache service [34] and Tierney et al.’s Distributed-Parallel Storage Sys-

tem (DPSS) [166] offer a buffer between clients and access to mass storage systems

including SDSC’s Storage Resource Broker [19]. Other efforts, including works done

by Otoo et al. [131], Bethel et al. [23], and Vazhkudai et al. [171], consider these

intermediate caching issues in various storage environments for scientific computing.

Work has also been produced in the direction of optimal replacement policies for disk

caching in data grids [97]. Other utilities have sought for the storage of more de-

tailed information on the scientific, such as virtual data traces, known as provenance.

Chimera [70] is a system that stores information on virtual data sets which affords

scientists a way to understand how certain results can be derived, as well as a way

to reproduce data derivations.

Tangential to our work is multi-query optimization (MQO) in the area of databases,

where related queries may share, and can benefit from reusing, common data. Meth-

ods for processing like-queries together, rather than independently, could thus greatly

improve performance [146]. Toward this goal, semantic caching [45, 142], i.e., based

on semantic locality, has been considered in past efforts. In this approach, cached

data associates a certain semantic region, represented by a formula, e.g., Q1 = (A ≤

30 ∧ B > 1000), where A and B are attributes. Now consider that a future query

asks for all records where Q2 = A < 20. A probe query would first retrieve the

intersected subset from the local semantic cache, i.e., all records where Q1∧Q2. Sub-

sequently, a remainder query is submitted to the backend to retrieve the rest of the

data, Q2 ∧ ¬Q1 = (A < 20 ∧ (A > 30 ∨B ≤ 1000)).
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Andrade, et al. described an active semantic caching middleware to frame MQO

applications in a grid environment [10]. This middleware combines a proxy ser-

vice with application servers for processing, which dynamically interacts with cache

servers. The proxy acts as a coordinator, composing suitable schedules for processing

the query over the supported environment. Our system differs, like all the aforemen-

tioned effort, in that it considers cost-based pressures of the Cloud. Specifically, our

cache is sensitive to user interest over time, and it allocates compute resources to

improve performance during query intensive periods, only to relax the resources later

to save costs.

The recently proposed Circulate architecture employs Cloud proxies for speeding

up workfow applications [174, 18]. In their work, proxies close to the computation

are used to store intermediate data. This data is then directly routed to the nodes

involved in the next stage of the computation. While the their overarching goal of

reducing composite service time is tantamount to ours, we clarify the distinctions.

Their system focuses on eluding unnecessary data transfers to and from some orches-

trating node. Ours deliberately caches service results to accelerate processing times

under a query-intensive scenario. Our work also focuses on strategies for caching,

managing, and altering underlying Cloud structures to optimize the availability of

cached results under these circumstances. Virtual services [94], like our approach,

stores service results in intermediate caches architectures, have also been briefly pro-

posed.

2.5 Scientific Computing in Cloud Environments

Since its emergence, there has been growing amounts of interest in testing the feasi-

bility of performing data- and compute-intensive analysis in the Cloud. For instance,

a plethora of efforts have been focused around the popular MapReduce paradigm [47],
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which is being supported in various Cloud frameworks, including Google AppEngine

[85], AWS Elastic MapReduce [15], among others. One early experience with sci-

entific workflows in the Cloud is discussed in [89]. They showed that the running

their scientific workflow over the Cloud was comparable to performance in a cluster,

albeit that certain configuration overheads do exist in the Cloud. This specific sci-

entific application is among several others that have been mapped onto the Cloud

[172, 151, 114].

While Cloud-based data-intensive applications continues to grow, the cost of com-

puting is of chief importance [12]. Several efforts have been made to assess costs for

various large-scaled projects. Kondo, et al. compared cost-effectiveness of AWS

against volunteer grids with the [103]. Deelman, et al. reported the cost of utiliz-

ing Cloud resources to support a representative workflow application, Montage [51].

They reported that CPU allocation costs will typically account for most of the cost

while storage costs are amortized. Because of this, they found that it would be ex-

tremely cost effective to cache intermediate results in Cloud storage. Palankar et al.

conducted an in-depth study on using S3 for supporting large-scale computing [132].

Our results on S3 echoed their findings, and we agree that S3 can be considered when

average data size is large, and persistence is desirable.

In terms of utilizing the Cloud for caching/reusing data, Yuan, et al. proposed a

strategy [182] for caching intermediate data of large-scale scientific workflows. Their

system decides whether to store or evict intermediate data, produced at various stages

of a workflow, based cost tradeoffs between storage and recomputation, and reuse

likelihood. Their analysis ignores network transfer costs, which we showed to be a

dominant factor. A tangential study by Adams et al., which discussed the potentials

of trading storage for computation [1].
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Resource allocation is another related issue. Traditionally, a user requests a pro-

vision for some fixed set number of compute resources and reserve a span of time

for exclusive usage. A common way to request for resources is batch scheduling,

which is a ubiquitous mechanism for job submissions at most supercomputing or

Grid sites [156]. Condor [115, 71] manages a distributed compute pool of otherwise

idle machines, and puts them to use. Condor allocates resources for jobs based on a

“matchmaking” approach [138]. Machines in the pool advertise their resource spec-

ifications as well as conditions under which it would be willing to take on a job.

A submitted job must also advertise its needs, and Condor allocates the necessary

resources by matching machines based on these specifications.

In [98], Juve and Deelman discussed the consequences of applying current resource

provisioning approaches on the Grid/Cloud and argued that traditional queue-based

reservation models can suffer massive delays due to the heterogeneity of Grid sites

(different rules, priority, etc.). Raicu, et al.’s Falkon framework [137] describes an ad

hoc resource pools which are preemptively allocated from disparate Grid sites by sub-

mitting a provisioning job. User applications submit jobs directly to the provisioner,

rather than to the external site with the usual methods. Since the provisioner has

already preemptively allocated the necessary resources, overheads of job submissions

and dispatch are avoided. These advance reservation schemes, however, abstracts the

actual provisioning of resources. As per Sotomayor, et al.’s observation, “. . . resource

provisioning typically happen[s] as a side-effect of job submission” [158]. In their

paper, they describe a lease-based approach toward resource provisioning, in an ef-

fort which seemingly precurses today’s Cloud-usage methods, by leveraging virtual

machine management. Singh, et al.’s provisioning model selects a set of resources

to be provisioned that optimizes the application while minimizing the resource costs

[153]. Providers advertise slots to the users, and each slot denotes the availability of
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resources, (e.g., number of processors), which can be reserved for a certain timeframe,

for a price. This allows application schedulers to optimize resource provisioning for

their application based on cost. In a related effort, Huang, et al.’s scheme helps users

by automatically selecting which resources to provision on a given workflow (DAG-

based) application [92]. Our system exploits on-demand elastic resource management

provided by the Amazon EC2 Cloud. In this paper, we have proposed algorithms to

scale and relax compute resources to handle varying workloads driven by user interest.

Since the Cloud offers on-demand resource provisioning, the above problems ap-

pears inherently managed through the dynamic allocation of VMs. But this intro-

duces a new class of problems, namely, the VM instantiation time is slow – on the

order of minutes for Amazon EC2. This overhead is contributed by the fact that

an entire OS image has to be loaded, and transference of memory (for statefulness)

can take significant time [42, 105]. Of course, preallocated VM pools and Falkon-like

preemptive allocation methods can be applied here, but the cost of preallocating ma-

chines versus the allocation overhead becomes difficult to justify in a Cloud setting.

Work in this area involves ways of minimizing VM allocation times. In Vrable et

al.’s Potemkin honeypot system, light-weight VMs are “flash cloned” from a static

copy in the same machine using the memory optimization technique, copy-on-write.

Observing that most VM functionalities are read, not written, new instances contain

pointers from the static VM copy, until write operation is called [173]. Also on the

forefront of this research area, SnowFlock [105] implements a VM Fork, which carries

the same semantics as a regular process fork (stateful), but on the scale of a virtual

machine. SnowFlock relies on a VM Descriptor, which is a condensed image with

necessary metadata to spawn a new VM quickly. Its “lazy state replication” and

“avoidance heuristics” reduces the amount of memory propagation to the child VM

initially. The child’s state is not initially transferred, but only read from the parent
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when accessed. Both Potemkin and SnowFlock reported VM instance creation of

under 1 second.
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CHAPTER 3

DATA-DRIVEN SERVICE COMPOSITION

In Auspice, whose goal is to automatically, and more importantly, correctly synthesize

service-based workflow plans, the need for domain knowledge is present on multiple

levels. To exemplify, consider the case of having to answer the following user query:

‘‘return an aerial image of (x,y) at time t’’

Assuming that one correct way to plan for this workflow is to simply invoke a known

service, getImage(x, y, t). Already, several major issues (among others) can be

observed: (i) Of all the available services, how does the system know that getImage

is the correct one to invoke? (ii) How does the system accurately assign the user

values to their respective parameters? (iii) Has the user input enough information to

invoke the service? We approach the former two problems here and address the third

problem later in this chapter.

Available web services and data sets can be associated with certain concepts within

a scientific domain. Abstractly, then, one can envision a concept-derivation scheme as

a means to automatically compose the necessary service operations and data sets to

answer queries. In such a scheme, a domain concept, c, is derived by a service s, whose

parameter inputs, (x1, . . . , xp) are again substantiated by concepts c(x1), . . . , c(xp)

respectively. Each of these concepts may be further derived by a service or data set.

This chaining process continues until a terminal element (either a service without

input or a file) has been reached on all concept paths.
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We describe an ontology to capture these concept derivation relationships. Let

ontology O = (VO, EO) be a directed acyclic graph where its set of vertices, VO,

comprises a disjoint set of classes: concepts C, services S, and data types, D, i.e.,

VO = (C ∪ S ∪D). Each directed edge (u, v) ∈ EO must denote one of the following

relations:

• (u δc→s v): concept-service derivation. Service u ∈ S used to derive v ∈ C.

• (u δc→d v): concept-data type derivation. Data type u ∈ D used to derive

v ∈ C.

• (u δs→c v): service-concept derivation. Concept u ∈ C used to derive service

v ∈ S.

The ontological definition, depicted in Figure 3.1, simplifies the effort to indicate

which services and data types are responsible for deriving specific domain concepts.

A subset of the ontology we could expect for our aerial image example shown earlier

is illustrated in Figure 3.2.

Focusing on the relevant portion of the ontology, the concepts, image and aerial

should first be merged together to represent aerial-image. In this concept merge

method, all outgoing edges are eliminated except those which share a common des-

tination, in this case, the getImage service. We also see that domain knowledge is

supplied to the getImage parameters through the inputsFrom edges connecting lat-

itude, longitude, and time. These concepts are derived from Q[. . .], which denotes

the user-supplied query values. Of course, other ways to derive aerial images might

also exist, which allows our system to compose multiple plans for derivation. This

workflow enumeration algorithm is discussed later.
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Figure 3.1: Ontology for Domain Description
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Figure 3.2: Subset Ontology for the Aerial Image Example
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3.1 Metadata Registration

Because workflow planning is a necessary overhead, the existence of data sets (and

services) must be identified quickly. Our goal, then, is to provide fast data iden-

tification. On one hand, we have the challenge of supplying useful domain knowl-

edge to the workflow planner, and on the other, we have a plethora of pre-existing

database/metadata management technologies that can be leveraged. The result is to

utilize an underlying database to store and index domain-specific elements and, with

the advantage of fast indices, the overhead of data identification for workflow planning

can be optimized. For each data set, its indexed domain concepts can be drawn from

an accompanying metadata file. However, metadata formats for describing scientific

data sets can vary. There exists, for instance, multiple annotation formats from just

within the geospatial community. But while their structures differ, the descriptors

are similar, storing essential information (data quality, dates, spatial coverage, and

so on) pertaining to specific data sets.

Domain experts initialize the system with the following1: (i) Υ = {υ1, . . . , υn},

a set of XML Schema or Data Type Definitions (DTD) which defines the supported

metadata formats used for validation. (ii) Cidx, a set of domain concepts that the

system should index, and (iii) xpath(υ, c) : (υ ∈ Υ ∧ c ∈ Cidx), For each indexed

concept and schema, an XPath query [180] that is used to access the indexed value

for concept c from a given the metadata document corresponding to schema υ. Once

in place, domain users should be able to upload and not only share new data sets,

but to also make it available for answering high-level queries.

To register new data sets with the system, users can invoke the Data Registration

algorithm. This procedure, shown in Algorithm 1, takes three inputs: a data file

1Our implementation assumes that metadata is defined in XML.
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Algorithm 1 registerData(d, metad[, K, υd])
1: . identify and validate metadata
2: if υd ∈ Υ ∧ υd.validate(metad) = true then
3: δ ← υd . input schema checks out
4: else
5: for all υ ∈ Υ do
6: if υ.validate(metad) = true then
7: δ ← υ . δ holds the corresponding schema
8: end if
9: end for

10: end if
11: cK ← ConceptMapper.map(K) . solve for concept derived by d
12: dK ← cK · “type”
13: if @ dK ∈ Ontology.D then
14: Ontology.D ← Ontology.D ∪ {dK}
15: Ontology.Edges← Ontology.Edges ∪ {(cK , derivedFrom, dK)}
16: end if
17: . build database record
18: R← (datatype = dK)
19: for all c ∈ Cidx do
20: v ← metad.extract(xpath(δ, c))
21: R← record ∪ (c = v) . concatenate record
22: end for
23: DB.insert(R, d)

d, its metadata file metad, and an optional keyword array, K[. . .] that describes d,

and an optional schema for validating metad, υd. The domain concept to which this

data set derives can be computed. Optionally, but not shown, the user could select

concepts directly from the ontology to describe d’s type instead of providing K[. . .].

To avoid confusion of schema validity and versioning, we emphasize here that the set

of valid schemas, Υ, should only be managed by domain experts or administrators.

That is, although users may potentially discover new metadata schemas, our system

cannot allow them to update Υ directly.

Algorithm 1 starts by identifying the type of metadata, δ, prescribed by the user

via validating metad against the set of schemas, or directly against the user provided

schema, υd (Lines 2-10). Next, the domain concept that is represented by K[. . .]

is solved for on Line 11. On Line 12, dK is assigned the name representing the
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type of data in the ontology, where cK is the matched concept and · denotes string

concatenation. If necessary, dK is added into the ontology’s data type class, D, and an

edge from cK to dK is also established (Lines 13-16). Finally, on Lines 18-23, a record

is constructed for eventual insertion into the underlying database. The constructed

record, R, is inserted into the database with a pointer to the data set, d. This process

is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Data Registration

We clarify this process with an example. Consider an ontology that contains a

satellite image concept, sat, derivable by files within two known data types, LandSAT

and IKONOS. Let us now assume that a new, and more precise instrument, quickbird,

becomes available, which generates a new type of data type becomes available. On
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registering a quickbird image, the user would create the new data type, QBIRD,

and because it still derives a satellite image, the ontology’s edge record is updated

as {(sat δc→d QBIRD), (sat δc→d LandSAT ), (sat δc→d IKONOS)}. The file’s

metadata is also prepared for extraction. For each concept-XPath, which might point

to the image’s location, date and time the image was captured, among other concepts

that can help systems identify it.

A nuance not captured by Algorithm 1 is index transformation, which modifies

the extracted metadata values to fit the suitable underlying index. To illustrate,

consider the following XPath queries that extract spatial and temporal information

from CSDGM metadata:

date //metadata/idinfo/timeperd/timeinfo/sngdate/caldate

northbc //metadata/idinfo/spdom/bounding/northbc

southbc //metadata/idinfo/spdom/bounding/southbc

westbc //metadata/idinfo/spdom/bounding/westbc

eastbc //metadata/idinfo/spdom/bounding/eastbc

<timeinfo>
     <caldate>2003-07-08</caldate>

<time>14:18</time>
</timeinfo>
.
.
.
<bounding>

<westbc>345708.61</westbc>
<eastbc>349397.59</eastbc>
<northbc>3058100.14</northbc>
<southbc>3062563.34</southbc>

</bounding>

w
es

tb
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Figure 3.4: A Case for Index Transformation
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The spatial boundary, denoted by northbc, southbc, westbc, and eastbc, is dis-

played in Figure 3.4. The problem observed with indexing these values independently

is obvious: most database systems are equipped with spatial indices, and not em-

ploying their use in this case would be imprudent. Thus, we apply the following rule

to transform extracted spatial values into the spatial index as supported by Open

Geospatial Consortium’s (OGC) OpenGIS extensions in the MySQL database [127]:

location GeomFromText(’POLYGON((westbc northbc, eastbc

northbc, eastbc southbc, westbc southbc,

westbc northbc))’)

Here, the spatial location field in the database replaces the four independently ex-

tracted values, thus reducing the dimensionality and utilizes native indexing support.

Service registration is also enabled in Auspice. However, its usefulness will not be

clear until we discuss cost modeling in the next chapter.

3.2 Service Composition and Workflow Enumeration

Often in practice, scientific tasks are composed of disparate processes chained to-

gether to produce some desired values [4]. Although workflows are rooted in business

processes, their structures lend well to the realization of complex scientific computing

[52, 129, 5, 119]. Also referred to as composite services in some literature, workflows

are frequently expressed as directed acyclic graphs where the vertices denote services

and data elements and directed edges represent flows of execution. Workflows, in our

context, can also be recursively defined as follows. Given some set of data, D and a

set of services S, a workflow, w is defined

w =


ε

d

(op, (p1, . . . , pk))
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such that terminals ε and d ∈ D denote a null workflow and a data instance re-

spectively. Nonterminal (op, (p1, . . . , pk)) ∈ S is a tuple where op denotes a service

operation with a corresponding parameter list (p1, . . . , pk) and each pi is itself a work-

flow. To put simply, a workflow is a tuple which either contains a single data instance

or a service operation whose parameters are, recursively, (sub)workflows.

3.2.1 Workflow Enumeration Algorithm

Given some query q, the goal of workflow planning algorithm is to enumerate a list

of workflows Wq = (w1, . . . , wn) capable of answering q from the available services

and data sets. The execution of each wi ∈ Wq is carried out, if needed, by an order

determined by cost or QoS parameters. Thus, upon workflow execution failure, the

system can persistently attempt alternative, albeit potentially less optimal vis-à-vis

QoS parameters (ensuing chapter), workflows.

Domain concept derivation is the goal behind constructing each workflow. Thus,

our algorithm, WFEnum, relies heavily on the metadata and semantics provided in

the Semantics Layer. Recall that the Query Decomposition component outputs the

query’s target concept, t, and a hashed set of query parameters, Q[. . .] (such that

Q[concept] → {val1, val2, . . .}). The WFEnum algorithm takes both t and Q[. . .] as

input, and outputs a list W of distinct workflows that are capable of returning the

desiderata for the target concept.

WFEnum, shown in Algorithm 2, begins by retrieving all d ∈ D (types of data

registered in the ontology) from which the target concept, t, can be derived. On Line

2, a statically accessible array, W ′[. . .], is used for storing overlapping workflows to

save redundant recursive calls in the later half of the algorithm. The workflows are

memoized on a hash value of their target concept and parameter list. On Line 5, a

set of indexed concepts, Cidx, is identified for each data type, and checked against the
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Algorithm 2 WFEnum(t, Q[. . . ])

1: W ← ()
2: global W ′[. . .] . static table for memoization
3: Λdata ← Ontology.derivedFrom(D, t)
4: for all d ∈ Λdata do
5: Cidx ← d.getIndexConcepts()
6: . user-given values enough to substantiate indexed concepts
7: if (Q.concepts() − Cidx) = {} then
8: cond← (datatype = d)
9: for all c ∈ Cidx do

10: cond← cond ∧ (c = Q[c]) . concatenate new condition
11: end for
12: F ← σ<cond>(datasets) . select files satisfying cond
13: for all f ∈ F do
14: W ← (W, (f))
15: end for
16: end if
17: end for
18:
19: Λsrvc ← Ontology.derivedFrom(S, t)
20: for all op ∈ Λsrvc do
21: Πop ← op.getPreconditions();
22: (p1, . . . , pk)← op.getParameters()
23: Wop ← ()
24: for all p ∈ (p1, . . . , pk) do
25: . forward query parameters s.t. preconditions are not violated
26: Qp[. . .]← Q[. . .]
27: for all (concept, value) ∈ Qp[. . .] do
28: if (concept, value).violates(Πop) then
29: Qp[. . .]← Qp[. . .]− (concept, value)
30: end if
31: end for
32: if ∃ W ′[h(p.target,Qp[. . .])] then
33: Wp ←W ′[h(p.target,Qp[. . .])] . recursive call is redundant
34: else
35: Wp ← WFEnum(p.target,Qp[. . . ]) . recursively invoke for p
36: end if
37: Wop ←Wop ×Wp . cartesian product
38: end for
39: . couple parameter list with service operation and concatenate to W
40: for all pm ∈Wop do
41: W ← (W, (op, pm))
42: end for
43: end for
44: W ′[h(t, Qp[. . .])]←W . memoize
45: return W
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parsed user specified values in the query. To perform this check, if the set difference

between the registered concepts, Cidx, and the query parameters, Q[. . .], is nonempty,

then the user clearly did not provide enough information to plan the workflow un-

ambiguously. On Lines 7-11, if all index registered concepts are substantiated by

elements within Q[. . .], a database query is designed to retrieve the relevant data

sets. For each indexed concept c, its (concept=value) pair, (c = Q[c]) is concatenated

(AND’d) to the query’s conditional clause. On Lines 12-15, the constructed query

is executed and each returned file record, f , is an independent file-based workflow

deriving t.

The latter half of the algorithm deals with concept derivation via service calls.

From the ontology, a set of relevant service operations, Λsrvc is retrieved for deriving

t. For each operation, op, there may exist multiple ways to plan for its execution

because each of its parameters, p , is a subproblem. Therefore, workflows pertaining

to each parameter p must first be solved with its own target concept, p.target and

own subset of relevant query parameters Qp[. . .]. While p.target is easy to identify

from following the inputsFrom links belonging to op in the ontology, the forwarding

of Qp[. . .] requires a bit more effort. Looking past Lines 25-31 for now, this query

parameter forwarding process is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.2.

Once the Qp[. . .] is forwarded appropriately, the recursive call can be made for

each parameter, or, if the call is superfluous, the set of workflows can be retrieved

directly (Line 32-36). In either case the results are stored in Wp, and the combination

of these parameter workflows in Wp is established through a cartesian product of its

derived parameters (Line 37). For instance, consider a service workflow with two

parameters of concepts a and b: (op, (a, b)). Assume that target concepts a is derived

using workflows Wa = (wa1 , w
a
2) and b can only be derived with a single workflow

Wb = (wb1). The distinct parameter list plans are thus obtained as Wop = Wa×Wb =
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((wa1 , w
b
1), (w

a
2 , w

b
1)). Each element from Wop is a unique parameter list. These lists

are coupled with the service operation, op, memoized in W ′ for avoiding redundant

recursive calls in the future, and returned in W (Lines 39-45). In our example, the

final list of workflows is obtained as W = ((op, (wa1 , w
b
1)), (op, (w

a
2 , w

b
1))).

The returned list, W , contain planned workflows capable of answering an original

query. Ideally, W should be a queue with the “best” workflows given priority. Mech-

anisms identifying the “best” workflows to execute, however, depends on the user’s

preferences. Our previous effort have led to QoS-based cost scoring techniques lever-

aging on bi-criteria optimization: workflow execution time and result accuracy. The

gist of this effort is to train execution time models and also allow domain experts to

input error propagation models per service operation. Our planner, when construct-

ing workflows, invoke the prediction models based on user criteria. Workflows not

meeting either constraint are pruned on the a priori principle during the enumeration

phase. In the special case of when W is empty, however, a re-examination of pruned

workflows is conducted to dynamically adapt to meet these constraints through data

reduction techniques. This QoS adaptation scheme is detailed in the next chapter.

3.2.2 Forwarding Query Parameters

It was previously noted that planning a service operation is dependent on the initially

planning of the operation’s parameters. This means that WFEnum must be recur-

sively invoked to plan (sub)workflows for each parameter. Whereas the (sub)target

concept is clear to the system from inputsFrom relations specified in the ontology, the

original query parameters must be forwarded correctly. For instance, consider some

service-based workflow, (op, (L1, L2)) that expects as input two time-sensitive data

files: L1 and L2. Let’s then consider that op makes the following two assumptions: (i)

L1 is obtained at an earlier time/date than L2 and (ii) L1 and L2 both represent the
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same spatial region. Now assume that the user query provides two dates, 10/2/2007

and 12/3/2004 and a location (x, y), that is,

Q[. . . ] =


location→ {(x, y)}

date→ {10/2/2007, 12/3/2004}

To facilitate this distribution, the system allows a set of preconditions, Πop, to be

specified per service operation. All conditions from within Πop must be met before

allowing the planning/execution of op to be valid, or the plan being constructed

is otherwise abandoned. In our case, the following preconditions are necessary to

capture the above constraints:

Πop =


L1.date � L2.date

L1.location = L2.location

In Lines 25-31, our algorithm forwards the values accordingly down their respective

parameter paths guided by the preconditions, and thus implicitly satisfying them.

The query parameter sets thus should be distributed differently for the recursively

planning of L1 and L2 as follows:

QL1 [. . .] =


location→ {(x, y)}

date→ {12/3/2004}
QL2 [. . .] =


location→ {(x, y)}

date→ {10/2/2007}

The recursive planning for each (sub)workflow is respectively supplied with the re-

duced set of query parameters to identify only those files adhering to preconditions.

3.2.3 Analysis of WFEnum

In terms of time complexity, though it is hard to generalize its input, the enumeration

algorithm is conservatively reducible to Depth-First Search (DFS). We can observe

that, from the ontology, by initiating with the target concept node, it is necessary
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to traverse all intermediate nodes until we reach the sinks (data), leaving us with

a number of distinct paths and giving our algorithm the same time complexity as

DFS in its worst case: O(|E| + |V |). For clarity, we decompose its set of vertices

into three familiar subsets: concepts nodes C, services nodes S, and data nodes D,

i.e., V = (C ∪ D ∪ S). Since the maximum number of edges in a DAG is |E| =

|V | ∗ (|V | − 1)

2
, we yield a O(|C ∪ D ∪ S|2) upper bound. Although theoretically

sound, it is excessively conservative. A recount of our ontological structure justifies

this claim.

• @ (u, v) : (u ∈ K ∧ v ∈ K) | K ∈ {C, S,D} — No edges exist within its own

subgraph.

• @ (u, v) : u ∈ S ∧ v ∈ D — Edges from service to data nodes do not exist.

• @ (u, v) : u ∈ D — Data nodes are sinks, and thus contain no outgoing edges.

A more accurate measurement of the maximum number of edges in our ontology

should be computed with the above constraints. We obtain |E| = |C| × (|S| + |D|
2

)

and thus a significantly tighter upper bound.

3.3 Evaluating Workflow Enumeration

The experiments that we conducted are geared towards exposing two particular as-

pects of our system: (i) we run a case study from the geospatial domain to display

its functionality, including metadata registration, query decomposition, and workflow

planning. (ii) We show scalability and performance results of our query enumeration

algorithm, particularly focusing on data identification.

To present our system from a functional standpoint, we employ an oft-utilized

workflow example from the geospatial domain: shoreline extraction. This application
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requires a Coastal Terrain Model (CTM) file and water level information at the tar-

geted area and time. CTMs are essentially matrices (from a topographic perspective)

where each point represents a discretized land elevation or bathymetry (underwater

depth) value in the captured coastal region. To derive the shoreline, and intersection

between the effective CTM and a respective water level is computed. Since both

CTM and water level data sets are spatiotemporal, our system must not only identify

the data sets efficiently, but plan service calls and their dependencies accurately and

automatically.

For this example, the system’s data index is configured to include the date and lo-

cation concepts. In practice however, it would be useful to index additional elements

such as resolution/quality, creator, map projection, and others. Next, we provided

the system with two metadata schemas, the U.S.-based CSDGM [63] and the Aus-

tralia and New Zealand standard, ANZMETA [11], which are both publicly available.

Finally, XPaths formed from the schemas to index concepts date and location for both

schemas are defined.

Next, CTM files, each coupled with corresponding metadata and keywords K =

{“CTM”, “coastal terrain model”, “coastal model”}, are inserted into the system’s

registry using the data registration procedure provided in Algorithm 1. In the in-

dexing phase, since we are only interested in the spatiotemporal aspects of the data

sets, a single modified Bx-Tree [96] is employed as the underlying database index for

capturing both date and location.2 For the ontology phase, since a CTM concept is

not yet captured in the domain ontology, the keyword-to-concept mapper will ask

the user to either (a) display a list of concepts, or (b) create a new domain concept

mapped from keywords K. If option (a) is taken, then the user chooses the relevant

2Jensen et al.’s Bx-Tree [96], originally designed for moving objects, is a B+Tree whose keys are
the approximate linearizations of time and space of the object via space-filling curves.
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concept and the incoming data set is registered into the ontology, and K is included

the mapper’s dictionary for future matches. Subsequent CTM file registrations, when

given keywords from K, will register automatically under the concept CTM.
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Figure 3.5: Example Ontology after Registration

On the service side, two operations are required for registration, shown below as

(op, (cp1, cp2, . . . , cpk)), where op denotes the service operation name and cpi denotes

the domain concept of parameter i:

1. (getWaterLevel, (date, location)): retrieves the average water level reading on

the given date from a coastal gauging station closest to the given location.

2. (extractShoreline, (CTM, water level)): intersects the given CTM with the

water level and computes the shoreline.

For sake of simplicity, neither operation requires preconditions and cost prediction

models. After metadata registration, the resulting ontology is shown in Figure 3.5,
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unrolled for clarity. Albeit that there are a multitude of more nodes in a practical

system, it is easy to see how the WFEnum algorithm would plan for shoreline work-

flows. By traversing from the targeted concept, shoreline, and visiting all reachable

nodes, the workflow structure is a reduction of shoreline’s reachability subgraph with

a reversal of the edges and a removal of intermediate concept nodes. The abstract

workflow shown in Figure 3.6 is the general structure of all plannable workflows. In

this particular example, WFEnum will enumerate more than one workflow candidate

only if multiple CTM files (perhaps of disparate resolutions) are registered in the

index at the queried location and time.

Auspice is distributed by nature, and therefore, our testbed is structured as fol-

lows. The workflow planner, including metadata indices and the query parser, is

deployed onto a Linux machine running a Pentium 4 3.00Ghz Dual Core with 1GB

of RAM. The geospatial processes are deployed as Web services on a separate server

located across the Ohio State University campus at the Department of Civil and En-

vironmental Engineering and Geodetic Science. CTM data sets, while indexed on the
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workflow planner node, are actually housed on a file server across state, at the Kent

State University campus.
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Figure 3.7: Planning Times with Increasing Data Sets and Concept Indices

In the first experiment, we are interested in the runtime of WFEnum with and

without the benefit of metadata registration when scaled to increasing amounts of

data files and concepts needing indexed (thus resulting in both larger index structures
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and a larger number of indices). Shown in Figure 3.7 (top), the linear search version

consumes significant amounts of time, whereas its counterpart (bottom) consumes

mere milliseconds for composing the same workflow plan. Also, because dealing with

multiple concept indices is a linear function, its integration into linear search produces

drastic slowdowns. And although the slowdown can also be observed for the indexed

runtime, they are of negligible amounts.
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Figure 3.8: Shoreline Workflow Execution Times

Once the shoreline extraction workflow has finished planning, its execution is

then carried out by our system. If we juxtaposed Figure 3.7 with Figure 3.8, the

importance of minimizing planning time becomes clear. Especially for smaller CTM

files, the cases when planning times dominate execution times should be avoided, and

metadata indexing decreases the likelihood for this potential.
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As seen in Figure 3.8, the workflow’s execution time is heavily dependent on the

CTM file size. Due to its data-intensive nature, we would expect that much larger

CTM sizes will render the execution time prohibitive in time-critical scenarios. In

the following chapter, we discuss ways to adjust accuracy on the fly as a means to

meet time constraints.

3.4 Auspice Querying Interfaces

With the description of our ontology in place, which is a core component in Auspice,

we are now able lead into the discussion of the querying interfaces.

3.4.1 Natural Language Support

We begin with another working example:

‘‘return water level from station=32125 on 10/31/2008’’

One functionality we wish to enable is the ability to process user queries in the

form of high-level keyword or natural language. The job of the Query Decomposition

Layer is to extract relevant elements from the user query. These elements, including

the user’s desiderata and other query attributes, are mapped to domain concepts

specified in the Semantics Layer’s ontology. Thus, these two layers in the system

architecture are tightly linked. Shown in Figure 3.9, the decomposition process is

two-phased.

In the Mapping Phase, StanfordNLP [102] is initially employed to output a list

of terms and a parse tree from the query. The list of extracted query terms is then

stemmed and stopped. This filtered set is further reduced using a synonym matcher

provided through WordNet libraries [61]. The resulting term set is finally mapped

to individual domain concepts from the ontology. Some terms, however, can only be
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matched by their patterns. For example, “13:00” should be mapped to the concept,

time. Others require further processing. A coordinate, (x, y), is first parsed and

assigned concepts independently, (i.e., x ← longitude and y ← latitude). Because

Auspice is currently implemented over the geospatial domain, only a limited number

of patterns are expected. Finally, the last pattern involves value assignment. In

our keyword system, values can be given directly to concepts using a keyword=value

string. That is, the keyword query, “water level (x, y)” is equivalent to “water level

latitude=y longitude=x”. Finally, each query term is matched against this set of

terms to identify their corresponding concepts. Indeed, a keyword may correspond

with more than one concept.

Upon receiving the set of relevant concepts from the previous phase, the Sub-

stantiation Phase involves identifying the user’s desired concept as well as assigning

the given values to concepts. First, from the given parse tree, concepts are merged

with their descriptors. In our example, since “water” describes the term “level”,

their respective domain concepts are merged. The pattern matcher from the previ-

ous phase can be reused to substantiate given values to concepts, resulting in the

relations (date δc→d 10/31/2008) and (station δc→d 32125). These query parame-

ter substantiations is stored as a hash set, Q[. . .] = Q[date] → {10/31/2008} and

Q[station] → {32125}. This set of query parameters is essential for identifying ac-

curate data sets in the workflow planning phase. Query parameters and the target

concept, are sent as input to the workflow planning algorithm in the Planning Layer

of the system.

We take prudence in discussing our query parser as not to overstate its function-

alities. Our parser undoubtedly lacks a wealth of established natural language query

processing features, for it was implemented ad hoc for interfacing with our specific

domain ontology. We argue that, while related research in this area can certainly be
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leveraged, the parser itself is ancillary to meeting the system’s overall goals of au-

tomatic workflow planning and beyond the current scope of this work. Nonetheless,

incorrectly parsed queries should be dealt with. Currently, with the benefit of the

ontology, the system can deduce the immediate data that users must provide as long

as the target concept is determined. The user can then enter the required data into

a form for querying.

3.4.2 Keyword Search Support

Modern search engines have become indispensable for locating relevant information

about almost anything. At the same time, users have probably also become aware

of a common search engine’s limitations. That is, sites, such as Yahoo! and Google,

only unilaterally search Web pages’ contents. However, with the continuous produc-

tion of data from various domains, especially from within the sciences, information

hidden deep within these domains cannot be reached with current search engines. To

exemplify, let us consider that an earth science student needs to find out how much

an area inside a nearby park has eroded since 1940. Certainly, if this exact informa-

tion had previously been published onto a Web page, a common search engine could

probably locate it without problems. But due to the query’s specificity, the likelihood

such a Web page exists is slim, and the chances are, our student would either have

to be content with an approximate or anecdotal answer, or worse, give up. Various

avenues for obtaining this information, however, probably do exist but are unknown

to the student. In this section, we describe an approach and a system addressing this

need.

Emerging technology and data sources have permitted the development of large-

scale scientific data management projects. In one recent example, the Large Hadron
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Collider (LHC Project) at CERN is projected to produce around 15PB of data an-

nually [112]. In fact, just one of its experiments, ATLAS [110], is single-handedly

expected to generate data on the rate of 5PB per year. This influx of data invokes a

need for a similar dissemination of programs used for data analysis and processing.

Fortunately, timely developments within the Web have enabled these programs to be

shared and accessed remotely by anyone via Web services [41]. For many, including

our earth science student, the explosion of data sets and Web services has been bit-

tersweet. Within these resources lies the potential for making great discoveries, but

deriving interesting results from using these resources has proved challenging for a

number of reasons [161]. Among those, understanding where to find and how to com-

pose existing Web services together with specific low-level data sets has been confined

to a small class of experts. We believe that this situation betrays the spirit of the

Web, where information is intended to be intuitively accessible by anyone, anywhere.

What elude users like our earth science student are possibilities hidden within

the Web for answering complicated queries. Specifically, many queries cannot be

answered by a single source, e.g., a Web page. But rather, these queries may involve

an invocation of multiple resources, whose results are often combined together to form

new information. The erosion information that our student seeks is perhaps one that

can be derived from executing a series of computations, for instance, by composing

geological Web services together, as one would with procedure calls, with relevant

data found in various Web pages and data repositories. And even if users understood

the steps toward deriving the desired information, the service composition process

itself can be painstaking and error-prone.

In our approach, we maintain that a necessary ingredient to drive automatic

workflow planning is domain knowledge. That is, as had been pressed in the pre-

vious sections, the system must understand the semantic relationships between the
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available data sets and Web services. Returning to our example, this requires know-

ing the following: Which services can generate erosion results? What types of data

(e.g., topographical, climate, water shed) do these erosion-producing Web services

require as input? Which attributes from data sets are relevant to the query? In our

student’s case, only those data sets representing the park’s location and the time of

interest (1940 to today) should be considered for input into the erosion-producing

Web services.

In the ensuing subsections, we discuss an approach for supporting keyword search

in an automatic scientific workflow system. Upon receiving some keywords, our sys-

tem returns a ranked list of relevant scientific workflow plans. Particularly, the result

set is ranked according to the number of concepts (mapped by the keyword terms)

that each workflow plan can derive.

Upon receiving the set of relevant concepts from the previous phase, the Sub-

stantiation Phase involves identifying the user’s desired concept as well as assigning

the given values to concepts. First, from the given parse tree, concepts are merged

with their descriptors. In our example, since “water” describes the term “level”,

their respective domain concepts are merged. The pattern matcher from the previ-

ous phase can be reused to substantiate given values to concepts, resulting in the

relations (date δc→d 10/31/2008) and (station δc→d 32125). These query parame-

ter substantiations is stored as a hash set, Q[. . .] = Q[date] → {10/31/2008} and

Q[station] → {32125}. This set of query parameters is essential for identifying ac-

curate data sets in the workflow planning phase. Query parameters and the target

concept, are sent as input to the workflow planning algorithm in the Planning Layer

of the system.

As users submit keyword queries to the system, Auspice first applies some tradi-

tional stopping and stemming [181] filters to the terms. The terms are then mapped
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to some respective concepts within the domain ontology. Recall that the ontology

describes a directed acyclic graph which represents the relationships among available

data sets, Web services, and scientific concepts. Once the set of ontological concepts

has been identified, it is sent to the workflow planner. Guided by the set of ontological

concepts, the planner composes Web services together with data files automatically

and returns a ranked list of workflow candidates to the user. The user can then select

and choose which workflow plan to execute. Next, we describe the ontology followed

by the system’s support for building such an ontology.
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Figure 3.10: Examples of Ontology, Workflow, and ψ-Graph of w

Consider the ontology subset illustrated in the left side of Figure 3.10 as an exam-

ple. If c0 is the targeted concept in the query, one could traverse its edges in reverse

order to reach all services and data types that are used to derive it. After executing

this process, the respective workflow, w, is produced, shown on the upper-right side of

the figure. We will revisit this figure in further detail later this section as we discuss

the query planning algorithm, but first, we describe the process in which Auspice aids
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Identifier Description

O The ontology, a directed acyclic graph, O = (VO, EO)
VO Set of instances (vertices) in O, VO = (C ∪ S ∪D)
EO Set of derivation edges in O

C, S, D VO’s subset class of concepts, services and data types respectively
(u δc→s v) ∈ EO Concept-service derivation edge. Concept-service derivation edge. Ser-

vice u ∈ S used to derive v ∈ C
(u δc→d v) ∈ EO Concept-data type derivation edge. Data type u ∈ D used to derive

v ∈ C
(u δs→c v) ∈ EO Service-concept derivation edge. Concept u ∈ C used to derive service

v ∈ S
w A workflow, which may be expressed as ε, d, or s, where ε is null, d ∈ D

is a data type, and s ∈ S is a service. s is a non-terminal, i.e., the
parameters for invoking s are themselves workflows.

ψ The concept derivation graph. A reduced form of the ontology, but
contains only concept vertices and edges. ψ = (Vψ, Eψ)

ψ(c), ψ(w) ψ-graph pertaining to c ∈ C and to workflow w, respectively.

Table 3.1: Definitions of Identifiers Used throughout

users in constructing this ontology. For reading comprehension, we have summarized

a list of identifiers in Table 3.1.

3.4.3 Keyword-Maximization Query Planning

To support keyword queries, we enumerate all workflows relevant to the most number

of keywords in the user query, K. We currently support only AND-style keyword

queries, and in this section, we discuss the process of the algorithms for automatically

planning workflows given some set of keywords. Auspice’s querying algorithm is to

return all workflow plans, w, whose concept-derivation graph, ψ(w) (to be discussed

later), contains the most concepts from K, while under the constraints of the user’s

query parameters, Q. To exemplify the algorithms, we prescribe the ontology subset

shown in Figure 3.11 to our discussion. Furthermore, we interweave the description

of the algorithms with the keyword query example:

‘‘wind coast line CTM image (41.48335,-82.687778) 8/20/2009’’
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Here, we note that the given coordinates point to Sandusky, Ohio, a location where

we have abundant data sets.

3.4.4 Concept Mapping

The data and service metadata registration procedure, discussed previously, allows

the user to supply some keywords that describe their data set or the output of the

service. These supplied keywords are used to identify the concepts in which the new

resource derives, and if such a concept does not exist, the user is given an option

to create one in the ontology. As such, each concept, c, has an associated set of

keywords, Kc. For instance, the concept of elevation might associate Kelevation = {

“height”, “elevation”, “DEM”}. The WordNet database [61] was also employed to

expand Kc for the inclusion of each term’s synonyms.

Before we describe the workflow enumeration algorithm, WFEnum Key (shown

as Algorithm 3), we introduce the notion of concept derivation graphs (or ψ-graphs)

which is instrumental in WFEnum Key for pruning. ψ-graphs are obtained as concept-

derivation relationships, ψ(c) = (Vψ, Eψ), where c is a concept, from the ontology. All

vertices within ψ(c) denote only concepts, and its edges represent derivation paths.

As an aside, ψ can also be applied on workflows, i.e., ψ(w) extracts the concept-

derivation paths from the services and data sets involved in w. The graphic on the

right of Figure 3.10 exemplifies ψ(w). We revisit the left side of the figure, which

illustrates an ontology, O, and vertices ci, dj, and sk denote instances from the classes

C, D, and S respectively. In the top-right side of the graphic, we show one derivation

of c0: w = (s0, ((s1, (d0, d1)), (s2, (d0, d1))). In the bottom-right of the figure, ψ(w)

is extracted from w. Although not shown, ψ(c0) would extract a significantly larger

DAG; specifically, ψ(c0) would also include all concept paths leading in from services
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si and sk, but these have been hidden/ignored in this example. Indeed, for a concept

c and a workflow w that derives c, ψ(w) ⊆ ψ(c).

3.4.5 Planning with Keywords

WFEnum Key’s inputs include ct, which denotes the targeted concept. That is, all

generated workflows, w, must have a ψ-graph rooted in concept ct. Specifically, only

workflows, w, whose ψ(w) ⊆ ψ(ct) will be considered for the result set. The next

input, Φ, is a set of required concepts, and every concept in Φ must be included

in the derivation graph of ct. A set of query parameters, Q, is also given to this

algorithm. These would include the coordinates and the date given by the user in our

example query. Q is used to identify the correct files and also as input into services

that require these particular concept values. Finally, the ontology, O, supplies the

algorithm with the derivation graph.

On Lines 2-8, the planning algorithm first considers all data-type derivation pos-

sibilities within the ontology for ct, e.g., (ct δ
c→d dt). All data files are retrieved with

respect to data type dt and the parameters given in Q. Each returned file record, f ,

is an independent file-based workflow deriving t. Next, the algorithm handles service-

based derivations. From the ontology, O, all (ct δ
c→s st) relations are retrieved. Then

for each service, st, that derives ct, its parameters must first be recursively planned.

Line 15 thus retrieves all concept derivation edges (st δ
s→c cst) for each of its param-

eters. Opportunities for pruning are abundant here.

For instance, if the required set of concepts, Φ, is not included in the ψ-graphs

of all st’s parameters combined, then st can be pruned because it does not meet

the query’s requirements. For example, on the bottom left corner of Figure 3.11,

we can imply that another service, img2, also derives the image concept. Assuming

that Φ = {shore}, because the ψ-graphs pertaining to all of img2 ’s parameters
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Algorithm 3 WFEnum Key(ct, Φ, Q, O)

1: static W
2: for all concept-data derivation edges w.r.t. ct, (ct δ

c→d dt) ∈ EO do
3: . data type dt derives ct; build on dt
4: F ← σ<Q>(dt) //select files w.r.t. Q
5: for all f ∈ F do
6: W ←W ∪ {f}
7: end for
8: end for
9: . any workflow enumerated must be reachable within Φ

10: for all concept-service derivation edges w.r.t. ct, (ct δ
c→s st) ∈ EO do

11: . service st derives ct; build on st
12: Wst ← ()
13: . remove target, ct, from requirement set
14: Φ← {Φ \ ct}
15: for all service-concept derivation edges w.r.t. st, (st δ

s→c cst) ∈ EO do
16: . prune if elements in Φ do not exist in cst ’s derivation path, that is, the union of all its

parents’ ψ graphs

17: if (Φ ⊆
⋃
ψ(cst)) then

18: W ′ ← WFEnum Key(cst , Φ ∩ ψ(cst), Q, W , O)
19: if W ′ 6= () then
20: Wst ←Wst ×W ′
21: W ←W ∪W ′
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: . construct service invocation plan for each p ∈Wst , and append to W
26: for all p ∈Wst do
27: W ←W ∪ {(st, p)}
28: end for
29: end for
30: return W
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does not account for the elements in Φ, img2 can be immediately pruned here (Line

17). Otherwise, service st is deemed promising, and its parameters’ concepts are

used as targets to generate workflow (sub)plans toward the total realization of st.

Recalling the workflow’s recursive definition, this step is tantamount to deriving the

nonterminal case where (st, (w1, . . . , wp)) ∈ S. Finally whereas the complete plan for

st is included in the result set (Line 27), W , each (sub)plan is also included because

they include some subset of Φ, the required keyword concepts and therefore could be

somewhat relevant to the user’s query (Line 21).

With the planning algorithm in place, the natural extension now is to determine

its input from a given list of keywords.
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Figure 3.11: An Exemplifying Ontology
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Algorithm 4 KMQuery(K, O)

1: R← () R will hold the list of derived workflow results
2: QK ← O.mapParams(K)
3: CK ← O.mapConcepts(K \QK)
4: . compute the power set, P(CK), of CK
5: for all ρ ∈ P(CK), in descending order of |ρ| do
6: . ρ = {c1, . . . , cn}, {c1, . . . , cn−1}, . . . , {c1}
7: . check for reachability within ρ, and find successor if true
8: reachable← false
9: for all ci ∈ ρ ∧ ¬reachable do

10: if (ρ \ {ci}) ⊆ ψ(ci) then
11: croot ← ci
12: reachable← true
13: end if
14: end for
15: if reachable then
16: . from ontology, enumerate all plans with croot as target
17: R← R ∪ WFEnum Key(croot, (ρ \ {croot}), QK , O)
18: . prune all subsumed elements from P(CK)
19: for all ρ′ ∈ P(CK) do
20: if ρ′ ⊆ ρ then
21: P(CK)← P(CK) \ {ρ′}
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for
26: return R
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The query planning algorithm, shown in Algorithm 4, simply takes a set of key-

words, K, and the ontology, O, as input, and the resulting list of workflow plans, R,

is returned. First, the set of query parameters, QK , is identified using the concept

pattern mapper on each of the key terms. Because user-issued parameter values are

essentially data, they define a δc→d-type derivation on the concepts to which they are

mapped. Here, (longitude δc→d x), (latitude δc→d y), (date δc→d 8/20/2009), can be

identified as a result (Line 2). The remaining concepts from K are also determined,

CK = {wind, shore, image, coastal-terrain-model} (note that “coast” had been de-

duced to the concept, shore, and that “line” had been dropped since it did not match

any concepts in O).

Next (Lines 5-14), the algorithm attempts to plan workflows incorporating all

possible combinations of concepts within CK . The power set, P(CK) is computed

for CK , to contain the set of all subsets of CK . Then, for each subset-element ρ ∈

P(CK), the algorithm attempts to find the root concept in the derivation graph

produced by ρ. For example, when ρ = {shore, image, coastal-terrain-model}, the

root concept is image in Figure 3.11. However, when ρ = {shore, coastal-terrain-

model}, then croot = shore. But since any workflows produced by the former subsumes

any produced by the latter ρ set of concepts, the latter can be pruned (thus why we

loop from descending order of |ρ| on Line 5). In order to perform the root-concept

test, for each concept element, ci ∈ ρ, its ψ-graph, ψ(ci) is first computed, and if it

consumes all other concepts in ρ, then ci is determined to be the root (recall that

ψ(ci) generates a concept-derivation DAG rooted in ci).

Back to our example, although wind is a valid concept in O, it does not con-

tribute to the derivation of any of the relevant elements. Therefore, when ρ = {wind,

image, shore, coastal-terrain-model}, no plans will be produced because wind is

never reachable regardless of which concepts is considered root. The next ρ, however,
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produces {image, shore, coastal-terrain-model}. Here, ψ(image) incorporates both

shore and coastal-terrain-model, and thus, image is determined to be croot. The inner

loop on Line 9 can stop here, because the DAG properties of O does not permit

ψ(shore) or ψ(coastal-terrain-model) to include shore, and therefore neither can be

root for this particular ρ.

When a reachable ρ subset has been determined, the planning method, WFEnum Key

can be invoked (Lines 15-24). Using croot as the targeted with ρ \ {croot} being the

concepts required in the derivation paths toward croot, WFEnum Key is employed to

return all workflow plans. But as we saw in Algorithm 3, WFEnum Key also returns

any workflow (sub)plans that were used to derive the target. That is, although image

is the target here, the shore concept would have to be first derived to substantiate

it, and it would thus be included in R as a separate plan. Due to this redundancy,

after WFEnum Key has been invoked, Lines 18-23 prunes the redundant ρ’s from

the power set. In our example, every subset element will be pruned except when

ρ = {wind}. Therefore, wind would become rooted its workflows will likewise be

planned separately.

3.4.6 Relevance Ranking

The resulting workflow plans should be ordered by their relevance. Relevance, how-

ever, is a somewhat loose term under our context. We simply define relevance as a

function of the number of keyword-concepts that appear in each workflow plan. We,

for instance, would expect that any workflow rooted in wind be less relevant to the

user than the plans which include significantly more keyword-concepts: shore, image,

etc. Given a workflow plan, w, and query, K, we measure w’s relevance score, as
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follows:

r(w,K) =
|Vψ(w) ∩ C(K)|

|C(K)|+ log(|Vψ(w) \ C(K)|+ 1)

Recall that Vψ(w) denotes the set of concept vertices in w’s concept derivation graph,

ψ(w). Here, C(K) represents the set of concept nodes mapped from K. This equation

corresponds to the ratio of the amount of concepts from C(K) that w captures. The

log term in the denominator signifies a slight fuzziness penalty for each concept in

w’s derivation graph that was not specified in K. The motivation for this penalty

is to reward “tighter” workflow plans are that more neatly represented (and thus,

more easily understandable and interpreted by the user). This metric is inspired

by traditional approaches for answering keyword queries over relational databases

[170, 3].

3.4.7 A Case Study

We present a case study of our keyword search functionality in this section. Our

system is run on an Ubuntu Linux machine with a Pentium 4 3.00Ghz Dual Core

with 1GB of RAM. This work has been a cooperative effort with the Department

of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Sciences here at the Ohio

State University. Our collaborators supplied us with various services that they had

developed to process certain types of geospatial data. A set of geospatial data was

also given to us. In all, the ontology used in this experiment consists of 29 concepts,

25 services, 5 data types. The 25 services and 2248 data files were registered to

the ontology based on their accompanying metadata, solely for the purposes of this

experiment. We note that, although the resource size is small, the given is sufficient

for evaluating the functionality of keyword search support. A set of queries, shown

in Table 3.2, are used to evaluate our system.
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Query ID Description

1 “coast line CTM 7/8/2003 (41.48335,-82.687778)”
2 “bluff line DEM 7/8/2003 (41.48335,-82.687778)”
3 “(41.48335,-82.687778) 7/8/2003 wind CTM”
4 “waterlevel=174.7cm water surface 7/8/2003 (41.48335,-82.687778)”
5 “waterlevel (41.48335,-82.687778) 13:00:00 3/3/2009”
6 “land surface change (41.48335,-82.687778) 7/8/2003 7/7/2004”

Table 3.2: Experimental Queries

First, we present the search time of the six queries issued to the system. In this

experiment, we executed the search using two versions of our algorithm. Here, the

search time is the sum of the runtimes for KMQuery and WFEnum Key algorithms.

The first version consists of the a-priori pruning logic, and the second version does

not prune until the very end. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure

3.12, and as we can see, a typical search executes on the order of several milliseconds,

albeit that the ontology size is quite small.

We can also see that the pruning version results in slightly faster search times

in almost all queries, with the exception of QueryID=3. It was later verified that

this query does not benefit from pruning with the given services and data sets. In

other words, the pruning logic is an overhead for this case. Along the right y-axis,

the result set size is shown. Because the test data set is given by our collaborators,

in addition to the fact that our search algorithm is exhaustive, we can claim (and it

was later verified) that the recall is 100%. Recall by itself, however, is not sufficient

to measuring the effectiveness of the search.

To measure the precision of the result set, we again required the help of our

collaborators. For each workflow plan, w in the result set, the domain experts assigned

a score, r′(w,K) from 0 to 1. The precision for each plan is then measured relative

to the difference of this score to the relevance score, r(w,K), assigned by our search
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engine. For a result set R, its precision is thus computed,

prec(R,K) =
1

|R|
∑
w∈R

1− (|r(w,K)− r′(w,K)|)
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Figure 3.13: Precision of Search Results

The precision for our queries is plotted in Figure 3.13. Most of the variance are

introduced due to the fact that our system underestimated the relevance of some

plans. Because Query 3 appeared to have performed the worst, we show its results

in Table 3.3.

The third query contains five concepts after keyword-concept mapping: wind,

date, longitude, latitude, and coastal-terrain-model. The first five plans enumerated

captures all five concepts plus “water surface”, which is superfluous to the keyword
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Workflow Plan r r′

GetWindVal(GetWaterSurface(getCTMLowRes(CTM42.dat))) 0.943 0.8
GetWindVal(GetWaterSurface(getCTMMedRes(CTM42.dat))) 0.943 0.8
GetWindVal(GetWaterSurface(getCTMHighRes(CTM42.dat))) 0.943 0.8
GetWindVal(GetWaterSurface(CreateFromUrlLowRes(CTM42.dat))) 0.943 0.8
GetWindVal(GetWaterSurface(CreateFromUrlHighRes(CTM42.dat))) 0.943 0.8
getCTMLowRes(CTM42.dat) 0.8 0.3
getCTMMedRes(CTM42.dat) 0.8 0.3
getCTMHighRes(CTM42.dat) 0.8 0.3
CreateFromUrlLowRes(CTM42.dat) 0.8 0.3
CreateFromUrlHighRes(CTM42.dat) 0.8 0.3
CTM42.dat 0.8 0.3
GetWaterSurface(getCTMLowRes(CTM42.dat)) 0.755 0.3
GetWaterSurface(getCTMMedRes(CTM42.dat)) 0.755 0.3
GetWaterSurface(getCTMHighRes(CTM42.dat)) 0.755 0.3
GetWaterSurface(CreateFromUrlLowRes(CTM42.dat)) 0.755 0.3
GetWaterSurface(CreateFromUrlHighRes(CTM42.dat)) 0.755 0.3

Table 3.3: QueryID 3 Results Set and Precision

query. Therefore, any plans generating a water surface will be slightly penalized. Note

that, while the variance is relatively high when compared with the user’s expectations,

the scores do not affect the user’s expected overall ordering of the results. Although,

it certainly can be posited that other properties, such as cost/quality of the workflow,

can be factored into the relevance calculation.
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CHAPTER 4

PLANNING WORKFLOWS WITH QOS AWARENESS

Advancements in Web and Grid computing have propelled a movement towards mak-

ing data sets and computing services widely available. The result is a high number of

distributed data repositories storing large volumes of data sets over links with poten-

tially high latency and access costs. In these scenarios a workflow’s overall execution

time can be impacted by the high access costs of moving Grid-based data sets.

Often in these distributed computing models, there are multiple ways of answering

a given query, using different combinations of data sources and services. For instance,

in the simple case of obtaining water level readings for a coast line region in Lake

Erie, one way would be to retrieve it directly from available data sets. A different

method involves extracting this information from water surface models.

Some methods are likely to result in higher cost, but better accuracy, whereas

others might lead to quicker results and lower accuracy. This could be due to that

some data collection methods involve higher resolution or because some data sets

are available at servers with lower access latencies. Meanwhile, different classes of

users can have different querying requirements. For instance, some users may want

the fastest answers while others require the most accurate response. Users may also

prefer the faster of the methods which can meet certain accuracy constraints. While

most efforts in scientific workflow systems focus directly on minimizing execution
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times [134, 184, 2] through scheduling heuristics, it would be highly desirable to

enable user preferences for both accuracy and time.

Meanwhile, different users interacting with the query framework can have differ-

ent requirements. Some users may want the answers the fastest, some may demand

the most accurate answers, and others might prefer the faster of the methods which

can meet certain accuracy constraints. It will be highly desirable if a workflow com-

position system can incorporate user constraints and preferences. In other words,

we want to alleviate the users from the need of understanding the cost and accuracy

tradeoffs associated with different data sets and services that could be used to answer

a query.

Auspice seeks to remove from users the need of having to understand the cost

and accuracy tradeoffs associated with different data sets and services that could

be used to answer a query. To automate the time-accuracy tradeoff in service com-

position, we allow developers to expose an accuracy parameter, e.g., sampling rate.

Our system takes unrestricted models as input for predicting process completion time

and error/accuracy propagation of the applications. Our service composition algo-

rithm employs an efficient procedure to automatically regulate the accuracy parame-

ter based on the defined cost models to meet the user-specified QoS constraints. We

conducted experiments to evaluate two aspects of our algorithm. First, we show that,

although the cost models can be invoked quite frequently during workflow planning,

they contribute little overhead to the overall planning time. Secondly, we present the

effect that the accuracy parameter adjustment scheme has on planned workflows.

We present a framework for workflow composition that supports user preferences

on time and accuracy. Our framework includes models for assessing cost associated

with retrieving each data set or executing any services on a given input. Similarly, we

take as input models that predict accuracy associated with the results of a particular
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service, as a function of the accuracy of the data input to the service. User-specified

constraints on accuracy and cost are also taken as input. The system automatically

composes workflows while pruning candidates that cannot meet the constraints.

The uses for our framework is three-fold. First, the integration of cost to our

workflow composition algorithm allows the system to support user constraints. Sec-

ondly, these constraints increase the efficiency of our workflow composition algorithm

by enabling the pruning of workflows at an early stage if QoS constraints are not

met on the apriori principle. Lastly, we enable opportunities for service develop-

ers to expose parameters such that, when tuned, can affect the execution time and

accuracy of the composed workflows. Given time restrictions or such physical limi-

tations as low network bandwidth, our system is capable of dynamically suggesting

recommended values for the exposed accuracy parameters in order to maximize the

user’s expectations. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first automatic service

composition system with these capabilities. This framework has been incorporated

in the Planning Layer of Auspice.

Recall from the previous chapter that Auspice provides support for keyword

queries. The QoS constraints, if available, are input by the user with the keyword

pairs: QoS:Time=seconds and (QoS:ErrConcept=concept, QoS:Err=value). The lat-

ter pair for applying error restriction is important to note, since workflows may involve

multiple error models. For instance, consider a service such that, when given an aerial

image of a city and corner coordinates, crops and returns a new image with the spec-

ified boundaries. Here, errors can include the resolution of the cropped image or

measurement discrepancies involving the actual cropping, e.g., the cropping service

is accurate up to ±5cm. Multiple error constraints may be coupled together in the

same query. Conversely, the only constraint the user has is time. In this case, a user

might request:
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‘‘aerial northbound=(x,y) southbound=(x,y), ... (QoS:Time=120s)’’

It is worth noting that if only one constraint is given, then system attempts to

abide the restriction while optimizing the undefined constraint, and that if neither is

provided, the system will execute the workflow containing the lowest error. The user

may also request that all workflows meeting the constraints be returned. In this case

the user is given time and error predictions of each workflow, and he/she selects which

to execute. Given this well-structured query, appropriate services and data sets must

be selected for use and their composition is reified dynamically through consultation

with the domain ontology. Through this process, the workflow construction engine

enumerates a set of valid workflow candidates such that when each is executed, returns

a suitable response to the query.

From the set of workflow candidates, the service composition engine must then

examine the cost of each in order to determine a subset that meet user constraints.

Additionally, this component can dynamically adjust accuracy parameters in order

to meet expected time constraints set by the user. Although shown as a separate

entity for clarity, the pruning mechanism is actually pushed deep within the workflow

construction engine. The remaining candidate set is sorted top-down according to

either the time or accuracy constraint (depending on preference) to form a queue.

The execution of workflows is carried out and the presence of faults within a certain

execution, caused by such factors as network downtime or data/process unavailability,

triggers the next queued workflow to be executed to provide the most optimal possible

response.
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4.1 Modeling Service Workflow Cost

Two cost functions are introduced for aggregating workflow execution time and error

propagation respectively. Recall the definition of a workflow from the previous chapter

reduces to a service, data, or null. A workflow w’s time cost can be estimated by:

T (w) =



0, if w = ε

tnet(d), if w ∈ D

tx(op, Pop) + tnet(op, Pop) + max
pi∈Pop

T (pi), if w ∈ S

If workflow w is a base data element, then w = d, and the cost is trivially the data

transmission time, tnet. When w is a service, then w = (op, Pop), and its time can be

summarized as the sum of the service’s execution time tx, network transmission time

of its product, and, recursively, the maximum time taken by its parameters (assuming

their execution can be carried out concurrently).

The error aggregation function, E(w), which represents the error estimation of a

given workflow, is also in a recursive sum form:

E(w) =



0, if w = ε

σ(d, γ), if w ∈ D

σ(op, Pop, γ) + f(E(pi))
pi∈Pop

, if w ∈ S

Due to the heterogeneity of data sets and processes, it is expected that disparate

workflows will yield results with fluctuating measures of accuracy. Again, at the

base case lies the expected error of a particular data set, σ(d, γ). Here, γ denotes

an accuracy parameter with respect to the data set, e.g., resolution, sampling rate,

etc. An error value can also be attributed to a service execution, σ(op, Pop, γ). For

instance, errors will be introduced if a sampling service is called to reduce data size

or some interpolation/extrapolation service is used estimate some value. In the third
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case, function f depends on the operation op, i.e., f is max when op is independent.

However, f could denote multiplication when op is a join operation.

The obvious goal is providing prudent and reliable measures since cost is the

determining factor for pruning workflow candidates. Furthermore, the online com-

putation of cost should only require diminutive overhead. For each service, we are

interested four separate models: The T (w) term itself involves the implementation

of three distinct models for service execution time (tx), network transmission time

(tnet), and, implicitly, an estimation of output size (sized). For tx, we sampled service

runtime by controlling various sized inputs and generating multi-regression models.

sized was computed on a similar basis (note that sized is known for files). The net-

work transmission time tnet was approximated as the ratio of sized over bandwidth

between nodes that host each service or data. Regression, however, cannot be used

to reliably capture the capricious nature of an error model. It depends heavily on

the application’s mechanisms and is largely domain specific. Thus, our model must

capture arbitrarily complex equations given by domain experts.

4.2 Workflow Enumeration and Pruning

The goal of a workflow planning algorithm is to enumerate a sequence of workflows

Wq = (w1, . . . , wn) capable of answering some query q by employing the available

services and data sets. The execution of each wi ∈ Wq is carried out, if needed, by

an order determined by cost or QoS parameters. Thus, upon workflow execution fail-

ure, the system can persistently attempt alternative, albeit potentially less optimal,

workflows.

Our QoS-aware service composition algorithm, WFEnumQOS (Algorithm 5), is

a slight modification of the Algorithm 2. We summarize the original algorithm here,

and discuss the additional modification. The WFEnumQOS algorithm takes as input
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the query’s targeted domain concept, target, the user’s time constraint, QoStime, and

error constraint, QoSerror. WFEnumQoS runs a modification of Depth-First Search

on the domain ontology starting from target. It is defined by the ontology that

every concept can be realized by various data types or services. WFEnumQOS starts

(Line 2) by retrieving a set, Λdata of all data types that can be used to derive the

input concept, target. Each element in Λdata is a potential data workflow candidate,

i.e., target can be derived by the contents within some file. Correctly and quickly

identifying the necessary files based on the user’s query parameters (Line 4) is a

challenge and out of the scope of this work. On Line 7, each file is used to call an

auxiliary procedure, QoSMerge, to verify that its inclusion as a workflow candidate

will not violate QoS parameters.

Algorithm 5 WFEnumQOS(target, QoStime, QoSerror)
1: W ← ()
2: Λdata ← Ontology.derivedFrom(D, target)
3: for all dataType ∈ Λdata do
4: F ← dataType.getFiles()
5: for all f ∈ F do
6: w ← (f)
7: W ← (W, QoSMerge(w,∞,∞, QoStime, QoSerror))
8: end for
9: end for

10: Λsrvc ← Ontology.derivedFrom(S, target)
11: for all op ∈ Λsrvc do
12: Pop ← op.getParams()
13: Wop ← ()
14: for all p ∈ Pop do
15: Wp ← WFEnumQoS(p.target,QoS)
16: Wop ←Wop ×Wp

17: end for
18: for all pm ∈Wop do
19: w ← (op, pm)
20: W ← (W, QoSMerge(w,∞,∞, QoStime, QoSerror))
21: end for
22: end for
23: return W
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The latter half of the WFEnumQoS algorithm handles service-based workflow

planning. From the ontology, a set of relevant service operations, Λsrvc is retrieved for

deriving target. For each service operation, op, there may exist multiple ways to plan

for its execution because each of its parameters, p, by definition, is a (sub)problem.

Therefore, workflows pertaining to each parameter p must first be computed via a re-

cursive call (Line 15) to solve each parameter’s (sub)problem, whose results are stored

in Wp. The combination of these parameter (sub)workflows in Wp is then established

through a cartesian product of its derived parameters (Line 16). For instance, con-

sider a service workflow with two parameters of concepts a and b: (op, (a, b)). Assume

that target concepts a is derived using workflows Wa = (wa1 , w
a
2) and b can only be

derived with a single workflow Wb = (wb1). The distinct parameter list plans are thus

obtained as Wop = Wa ×Wb = ((wa1 , w
b
1), (w

a
2 , w

b
1)). Each tuple from Wop is a unique

parameter list, pm. Each service operation, when coupled with a distinct parameter

list (Line 19) produces an equally distinct service-based workflow which again invokes

QoSMerge for possible inclusion into the final workflow candidate list (Line 20). In our

example, the final list of workflows is obtained as W = ((op, (wa1 , w
b
1)), (op, (w

a
2 , w

b
1))).

When a workflow becomes a candidate for inclusion, QoSMerge (Algorithm 6) is

called to make a final decision: prune, include as-is, or modify workflow accuracy

then include. For simplicity, we consider a single error model, and hence, just one

adjustment parameter in our algorithm. QoSMerge inputs the following arguments:

(i) w, the workflow under consideration, (ii) t′ and (iii) e′ are the predicted time and

error values of the workflow from the previous iteration (for detecting convergence),

and (iv) QoStime and QoSerror are the QoS objects from the query.

Initially, QoSMerge assigns convergence thresholds CE and CT for error and time

constraints respectively. These values are assigned to ∞ if a corresponding QoS is

not given. Otherwise, these thresholds assume some insignificant value. If the current
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Algorithm 6 QoSMerge(w, t′, e′, QoStime, QoSerror)
1: . no time constraint
2: if QoS.T ime =∞ then
3: CT ←∞
4: end if
5: . no accuracy constraint
6: if QoS.Err =∞ then
7: CE ←∞
8: end if
9: . constraints are met

10: if T (w) ≤ QoStime ∧ E(w) ≤ QoSerror then
11: return w . return w in current state
12: end if
13: . convergence of model estimations
14: if |T (w)− t′| ≤ CT ∧ |E(w)− e′| ≤ CE then
15: return ∅ . prune w
16: else
17: α← w.getNextAdjustableParam()
18: γ ← suggestParamValue(α,w,QoSerror, CE)
19: wadj ← w.setParam(α, γ)
20: return QoSMerge(wadj , T (w), E(w), QoStime, QoSerror)
21: end if

workflow’s error and time estimations, E(w) and T (w), meet user preferences, the

workflow is included into the result set. But if the algorithm detects that either of

these constraints is not met, the system is asked to provide a suitable value for α,

the adjustment parameter of w, given the QoS values.

Taken with the suggested parameter, the QoSMerge procedure is called recursively

on the adjusted workflow, wadj. After each iteration, the accuracy parameter for

w is adjusted, and if both constraints are met, w is returned to WFEnumQoS for

inclusion in the candidate list, W . However, when the algorithm determines that

the modifications to w provide insignificant contributions to its effects on T (w) and

E(w), i.e., the adjustment parameter converges without being able to meet both QoS

constraints, then w is left out of the returned list. As an aside, the values of t′ and

e′ of the initial QoSMerge call on (Lines 7 and 20) of Algorithm 2 are set to ∞ for

dispelling the possibility of premature convergence.
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Algorithm 7 suggestParamValue(α,w,QoSerror, CE)
1: . trivially invoke model if one exists for suggesting α
2: if ∃ model(α, w.op) then
3: M ← getModel(w.op, α)
4: return M .invoke(QoS.Err)
5: else
6: min← α.min
7: max← α.max
8: repeat
9: m′ ← (min+max)/2

10: wadj ← w.setParam(α,m′)
11: if QoS.Err < E(wadj) then
12: min← m′

13: else
14: max← m′

15: end if
16: until (max < min ∨ |E(wadj)−QoS.Err| < CE)
17: return m′

18: end if

QoSMerge employs the suggestParamValue procedure (Algorithm 7) to tune the

workflow’s adjustment parameters.‡ This algorithm has two cases: The trivial case

is that a model is supplied for arriving at an appropriate value for α, the adjustment

parameter. Sometimes this model is simply inverse of either the time or error models

that exist for solving T (w) and E(w).

However, finding a model for suggesting α can be nontrivial. In these cases, α

can be found by employing the existing models, T (w) and E(w) in a forward fashion.

For example, consider that α is the rate at which to sample some specific file as a

means for reducing workload. The goal, then, is to maximize the sampling rate while

being sure that the workflow it composes remains below QoStime and QoSerror. Since

sampling rates are restrained to a specific range, i.e., α ∈ [0, 1], binary search can

be utilized to find the optimal value (Lines 5-16 in Algorithm 7). For this to work

‡Although Algorithm 7 only shows error QoS awareness, time QoS is handled in much the same
way.
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properly T (w) and E(w) are assumed to be monotonically increasing functions, which

is the case in most cases.

If either QoS constraint is not given by the user, its respective models is actually

never invoked. In this case, QoSMerge becomes the trivial procedure of immediately

return workflow candidate w. In Algorithm 6 this is equivalent to assigning the QoS.*

constraints to ∞.

4.3 Service Registration Framework

In the previous chapter, we discussed the data registration, a framework where users

can share files. In this process, our system automatically extracts and indexes meta-

data associated with these files. Data registration is a necessity, as fast file identifica-

tion is imperative to automatic, on-the-fly planning. Indexing services is not nearly

as crucial since the number of available files far outnumber services. However, it is a

convenient means to store useful information about the service, such as its associated

cost models.

Depicted in Figure 4.1, is not unlike data registration. To register a service, a

domain expert initially inputs the service description (WSDL [41]) file. Our system

validates the WSDL and peruses through each supported operation. For each oper-

ation, (op, Pop), the system asks the expert for multiple inputs: (i) Kp — keywords

describing each of the operation’s parameters p ∈ Pop, (ii) Kout — keywords describing

the operation’s output, and (iii) a set of models/equations defining the operation’s er-

ror propagation and execution time, i.e., those models discussed previously in Section

4.1.

Upon the given inputs, Auspice registers each prescribed service operation in the

following way. First, the system’s ontology must be updated to reflect the new service

operation. A new service instance for op is added into the ontology’s service class, S.
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Next, relational edges for the new service are computed. To do this, WordNet [61]

libraries are used to match like-terms in each of the provided Kp sets. The reduced set

of terms is then matched to concepts within the system’s domain ontology (keyword-

to-concept mapping is assumed to be already provided). For each parameter p, an

inputsFrom edge to the computed domain concept is added into the ontology. The

same process is taken for prescribing the derivedFrom edge for Kout. With ontological

updates in place, the new operation is now available to the WFEnumQoS algorithm

for workflow planning.
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Figure 4.1: Service Registration

Next, the registration process handles the input cost models per operation. Equipped
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with an equation parser, our framework allows general infix equations to be speci-

fied representing each model. Alternatively, algorithms can also be defined (in Java)

for realizing more complex models. These models are appended onto the system’s

service configuration file, srvcModels.xml. In Figure 4.2, models are defined for an

operation, DEMDiff, which inputs two files, DEM1 and DEM2. A Digital Elevation

Model (DEM) is a file consisting of a matrix whose points represent surface eleva-

tion. For this particular operation, notice that the error model, σ, is defined as a

method call. Upon the need to invoke σ, our system dynamically loads the specified

class, geodomain.GeoError, and calls the DEMComputeError method on some given

sampling rate.

<operation name="DEMDiff">
 <!-- sized -->
 <model type="outputModel"
   equation="max(DEM1.SIZE, DEM2.SIZE)" />
 <!-- tx -->
 <model type="execTimeModel"
   equation="8.11E-7 * max(DEM1.SIZE, DEM2.SIZE) + .."  />
 <!-- σ -->
 <model type="errorModel"
   class="geodomain.GeoError"
   method="DEMComputeError(RATE)" />
 <!-- ... -->
</operation>

Figure 4.2: SrvcModels.xml Snippet
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4.4 An Example Query

‘‘water level (482593, 4628522) 01/30/2008 00:06’’

This query may be solved in two directions, i.e., the target concept of water level

contains two distinct service nodes for derivation. One approach employs services to

retrieve Deep Web data from some K nearest water gauge stations to the queried

location and interpolates their readings for a more accurate result. Another method

consults a water surface simulation model, whose access is made available over the

Grid. Error models for both workflows were developed by our collaborators in the

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science [40].

The following is the actual output from our system given the above query. The

values within [. . . ] are the time and error predictions made by our system models.

The actual execution times of both workflows are 3.251 sec for w1 and 1.674 sec for

w2. Note that QoS constraints were not set as to show the comprehensive workflow

candidate set with their estimated costs without the effect of pruning. With pruning,

if QoS.Time was assigned a value of 2.0, then w1 would have been discarded at the

time of composition of its initial workflow, SRVC.GetGSListGreatLakes().

The service plan, w1:

w_1 =

[t_total=3.501, err=0.004 --> t_x=1 t_net=0 d_size=0 ]

SRVC.getWL(

X=482593,

Y=4628522,

StnID=

[t_total=2.501, err=0.004 --> t_x=0.5, t_net=0, d_size=0]

SRVC.getKNearestStations(

Long=482593,

Lat=4628522,

ListOfStations=

[t_total=2.01, err=0 --> t_x=2.01 t_net=0 d_size=47889]

SRVC.GetGSListGreatLakes()

RadiusKM=100,

K=3

)
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time=00:06,

date=01/30/2008

)

The service plan, w2:

w_2 =

[t_total=2.00, err=2.4997 --> t_x=2 t_net=0 d_size=0]

SRVC.getWLfromModel(

X=482593,

Y=4628522,

time=00:06,

date=01/30/2008

)

4.5 Experimental Evaluation

Two main goals are addressed in our experiments: First, to assess the overhead of

workflow enumeration and the impact of pruning. The second set of experiments

focused on evaluating our system’s ability to consistently meet QoS constraints.

For our experiments, we employ three nodes from a real Grid environment. The

local node runs our workflow system, which is responsible for composition and exe-

cution. Another node containing all needed services is located within the Ohio State

University campus on a 3MBps line. Finally, a node containing all data sets is lo-

cated in another campus, Kent State University, about 150 miles away. Here the

available bandwidth is also 3.0MBps. The error models for all services involved in

these experiments were developed by our collaborators in the Department of Civil

and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science [39].

4.5.1 Overheads of Workflow Enumeration

The performance evaluation focuses on two goals: (i) To evaluate the overhead of

workflow enumeration algorithm and the impact of pruning. (ii) To evaluate the

efficiency and effectiveness of our adaptive QoS parameter scheme.
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The initial goal is to present the efficiency of Algorithm 2. This core algorithm,

called upon every given query, encompasses both auxiliary algorithms: QoSMerge

— the decision to include a candidate and SuggestParamValue — the invocation of

error and/or time models to obtain an adjustment value appropriate for meeting user

preferences. Thus, an evaluation of this algorithm offers a holistic view of our sys-

tem’s efficiency. A synthetic ontology, capable of allowing the system to enumerate

thousands of workflows, consisting of five activities each, for a user query, was gen-

erated for purposes of facilitating this scalability experiment. The results, depicted

in Figure 4.3, was repeated for an increasing number of workflow candidates (i.e.,

|W | = 1000, 2000, . . .) enumerated by WFEnumQoS on four configurations (solid

lines). These four settings correspond to user queries with (i) no QoS constraints, (ii)

only error constraints, (iii) only time constraints, and (iv) both constraints.
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Figure 4.3: Cost Model Overhead and Pruning
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Expectedly, the enumeration algorithm runs in proportional time to the numbers

of models supported. To evaluate our algorithm’s efficiency, we altered our previ-

ous experimental setting to contain exactly one workflow within each candidate set

that meets both time and error constraints. That is, for each setting of |W | + 1,

the algorithm now prunes |W | workflows (dashed line). The results show that cost-

based pruning algorithm is as efficient as no-cost model since the amount of workflows

considered is effectively minimized due to their cost being unable to fulfill QoS re-

quirements.

4.5.2 Meeting QoS Constraints

QueryDEM “return surface change at (482593, 4628522) from 07/08/2000 to 07/08/2005”
QuerySL “return shoreline extraction at (482593, 4628522) on 07/08/2004 at 06:18”

Table 4.1: Experimental Queries

The experimental queries (Table 4.1) are designed to demonstrate QoS manage-

ment. Specifically, QueryDEM must take two digital elevation models (DEM) from

the given time periods and location and output a new DEM containing the difference

in land elevation. The shoreline extraction in QuerySL involves manipulating the wa-

ter level and a DEM for the targeted area and time. Although less computationally

intense than QueryDEM , execution times for both are dominated by data movement

and computation.

This becomes problematic for low QoS time constraints, but can be mitigated

through data reduction, which we implement via sampling along each of the DEM’s

dimensions. In both queries the sampling rate is the exposed accuracy adjustment
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Figure 4.5: Meeting Time Expectations: QuerySL
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parameter, and the goal of our system is to suggest the most appropriate sampling

rates such that the actual execution time is nearest to the user allowance. All ser-

vices involved in these queries have been trained to obtain prediction models for cost

estimation.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the actual execution times of each query against user-

allowed execution times. The dashed line which represents the end-user’s expectations

is equivalent to the time constraint. The DEM sampling rate, which is embedded

in the figures, is inversely proportional to the error of our workflow’s payload. A

juxtaposition of the outer and embedded figures explains why, in both results, the

actual execution time of the workflow pertaining to smaller DEMs flattens out towards

the tail-end: at the expected time constraint, it has already determined that the

constraint can be met without data reduction.

The gap observed when AllowedExecutionT ime = 100 in Figure 4.4 is exposing

the fact that the system was somewhat conservative in suggesting the sampling rate

for that particular point, and a more accurate workflow could probably have been

reached. Situations like these exist due to imprecisions in the time model (we used

multi-linear regression). The implementation of the models, Between the two DEM

size configurations, QueryDEM strays on an average of 15.65 sec (= 14.3%) from

the expected line and QuerySL by an average of 3.71 sec (= 5.2%). Overall, this

experiment shows that our cost model and workflow composition scheme is effective.

We obtained consistent results pertaining to error QoS, but these results are not

shown due to space constraints.

The next experiment shows actual execution times against varying bandwidths of

our network links. Ideal expectations in this experiment are much different than the

linear trend observed in the previous experiment. When bandwidth is low, sampling

is needed to fit the execution within the given time constraint (we configured this
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Figure 4.6: Against Varying Bandwidths: QueryDEM

at 350 sec in both experiments). Next, when the bandwidth is increased beyond the

point where sampling is necessary, we should observe a steady drop in actual execution

time. Finally, this declining trend should theoretically converge to the pure execution

time of the services with ideal (zero) communications delay and network overhead.

As seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the actual execution times lie consistent with the

expected trends. Between the two data sizes, QueryDEM strays on average 16.05 sec

(= 12.4%) from the ideal line and QuerySL 13.79 sec (= 6.7%) on average. It is also

within our expectations that the actual execution times generally lie above the ideal

lines due to communication overheads and actual network fluctuations.

We believe that our experimental results suggest that the system provides and
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Figure 4.7: Against Varying Bandwidths: QuerySL

maintains robustness against user defined cost as well as computing costs within dy-

namic Grid environments. Specifically, the accuracy parameter suggestion algorithm

was shown to gracefully adapt workflows to restrictions on time and networks.

Next, we demonstrate the system’s efforts for supporting user preferences. We

begin by presenting an evaluation of the adaptive workflow parameter suggestion

procedure. For this experiment, the sampling rate is the exposed workflow accuracy

adjustment parameter. Table 4.2 shows the ideal and actual, i.e., system provided,

error targets. On the left half of the table, the ideal accuracy % is the user provided

accuracy constraint and the ideal error is the error value (from the model) expected

given this corresponding accuracy preference. The right half of the table shows the

actual accuracy % and errors that the system provided through the manipulation

on sampling rate. As seen in the table, although the error model appears to be
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extremely sensitive to diminutive amounts of correction, our system’s suggestion of

sampling rates does not allow a deviation of more than 1.246% on average. It is also

observable that the % of deviation causes minute, if not negligible, differences (in

meters) as compared to the ideal accuracies.

Ideal System Suggested
Acc % Error (meters) Acc % Error (meters)

10 8.052 11.81 8.052001
20 7.946 21.15 7.945999
30 7.911 28.61 7.911001
40 7.893 34.96 7.892999
50 7.868 50.52 7.867996
60 7.859 60.16 7.858989
70 7.852 70.65 7.851992
80 7.847 80.71 7.847001
90 7.8437 89.07 7.843682
100 7.8402 99.90 7.840197

Table 4.2: Suggested Value of Parameters: QueryDEM

Finally, QueryDEM was executed with user given accuracy preferences of 10%,

20%, . . . , 100% on DEM files of sizes 125mb and 250mb. As seen in Figure 4.8,

the sampling rates along with the workflow’s corresponding execution times at each

accuracy preference, increase as the user’s accuracy preference increases. The figure

clearly shows the benefits from using sampling, as the execution time is reduced

polynomially despite some loss in accuracy.

The above experiments were repeated for the shoreline query (QuerySL) to ob-

tain Table 4.3. Again, the results are consistent with the previous experiment, and

moreover, our system offers slightly better parameter adjustments which results in

tighter accuracies for this query. This can be explained again due to the fine-grained

sensitivity of the error model for the previous query. We exhibit only a 0.07% average
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Figure 4.8: Meeting User-Specified Accuracy Constraints: QueryDEM

Ideal Suggested
Acc % Error (meters) Acc % Error (meters)

10 61.1441 10.00 61.1441
20 30.7205 19.93 30.7204
30 20.4803 29.91 20.4798
40 15.3603 39.89 15.3599
50 12.2882 49.87 12.2892
60 10.2402 59.98 10.2392
70 8.7773 69.88 8.7769
80 7.6801 79.90 7.6803
90 6.8268 89.94 6.8266
100 6.1441 100 6.1441

Table 4.3: Suggested Value of Parameters: QuerySL
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Figure 4.9: Meeting User-Specified Accuracy Constraints: QuerySL
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and 0.13% worst case accuracy deviation from the expected values. CTMs of sizes

125mb and 250mb were used to run the actual experiments. The results, depicted in

Figure 4.9 again show the consistency of our algorithm and the effects of sampling

on both workflow accuracy and execution time.

Next, we discuss the evaluation of the parameter suggestion overhead. Recall

that the parameter suggestion algorithm has two cases: (1) trivially invoke a pre-

defined model for solving for the adjustment parameter (in this case, the sampling

rate), or (2) if this model is not available, it solves for the parameter through binary

search on the sampling rate by employing E(w) or T (w) per sampling rate at each

iteration. For both queries, error estimation, i.e., the σ term in E(w), involves a

series of computations, and an inverse model cannot be easily derived. This forces

the suggestParamValue algorithm to default to the latter case of binary search. The

overhead (in msecs) to this approach is summarized in Figure 4.10.

Again, the sensitivity of the DEM query’s error model observes a slightly longer

time-to-convergence. This overhead, however, contributes negligible time to the over-

all enumeration time, shown earlier in Figure 4.3. A quick study was also carried

out to compare these overheads to the trivial case of model invocation. Surprisingly,

the best case time for model invocation (model contains no calculations and simply

returns a constant) cost 0.024 msecs, which is significantly more expensive. This cost

can be explained through the heavyweight implementation of our model — that is,

we utilize an equation parser to offer users an intuitive interface for inputting com-

plex calculations. This flexibility, of course, is not without the cost of data structure

management, which undoubtedly contributes to the overhead.

We believe that our experimental results suggest that the system maintains ro-

bustness against user defined cost, and although not shown due to space limitations,

parameter adjustment to meeting time constraints exhibited similar results.
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4.5.3 Shoreline Error Model Evaluation

Our final experiment evaluate only the shoreline error prediction model based on the

availability of actual results for comparison. Recall that the time cost of shoreline

extraction is dominated by retrieving and processing the CTM corresponding to the

location. The sampling algorithm for DEMs and CTMs essentially skips d1/re points

per dimension, where r is the sampling rate. In our sampling algorithm, the CTM

is reduced by eliminating data points at a regular interval. Clearly, the shorelines

obtained from different sampling patterns would contain errors. By taking exponen-

tially smaller samples (r = 100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%, 6.25%, 3.125%), we effectively

double the amount of points skipped per configuration.

Accuracy (%) Real Error (meters) Stddev

100% 0 0
50% 1.36071 0.833924
25% 1.454593 1.050995

12.5% 2.651728 1.824699
6.25% 5.258375 4.06532
3.125% 15.03924 9.954839

Table 4.4: Actual Shoreline Errors

Given the sampled CTMs, we created a visualization of the resulting shoreline

using ESRI ArcMap, depicted in Figure 4.11(a). Using the r = 100% setting as

our baseline, it is visible that a slight deviation is associated with every downgraded

sampling rate configuration. This becomes clearer in the zoomed region shown in

Figure 4.11(b), which also makes visible the patterns of sampling and its deteriorating

effects on the results. The actual errors shown in Table 4.4 are much less than

predicted by our model (compare with Table 4.3). Admittedly, this suggests that our
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(a) Overall Shoreline Region

(b) Focused Shoreline Region

Figure 4.11: Shoreline Extraction Results
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model may be excessively conservative, at least for this particular shoreline. While

the initial consequence is that a smaller sampling rate could have been suggested by

our system for speeding up workflows involving extremely large data sets, it does,

however, ultimately demonstrate that the actual results are no worse than what the

model predicts and that our framework is overall safe to use.

We believe that our experimental results suggest that the system maintains ro-

bustness against user defined cost, and although not shown due to space limitations,

parameter adjustment for meeting time-based QoS constraints exhibited similar re-

sults.
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CHAPTER 5

HIERARCHICAL CACHES FOR WORKFLOWS

For years, the scientific community has enjoyed ample attention from the computing

society as a result of new and compelling challenges that it poses. These issues, which

fall under the umbrella of data intensive scientific computing problems, are largely

characterized by the need to access, analyze, and manipulate voluminous scientific

data sets. High-end computing paradigms, ranging from supercomputers to clusters

and the heterogeneous Grid, have lent well to middlewares and applications that

address this set of problems [84].

Among these applications, workflow management systems have garnered consider-

able interest because of their ability to manage a multitude of scientific computations

and their interdependencies for deriving the resulting products, known as derived

data. Although a substantial amount of effort in this area has been produced, great

challenges for Grid-enabled scientific workflow systems still lie ahead. Recently, Deel-

man et al. outlined some of these challenges [50]. Among them, data reuse is one of

particular interest, especially in the context of autonomous systems. While questions

on how best to identify the existence of intermediate data as well as determining

their benefits for workflow composition remain open, the case for providing an effi-

cient scheme for intermediate data caching can certainly be made.

Historically, caching mechanisms have been employed as a means to speed up
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computations. Distributed systems, including those deployed on the Grid, have re-

lied on caching and replication to maximize system availability and to reduce both

processing times and network bandwidth consumption [23]. In the context of scientific

workflow systems, we could envision that intermediate data generated from previous

computations could be stored on an arbitrary Grid node. The cached intermediate

derived data may then be retrieved if a subsequent workflow calls for its use.

To exemplify, consider Figure 5.1, which depicts a workflow manager that is de-

ployed onto some scientific (in this case, geospatial) data Grid. In this particular

situation, a workflow broker maintains an overview of the physical Grid, e.g., an

index of nodes, data sets, services, as well as their inter-relationships. The broker,

when given a user query, generates workflow plans and schedules their execution

before returning the data result back to the user.

D1 D2

getStns

Ti
m
e

D3

extractShorelinegetCTM

tk

Workflow
Broker

Workflow
Broker

getWaterLevel

(cached at tj)

tj

Wtj

Wtk

Figure 5.1: Example Workflow Sequence

Focusing on wtj, this workflow initially invokes getStns(), which returns a list of
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water gauge stations close to some area of interest. This list is input to another service,

getWaterLevel(), which queries each station from the input list for their readings at

the desired time. After a series of computations, getWaterLevel() eventually produces

the desired data: average water level for some given region and time. Now, let’s

assume a second query is submitted at some later time tk > tj, involving shoreline

extraction for those same time and region. The first half of wtk invokes getCTM()

to identify and retrieve spatiotemporally relevant CTM data. This is input into

extractShoreline(), which also requires the water level. Having been processed earlier

at tj, the water level redundant, and wtk’s execution time can be reduced if our

system can efficiently identify whether this data already exists.

The workflow redundancy exhibited above might seem a bit improbable in a spa-

tiotemporal environment where space and time are vast and users’ interests are dis-

parate. Such situations, however, are not absent from query intensive circumstances.

For instance, (i) an unexpected earthquake might invoke an onslaught of similar

queries issued for a specific time and location for examination and satisfying piqued

curiosities. (ii) Rare natural phenomena such as a solar eclipse might prompt a

group of research scientists with shared interests to submit sets of similar experi-

ments with repeated need for some intermediate data. Without intermediate data

caching, a workflow system may not be able to adequately cope with the sudden surge

in queries for the amount of data movement and analysis necessary. Managing a cache

under these situations, however, is met with certain difficulties. In this chapter, we

address approaches in handling several technical challenges towards the design of a

Grid based cache-sensitive workflow composition system. These challenges, and our

contributions, include:

• Providing an efficient means for identifying cached intermediate data — Upon
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reception of a user query, our automatic workflow composition system imme-

diately searches for paths to derive the desired intermediate data. It is within

this planning phase that relevant intermediate data caches should be identified,

extracted, and composed into workflows, thereby superseding expensive service

executions and large file transfers. Clearly, the cache identification process must

only take trivial time to ensure speedy planning.

• Dealing with high-volumes of spatiotemporal data — Large amounts of interme-

diate data can be cached at any time in a query intensive environment. But

scientific qualifications, such as spatiotemporality, mixed in a potentially high

update environment will undoubtedly cause rapid growth in index size. To this

end, we describe an efficient index structure with an accompanying victimiza-

tion scheme for size regulation.

• Building a scalable system — A large distributed cache system should leverage

the Grid’s versatility. Our cache structure is designed in such a way as to

balance the index among available nodes. This consequently distributes the

workload and reduces seek times as nodes are introduced to the system.

5.1 Enabling a Fast, Distributed Cache

Workflows, in general, involve a series of service executions to produce some set of

intermediate data used to input into the next set of services. Caching these read-

only intermediate results would clearly lead to significant speed up, particularly when

replacing long running services with previously derived results. Returning back to

Figure 1.2, the cache is logically positioned in the Planning and Execution Layer.

Much of the challenges in its implementation is tied directly to the Planning Layer.

For one, the existence of previously saved intermediate data must be quickly identified
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so as to amortize the cache access overhead in the workflow enumeration phase. At

first glance, it would then seem straightforward to place the intermediate data cache

directly on the broker node. Several issues, however, argue against this justification:

1. Services are distributed onto arbitrary nodes within the Grid. Centralizing the

cache would imply the need to transfer intermediate data to the broker after

each service execution. Moreover, accessing the cache would further involve

intermediate data transfer from the broker to the node containing the utilizing

service. This would lead to an increase in network traffic on the broker, which

should be avoided at all costs.

2. A centralized broker cache would scale poorly to large volumes of cached in-

termediate data. Due to the nature of our spatiotemporal intermediate data,

multidimensional indices (e.g., R-Trees, its variants, and others [86, 143, 22])

can typically be employed. Some issues are at stake: (i) Cached intermediate

data are read-only. In a high-insertion, query intensive environment, a central-

ized multidimensional index can quickly grow out of core [95]. (ii) To solve this

issue, a cache replacement mechanism would be needed to contain the index

within memory despite the fact that less intermediate data can be tracked.

In hopes of alleviating the challenges outlined above, we introduce a system of hi-

erarchically structured caches, shown in Figure 5.2. Again, the existence of a cached

result must be known at planning time to ensure speedy enumeration. For the Plan-

ning Layer to access this information efficiently, it is unavoidable that some form of

cache index must still exist on the broker with the caveat being that its size must be

regulated.

The broker index is organized in two tiers: (i) A table of domain concepts (specified

within the Semantics Layer’s ontology) summarizes the top tier. Placing concepts at
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Cohort1 Index
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Virtual Data
Cache
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical Index
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the top enables the search function to prune significant portions of the index prior

to initiating the costly spatiotemporal search. (ii) In the bottom tier of the broker

index, each concept maintains a distinct spatiotemporal index tree. In each tree we

want its spatiotemporal granularity to be coarse. By broadening the span of time

and spatial coverage that each intermediate data element could hash into, we can

dramatically reduce the broker index’s size and thus reduce hit/miss times. Each

broker index record contains pointers to any number of Grid nodes, i.e., cohorts, that

might contain the desired information.

A cohort index exists locally on each cache-enabled node in the Grid. Its structure

is not unlike that of the broker index, with the only difference being that it maintains

a fine-grained spatiotemporal index tree. The logic is that, if enough nodes join the

rank of cohorts, then each node can manage to cover increasingly finer spatiotemporal

details. Moreover, the overall index size and load is balanced and shared. Each

cohort index record contains the location of the intermediate data on the local disk.

Together, the cohorts represent a massive distributed spatiotemporal index.

Direct consequences of this hierarchical structure are the hit and miss penalties.

While recognizing a miss is trivially contained within the broker, a hit cannot be fully

substantiated until hits on the cohort level are reported. Thus, three responses are

possible: fast miss, slow miss, hit (slow). One of the design goals is to support our

hypothesis that, in query intensive environments where centralized indices can quickly

grow out of core, hits/misses can be realized significantly faster on the hierarchical

index despite the overhead of cohort communications.

5.2 Bilateral Cache Victimization

The cost of maintaining a manageable broker index size is the ambiguity that leads

to false broker hits (followed by cohort misses). With a large enough spatiotemporal
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region defined in the broker, only a small hash function can be managed. This means

that a true miss is only realized after a subsequent miss in the cohort level. Keeping a

finer grained broker index is key to countering false broker hits. But in a high-insert

environment, it is without question that the index’s size must be controlled through

victimization schemes, e.g., LRFU [107].

Algorithm 8 BrokerVictimization(brkIdx, V [. . .], φ, τ)
1: while φ > τ do
2: . v is the victimized region key
3: v ← V .pop()
4: record← brkIdx.get(v)
5: . broker records hold list of cohorts that may contain cached intermediate data
6: . broadcast delete to associated cohorts
7: for all cohort ∈ record do
8: cohort.sendDelete(v)
9: end for

10: brkIdx.delete(v)
11: φ← φ− 1
12: end while

Because of their direct ties, a broker record’s victimization must be communicated

to the cohorts, which in turn, deletes all local records within the victimized broker

region. Cohort victimization, on the other hand, is not as straightforward. As each

node can have disparate replacement schemes, a näıve method could have every cohort

periodically send batch deletion requests to the broker. The broker deletes a region

once it detects that all cohort elements have been removed from that entry. But

this method is taxing on communications cost. To cut down on cost, we discuss the

following bidirectional scheme: the top-down Broker Victimization and the bottom-

up Cohort Victimization.

Broker Victimization (Algorithm 8) takes as input the broker index, brkIdx, a

queue of victims, V [. . .], the current record size, φ, and the record size threshold, τ .
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The algorithm is simple: as broker records are deleted to regulate index size back to

τ , each involved cohort node must be communicated to delete its own records within

the victimized region. This is repeated until φ is regulated down τ . The selection of

an effective τ is largely dependent on system profiles (e.g., physical cache and RAM

capacity, disk speed, etc), and can take some trial-and-error. For instance, we show

in the experimental section that τ appears to be between 2 and 4 million records on

our broker, which uses 1GB of RAM.

In solving for the complexity of Broker Victimization, we let C denote the set of

cohorts in any hierarchical index. For some cohort node c ∈ C, we also define tnet(c)

to be the network transfer time from the broker to c. Finally, if we let n = φ− τ be

the amount of to-be-victimized records, the total time taken for Broker Victimization,

Tbvic(n), is:

Tbvic(n) =
n∑
i=1

(
|Ci|

max
j=1

(tnet(cj)) + δ)

where |Ci| denotes the number of cohorts that needs to be communicated to ensure

the victimization of record i and δ is some trivial amount of local work on the broker

(e.g., victim deletion). If we further let the slowest broker-to-cohort time be called

tm, i.e., tm = max
c∈C

(tnet(c)), then the worst case bound is Tbvic(n) = O(n(|C|tm + 1)).

Because the overall time is inevitably dominated by cohort communications, an

asynchronous version which minimizes |C| to 0 can be used. On behalf of the a priori

principle: When broker records are removed, it implies that a multitude of cohort

records has also not been recently accessed. Eventually, regardless of each cohort’s

individual replacement scheme, the unused records will be evicted due to its absence

from the broker index. In effect, cohort communication can essentially be omitted,

reducing the algorithm to O(n), or an amortized O(1) depending on the frequency of

its invocation and due to the triviality of the constant time δ. This, of course, is at

the expense of each cohort having to maintain some amount of deprecated records.
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When used alone, Broker Victimization is insufficient. If only a few elements exist

in the broker’s larger regions, the entire coarse-grained record must still be kept while

less frequently used records in cohort indices might have already been evicted in their

own victimization schemes. This leads to an inconsistency between the two indices

and causes false broker hits. To handle this issue, we employ the Cohort Victimization

scheme (not shown due to space limitations). Each cohort maintains a copy of its

own relevant subset of broker’s spatiotemporal coverage. When a cohort victimizes a

record, an eviction message is sent to the broker if region which empasses the victim

is now empty. Upon reception of this message, the broker removes the pointer to the

evicted cohort node from the indexed element. Only after all cohort pointers have

been emptied from that broker record does the broker delete the respective region.

5.3 Fast Spatiotemporal Indexing

When facing query intensive environments, frequent cache index updates must be

anticipated. We utilize a slightly modified version of the Bx-Tree [96] for fast spa-

tiotemporal indexing. Originally proposed by Jensen et al. for indexing and predict-

ing locations of moving objects, Bx-Trees are essentially B+Trees whose keys are the

linearization of the element’s location via transformation through space filling curves.

The Bx-Tree further partitions its elements according to the time of the update: Each

timestamp falls into a distinct partition index, which is concatenated to the trans-

formed linear location to produce the record’s key. The appeal of this index lies in its

underlying B+Tree structure. Unlike most high dimensional indices, B+Trees have

consistently been shown to perform exceptionally well in the high update environ-

ments that query intensive situations pose. But since B+Trees are intended to capture

1-dimensional objects, the space filling curve linear transformation is employed.

In the Bx-Tree, space filling curves (a variety of curves exist; the Peano Curve is
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Concept Sub-treeFull Index Tree

Figure 5.3: A Logical View of Our Bx-Tree

used in our implementation) [123] are used to map object locations to a linear value.

In essence, these curves are continuous paths which visit every point in a discrete,

multidimensional space exactly once and never crosses itself. The object’s location,

once mapped to a point on the space filling curve, is concatenated with a partition

indexing the corresponding time.

Since our goal is not indexing moving objects and predicting their locations in

present and future times, we made several adjustments to suit our needs. First, since

the Bx-Tree tracks moving objects, their velocity is captured. In our implementation,

we can simply omit this dimension. Second, our timestamps are not update times, but

the physical times relevant to the intermediate data. Finally, recall from Figure 5.2,

that the notion for the concept-first organization for the broker and cohort indices

is a means to provide fast top level pruning. In practice, however, maintaining a

separate spatiotemporal index per concept is expensive. We describe an alternate

approach: We also linearize the domain concepts by mapping each to a distinct

integer value and concatenating this value to the leftmost portion of the key. By

attaching binary concept mappings to the most significant bit portions, we logically
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partition the tree into independent concept sections, as shown in Figure 5.3. In the

right side of the figure, we focus on a concept’s sub-tree; each sub-tree is further

partitioned into the times they represent, and finally, within each time partition lie

the curve representations of the spatial regions.

We manipulate the key in this fashion because the B+Tree’s native insertion pro-

cedure will naturally construct the partitioning without modifications to any B+Tree

structures. This, due to the B+Tree’s popularity, allows the Bx-Tree to be easily

ported into existing infrastructures. The leftmost concatenation of concept maps

also transparently enables the B+Tree search procedure to prune by concepts, again

without modification of B+Tree methods. To clarify, if a intermediate data pertain-

ing to concept k is located in (x, y) with t being its time of relevance, its key is defined

as the bit string:

key(k, t, o) = [k]2 · [t]2 · [curve(x, y)]2

where curve(x, y) denotes the space filling curve mapping of (x, y), [n]2 denotes the

binary representation of n, and · denotes binary concatenation.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of our cache-enabled workflow system. In

our Grid environment, the broker node is a Linux machine running Pentium IV 3Ghz

Dual Core with 1GB of RAM. The broker connects to a cluster of cohort nodes on

a 10MBps link. Each cohort node runs dual processor Opteron 254 (single core)

with 4GB of RAM. The cohort cluster contains 64 nodes with uniform intercluster

bandwidths of 10MBps.

First, we pit our system against two frequently submitted geospatial queries

to show the benefits of intermediate result caching. These are, Land Elevation
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Change=“return land elevation change at (x, y) from time uold to time unew” and

Shoreline Extraction= “return shoreline for (x, y) at time u.”

To compute the Land Elevation Change query, a readDEM() service is used to

identify and extract Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files into intermediate objects

corresponding to the queried time and location. This service is invoked twice for ex-

tracting DEMs pertaining to uold and unew into compressed objects. The compressed

DEM objects are passed on to finish the workflow. We measured the overall work-

flow execution time for various sized DEMs and displayed the results in Figure 5.4

(top). The solid-square line, denoted Total Time (original), is the total execution

time taken to process this query without the benefits of caching. The dotted-square

line directly underneath, denoted readDEM() Time (original), shows the time taken

to process the two readDEM() calls. Regardless of DEM size, readDEM() dominates,

on average, 90% of the total execution time. If the intermediate DEM objects can be

cached, the calls to readDEM() can simply be replaced by accesses to the compressed

DEM objects in the cache. The triangular lines in Figure 5.4 (top) indicate the ben-

efits from using the cache. Due to the reduction of readDEM() to cache accesses, the

same workflow is computed in a drastically diminished time. The average speed up

that caching provides over the original workflow is 3.51.

The same experiment was repeated for the Shoreline Extraction query. In the

workflow corresponding to this query, a readCTM() service stands as its dominant

time factor. Not unlike readDEM(), readCTM() extracts Coastal Terrain Models

(CTM) from large data sets into compressed CTM objects. As seen in Figure 5.4

(bottom), we consistently attain average speed ups of 3.55 over the original, cache-

less executions, from utilizing cached versions of CTM objects.

The next set of experiments looks at the effectiveness of our cache system over
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Figure 5.4: Effects of Caching on Reducing Workflow Execution Times
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heterogeneous networking environments, expected in the Grid. We execute the pre-

vious workflows, this time with three fixed settings on intermediate data size. Here,

an advantage of intermediate data sets is shown. Recall readDEM() and readCTM()

both read large files into compressed objects. For original DEM and CTM files of size

150MB, 300MB, and 500MB, their respective intermediate object sizes are 16.2MB,

26.4MB, and 43.7MB. This is fortunate, as our system only needs to cache the com-

pressed objects. In these experiments, we are interested in the point in broker-to-

cache bandwidth where it becomes unreasonable to utilize the cache because it would

actually be faster to execute the workflows in their original formats. Our hope is

that the cache will provide enough speed up to offset the overhead induced by slow

links. Figure 5.5 displays the results for this experiment on Land Elevation Change

(top) and Shoreline Extraction (bottom). Among the three fixed DEM/CTM sizes

(150MB, 300MB, and 500MB), we found that we will on average attain speed ups

over broker-to-cache links greater than 0.54MBps for the Land Elevation Change

workflow and 0.519MBps for Shoreline Extraction. In a typical scientific Grid or

cluster environment we believe that it is reasonable to assume the existence of aver-

age bandwidths either at or above these values. Still, one can see how, by monitoring

network traffic on the cache link and building a model around the results of these

experiments, our system can decide whether or not the cache should be utilized for

workflow execution. The bandwidth monitor, however, is not yet implemented in our

system.

The last set of experiments provide insight into aspects of scalability. First, we

investigate average seek times between our hierarchical structure and a centralized

index. The centralized index is equivalent to a single broker index without cohorts.

To facilitate this experiment, we simulated a query intensive environment by inserting

an increasing amount of synthetic records into our index. In the centralized structure,
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a massive Bx-Tree is used to index the entire intermediate data cache. Because cohort

communications is avoided, we should expect far faster seek times for smaller index

sizes. In Figure 5.6, the centralized index’s seek time is illustrated by the lone solid

line and follows the left y-axis.
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Figure 5.6: Broker and Cohort Seek Times

Not shown clearly in the graph, the centralized index queries are 0.024 msec and

1.46 msec respectively for 2× 106 and 4× 106 records. This supports the claim that

the centralized version outperforms the hierarchical index if its record size is relatively

small. But as the index grows into disk memory (in our case, around 6×106 records),

queries on this index are subject to an exponential slowdown.

The hierarchical index was designed to elude this problem by partitioning the

index’s bulk into manageable parts shared by cohorts. The downside to this model,

however, is that a hit in the broker index requires a subsequent hit on the cohort
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level. Recall that a broker (fast) miss requires no cohort communications, and are

thus omitted from our experiments because we are only interested in the penalties

caused by cohort communications. The results, guided on the right-hand y-axis,

tells us two things. First, the hierarchical scheme for small indices (less than 6× 106

records) is expectedly slower than a centralized index. However, unlike the centralized

scheme, average seek times do not suffer an exponential slowdown as records increase

beyond 6× 106 records because the load is split across the cohorts.
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The second observation is that, as cohort nodes are added, we notice a slight but

consistent speed up in average seek times. This speed up is due to the cohorts being

assigned smaller sets of records, and thus, faster querying. This is made clear in Figure

5.7, in which we used an index containing 10 million records and show its reduction

once partitioned into 2, 4, . . . , 32 cohorts. While the decline in cohort size is obvious
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due to index partitioning, the subtle increase in the broker index size can be explained

by increased granularity. For example, when only two cohorts exist, the broker’s

spatiotemporal regions can only be split into one of the two cohorts. Most of the

broker’s records, in this case, simply hashes into the same regions, resulting in a small

broker index. But as cohort nodes increase, the broker index becomes larger because

records can now be hashed into far more regions — an increase in broker granularity.

In summary, our results first show the potentials for intermediate data caching in

scientific workflow systems. We show that our hierarchical cache scheme is effective

even in low to medium bandwidth environments often resident in heterogeneous Grid

environments. Most importantly, our results provide evidence supporting our case

against strictly using a centralized broker index in a query intensive environment.

The experiments reinforces our claim that a hierarchical structure is both efficient

and scalable to Grid-scaled systems. Moreover, much more intermediate data can be

indexed using this strategy over an aggressively victimized centralized index.
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CHAPTER 6

COST AND PERFORMANCE ISSUES WITH

WORKFLOW CACHING IN THE CLOUD

The diminishing cost of bandwidth, storage, and processing elements, together with

advancements in virtualization technology, have allowed for the subsistence of comput-

ing as a utility. This utility computing model, the Cloud, ventures to offer users on-

demand access to ostensibly unlimited computing and storage infrastructure, known

as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). The IaaS model has proved to be highly desir-

able for various stakeholders within the industry and the academe, as their localized

data centers can now be outsourced to the Cloud to save on such costs as personnel,

maintenance, and resource usage [12]. Providers, including (but certainly not limited

to) Amazon AWS1, Microsoft2, and Google3 have already made great strides toward

ushering IaaS to the mainstream.

Particularly, scientific application users have begun harnessing the Cloud’s elas-

tic properties, i.e., on-demand allocation and relaxation of storage and compute re-

sources [172, 88, 151]. Additionally, such applications have lately embraced the Web

1Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud, http://aws.amazon.com/ec2

2Microsoft Azure, http://www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/

3Google App Engine, http://code.google.com/appengine
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service paradigm [41] for processing and communications within distributed comput-

ing environments. Among various reasons, the interoperability and sharing/discovery

capabilities are chief objectives for their adoption. Indeed, the Globus Toolkit [67] has

been employed to support service-oriented science for a number of years [68]. These

observations certainly do not elude scientific Cloud applications – indeed, some specu-

late that Clouds will eventually host a multitude of services, shared by various parties,

that can be strung together like building-blocks to generate larger, more meaningful

applications in processes known as service composition, mashups, and service work-

flows [78].

In this chapter, we first discuss an elastic caching mechanism that we have de-

ployed over the Cloud, followed by an analysis of cost of deployment on Amazon Web

Services (AWS), a popular Cloud platform.

6.1 Elastic Cloud Caches for Accelerating Service Computa-

tions

Situations within certain composite service applications often invoke high numbers

of requests due to heightened interest from various users. In a recent, real-world

example of this so-called query-intensive phenomenon, the catastrophic earthquake

in Haiti generated massive amounts of concern and activity from the general public.

This abrupt rise in interest prompted the development of several Web services in

response, offering on-demand geotagged maps4 of the disaster area to help guide

relief efforts. Similarly, efforts were initiated to collect real-time images of the area,

which are then composed together piecemeal by services in order to capture more

holistic views. But due to their popularity, the availability of such services becomes

4e.g., http://apollopro.erdas.com/apollo-client
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an issue during this critical time. However, because service requests during these

situations are often related, e.g., displaying a traffic map of a certain populated area

in Port-au-Prince, a considerable amount of redundancy among these services can be

exploited. Consequently, their derived results can be reused to not only accelerate

subsequent queries, but also to help reduce service traffic.

Provisioning resources for a cache storing derived data products involves a number

of issues. Now consider a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) environment where a cost is

associated with every invocation of a service. By caching derived data products, a

private lab or company can provide faster response, still charge the service users the

same price, and save on processing costs. At the same time, if the data is cached, but

left unused, it would likely incur storage costs that will not be offset by savings on

processing costs. As demand for derived data can change over time, it is important

to exploit the elasticity of Cloud environments, and dynamically provision storage

resources.

In this section, we describe an approach to cache and utilize service-derived re-

sults. We implement a cooperative caching framework for storing the services’ output

data in-memory for facilitating fast accesses. Our system has been designed to auto-

matically scale, and relax, elastic compute resources as needed. We should note that

automatic scaling services exist on most Clouds. For instance, Amazon AWS allows

users to assign certain rules, e.g., scale up by one node if the average CPU usage

is above 80%. But while auto-scalers are suitable for Map-Reduce applications [48],

among other easily parallelizable applications, in cases where much more distributed

coordination is required, elasticity does not directly translate to scalability. Such

is the case for our cache, and we have designed and evaluated specific scaling logic

for our system. In the direction of the cost-incentivized down-scaling, a decay-based

cache eviction scheme is implemented for node deallocation. Depending upon the
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nature of data and services, security and authentication can be important concerns

in a system of this nature [78]. Our work targets scenarios where all data and services

are shared among users of that particular Cloud environment, and these issues are

thus not considered here.

Using a real service to represent our workload, we have evaluated many aspects of

the cache extensively over the Amazon EC2 public Cloud. In terms of utilization, the

effects of the cache over our dynamic compute node allocation framework has been

compared with static, fixed-node models. We also evaluate our system’s resource

allocation behavior. Overall, we are able to show that our cache is capable obtaining

minimal miss rates while utilizing far less nodes than statically allocated systems of

fixed sizes in the span of the experiment. Finally, we run well-designed experiments

to show our cache’s capacity for full elasticity — its ability to scale up, and down,

amidst varying workloads over time.

The high-level contributions of this work are as follows. Our cache was originally

proposed to speed up computations in our scientific workflow system, Auspice [39, 40].

Thus, the cache’s API has been designed to allow for transparent integration with

Auspice, and other such systems, to compose derived results directly into workflow

plans. Our system is thus easily adaptable to many types of applications that can

benefit from data reuse. We are furthermore considering cooperative caching in the

context of Clouds, where resource allocation and deallocation should be coordinated

to harness elasticity. To this end, we implement a sliding window view to capture

user interest over time.

6.1.1 System Goals and Design

In this subsection, we identify several goals and requirements for our system, and we

also discuss some design decisions to implement our data cache.
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Provisioning Fast Access Methods:

The ability to store large quantities of precomputed data is hardly useful without

efficient access. This includes not only identifying which cooperating cache node con-

tains the data, but also facilitating fast hits and misses within that node. The former

goal could be achieved through such methods as hashing or directory services, and

the latter requires some considerations toward indexing. Although the index struc-

ture is application dependent, we utilize well-supported spatial indices [96, 86] due

to the wide range of applications that they can accommodate and also their de facto

acceptance into most practical database systems. This implies an ease of portability,

which relates to the next goal.

Transparency and High-Level Integration with Existing Systems:

Our cache must subscribe to an intuitive programming interface that allows for

nonintrusive integration into existing systems. Like most caches, ours should only

present high-level search and update methods while hiding internal nuances from the

programmer. These details might include victimization schemes, replacement poli-

cies, management of underlying compute resources, data movement, etc. In other

words, our system can be viewed as a Cloud service, from the application developer’s

perspective, for indexing, caching, and reusing precomputed results.

Graceful Adaptation to Varying Workloads:

An increase in service request frequency implies a growing amount of data that

must be cached. Taking into consideration the dimensionality of certain data sets, it

is easy to predict that caches can quickly grow to sizes beyond main memory as query

intensive situations arise. In-core containment of the index, however, is imperative
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for facilitating fast response times in cache systems. The elastic resource allocation

afforded by the Cloud is important here; in these cases, our system should also increase

its available main memory to guarantee in-core access. Similarly, a decrease in request

frequency should invoke a contraction of currently allocated resources.

Design Decisions

First, our cache has been designed under a cooperative scheme, where cache nodes are

distributed over the Cloud, and each node stores only a portion of the entire cache.

Upon a cache overflow, our system splits the overflown node and migrates its data

either to a new allocated Cloud node, or an existing cooperating node. Similarly, our

cache should understand when to relax and merge compute nodes to save costs. This

approach is somewhat akin to distributed hashtables (DHT) and web proxies.

Each node in our system employs a variant of B+-Trees [20] to index cached data

due to its familiar and pervasive nature. Because B+-Trees are widely accepted in

today’s database systems, its integration is simplified. Due to this fact, many ap-

proaches have been proposed in the past to extend B+-Trees to various application

domains, which makes it extremely portable. Because our specific application involves

spatiotemporal data sets, we utilize Bx-Trees [96] to index cached data. These struc-

tures modify B+-Trees to store spatiotemporal data through a linearization of time

and location using space-filling curves, and thus, individual one-dimensional keys of

the B+-Tree can represent spatiotemporality.

Another design decision addresses the need to handle changes in the cache’s un-

derlying compute structure. The B+-Tree index previously discussed is installed on

each cache server in the cooperating system. However, as we explained earlier, due to

memory overflow/underflow, the system may have to dynamically expand/contract.

Adding and removing cache nodes should take minimal effort, which is a deceptively
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hard problem. To illustrate, consider an n node cooperative cache system, and each

node is assigned a distinct id : 0, . . . , n − 1. Identifying the node responsible for

caching some data identified by key, k, is trivial with static hashing, i.e., h(k) = (k

mod n) can be computed as node id. Now assume that a new node is allocated, which

effectively modifies the hash function to h(k) = (k mod n+ 1). This ostensibly sim-

ple change forces most currently keyed records to be rehashed and, worse, relocated

using the new hash. Rehashing and migrating large volumes of records after each

node acquisition is, without saying, prohibitive.

To handle this problem, also referred to as hash disruption [135], we implement

consistent hashing [99]. In this hashing method, we first assume an auxiliary hash

function, e.g., h′(k) = (k mod r), for some fixed r. Within this range exists a

sequence of p buckets, B = (b1, . . . , bp), with each bucket mapped to a single cache

node. Figure 6.1 (top) represents a framework consisting two nodes and five buckets.

When a new key, k, arrives, it is first hashed via the auxiliary hash h′(k) and then

assigned to the node referenced by h(k)’s closest upper bucket. In our figure, the

incoming k is assigned to node n2 via b4. Often, the hash line is implemented in a

circular fashion, i.e., a key k | b5 < h′(k) ≤ r − 1 would be mapped to n1 via b1.

Because the hash map is fixed, consistent hashing reduces hash disruption by a

considerable factor. For instance, let us consider Figure 6.1 (bottom), where a new

node, n3, has been acquired and assigned by some bucket b6 = r/2 to help share the

load between b3 and b4. The introduction of n3 would only cause a small subset of

keys to be migrated, i.e., k | b3 < h′(k) ≤ b6 (area within the shaded region) from n2

to n3 in lieu of a rehash of all records. Thus, we can implement the task of supporting

elastic Cloud structures without hash disruption.
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Figure 6.1: Consistent Hashing Example
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6.1.2 Cache Design and Access Methods

Before presenting cache access methods, we first state the following definitions. Let

N = {n1, . . . , nm} denote the currently allocated cache nodes. We define ||n|| and

dne to be the current space used and capacity respectively on cache node n. We

further define the ordered sequence of allocated buckets as B = (b1, . . . , bp) such that

bi ∈ [0, r) and bi < bi+1. Given an auxiliary, fixed hash function, h′(k) = (k mod r),

in a circular implementation, our hash function is defined,

h(k) =


b1, if h′(k) > bp

arg min
bi∈B

bi − h′(k) : bi ≥ h′(k), otherwise

For reading comprehension, we have provided a summary of identifiers in Table 6.1.

We can now focus on our algorithms for cache access, migration, and contraction

over the Cloud. Note that we will not discuss the cache search method, as it is trivial,

i.e., by running a B+-Tree search for k on the node referenced by h(k).

Identifier Description

k A queried key
B = (b1, . . . , bp) The list of all buckets on the hash line

N The set of all nodes in the cooperative cache
n ∈ N A cache node
||n|| Current size of index on node n
dne Overall capacity on node n

T = (t1, . . . , tm) Sliding window of size m
ti ∈ T A single time slice in the sliding window, which records all keys

that were queried in that period of time
α The decay, 0 < α < 1, used in the calculation of λ(k)
λ(k) Key k’s likelihood of being evicted
Tλ Eviction threshold, i.e., k | λ(k) < Tλ are designated for evic-

tion

Table 6.1: Listing of Identifiers
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Insertion and Migration

The procedure for inserting into the cache could invoke migration, which complicates

the otherwise simple insertion scheme. In Algorithm 9, the insert algorithm is defined

with a pair of inputs, k and v, denoting the key and value object respectively. The

Greedy Bucket Allocation (GBA) Insert algorithm is so named as to reflect that, upon

node overflows, we greedily consider preexisting cache nodes as the data migration

destination. In other words, node allocation is a last-resort option to save cost.

Algorithm 9 GBA-insert(k, v)
1: static NodeMap[. . .]
2: static B = (. . .)
3: static h′ : K → [0, r)
4: n← NodeMap[h′(k)]
5: if ||n||+ sizeof(v) < dne then
6: n.insert(k, v) . insert directly on node n
7: else
8: . n overflows
9: . find fullest bucket referencing n

10: bmax ← argmax
bi∈B

||bi|| ∧NodeMap[bi] = n

11: kµ ← µ(bmax)
12: ndest ← n.sweep-migrate(min(bmax), kµ)
13: . update structures
14: B ← (b1, . . . , bi, h

′(kµ), bi+1, . . . , bp) | bi < h′(kµ) < bi+1

15: NodeMap[h′(kµ))]← ndest
16: GBA-insert(k, v)
17: end if

On Line 1, the statically declared inverse hash map is brought into scope. This

structure defines the relation NodeMap[b] = n where n is the node mapped to bucket

value b. The ordered list of buckets, B, as well as the auxiliary consistent hash

function, h′, are also brought into scope (Lines 2-3). After identifying k’s bucket and

node (Line 4), the (k, v) pair is inserted into node n if the system determines that its

insertion would not cause a memory overflow on n (Lines 5-6). Since cache indices
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expanding into disk memory would become prohibitively slow, when an overflow is

detected, migration of portions of the index must be invoked to make space (Line 7).

The goal of migration is to introduce a new bucket into the overflown interval that

would reduce the load of about half of the keys from the overflown bucket. However,

the fullest bucket may not necessarily be b. On (Line 10), we identify the fullest bucket

which references n, then invoke the migration algorithm on a range of keys, to be

described shortly (Line 11-12). As a simple heuristic, we opt to move approximately

half the keys from bucket bmax, starting from the lowest key to the median, kµ. The

sweep-and-migrate algorithm returns a reference to the node (either preexisting or

newly allocated), ndest, to which the data from n has been migrated. On (Lines 13-

15), the buckets, B, and node mapping data structures, NodeMap[. . .], are updated

to reflect internal structural changes. Specifically, a new bucket is created at h′(kµ)

and it references ndest. The algorithm is finally invoked recursively to attempt proper

insertion under the modified cache structure.

The Sweep-and-Migrate function, shown in Algorithm 10, resides on each individ-

ual cache server, along with the indexing logic. As an aside, in our implementation,

the cache server is automatically fetched from a remote location on the startup of a

new Cloud instance. The algorithm inputs the range of keys to be migrated, kstart

and kend. The least loaded node is first identified from the current cache configura-

tion (Line 1). If it is projected that the key range cannot fit within ndest, then a new

node must be allocated from the Cloud (Lines 2-5). The aggregation test (Line 2)

can be done by maintaining an internal structure on the server which holds the keys’

respective object size.

Once the destination node has been identified we begin the transfer of the key

range. We now describe the approach to find and sweep all keys in the specified range

from the internal B+-Tree index. The B+-Tree’s linked leaf structure simplifies the
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Algorithm 10 sweep-migrate(kstart, kend)
1: ndest ← argmin

ni∈N
||ni||

2: . stolen keys and values will overflow ndest

3: if ||ndest||+
kend∑

k=kstart

sizeof(k, v) > dndeste then

4: ndest ← nodeAlloc()
5: end if
6: . manipulate B+-Tree index and transfer to ndest
7: end← false
8: . L = leaf initially containing kstart
9: L← btree.search(kstart)

10: while (¬end ∧ L 6= NULL) do
11: . each leaf node contains multiple keys
12: for all (k, v) ∈ L do
13: if k ≤ kend then
14: ndest.insert(k, v)
15: btree.delete(k)
16: else
17: end← true
18: break
19: end if
20: end for
21: L← L.next()
22: end while
23: return ndest
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record sweep portion of our algorithm. First, a search for kstart is invoked to locate

its leaf node (Line 9). Then, recalling that leaf nodes are arranged as a key-sorted

linked list in B+-Trees, a sweep (Line 10-22) on the leaf level is performed until kend

has been reached. For each leaf visited, we transfer all associated (k, v) record to

ndest.

Analysis of GBA-Insert

GBA-insert is difficult to generalize due to variabilities of the system state, which

can drastically affect the runtime behavior of migration, e.g., number of buckets,

migrated keys, size of each object, etc. To be succinct in our analysis, we make

the simple assumption that sizeof((k, v)) = 1 to normalize cached records. This

simplification also allows us to imply an even distribution over all buckets in B and

nodes in N . In the following, we only consider the worst case.

We begin with the analysis of sweep-and-migrate (Algorithm 10), whose time

complexity is denoted Tmigrate. First, the maximum number of keys that can be stolen

from any node is half of the record capacity of any node: dne/2. This is again due to

our assumption of an even bucket/node distribution, which would cause Algorithm 9’s

calculation of min(bmax) and kµ to be assigned such that min(bmax)−kµ ≈ dne/2, and

thus the sweep phase can be analyzed as having an O(log2 ||n||)-time B+-Tree search

followed by a linear sweep of dne/2 records, i.e., log2 ||n|| + dne/2. The complexity

of Tmigrate, then, is the sum of the above sweep time and the time taken to move the

worst case number of records to another node. If we let Tnet denote the time taken

to move one record,

Tmigrate = log2 ||n||+ dne/2(Tnet + 1)

We are now ready to solve for TGBA, the runtime of Algorithm 9. As noted previously,

h(k) can be implemented using binary search onB – the ordered sequence of p buckets,

i.e., T (h(k)) = O(log2 p). After the initial hash function is invoked, the algorithm
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enters the following cases: (i) the record is inserted trivially, or (ii) a call to migrate

is made before trivially inserting the record (which requires a subsequent hash call).

That is,

TGBA =


log2 p, if ||n||+ 1 < dne

2 log2 p+ Tmigrate, otherwise

Finally, after substitution and worst case binding, we arrive at the following condi-

tional complexity due to the expected dominance of record transfer time, Tnet,

TGBA =


O(1), if ||n||+ 1 < dne

O((dne/2)Tnet), otherwise

Although Tnet is neither uniform nor trivial in practice, our analysis is sound as actual

record sizes would likely increase Tnet. But despite the variations on Tnet, the bound

for the latter case of TGBA remains consistent due to the significant contribution of

data transfer times.

Cache Eviction

Consider the situation when some interesting event/phenomenon causes a barrage of

queries in a very short amount of time. Up till now, we have discussed methods for

scaling our cache system up to meet the demands of these query-intensive circum-

stances. However, this demanding period may abate over time, and the resources

provisioned by our system often become superfluous. In traditional distributed (e.g.,

cluster and grid) environments, this was less of an issue. For instance, in advance

reservation schemes, resources are reserved for some fixed amount of time, and there

is little incentive to scale back down. In contrast, the Cloud’s usage costs prompts

an important motivation to scale our system down.

We implement a cache contraction scheme to merge nodes when query intensities

are lowered. Our scheme is based on a combination of exponential decay and a
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Figure 6.2: Sliding Window of the Most Recently Queried Keys

temporal sliding window. Because the size of our cache system (number of nodes)

is highly dependent on the frequency of queries during some timespan, we describe

a global cache eviction scheme that captures querying behavior. In our contraction

scheme, we employ a streaming model, where incoming query requests represent

streaming data, and a global view of the most recently queried keys is maintained

in a sliding window. Shown in Figure 6.2, our sliding window, T = (t1, . . . , tm),

comprises m time slices of some fixed real-time length. Each time slice, ti, associates

a set of keys queried in the duration of that slice. We argue that, as time passes,

older unreferenced keys (i.e., those in the lighter shaded region, ti nearing tm) should

have a lower probability of existing in the cache. As these less relevant keys become

evicted, the system makes room for newer, incoming keys (i.e., those in the darker

shaded region, ti nearing t1) and thus capturing temporal locality of the queries.

Cache eviction occurs when a time slice has reached tm+1, and at this time, an

eviction score,

λ(k) =
m∑
i=1

αi−1|{k ∈ ti}|

is computed for every key, k, within the expired slice. The ratio, α : 0 < α < 1, is

a decay factor, and |{k ∈ ti}| returns the number of times k appears in some slice
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ti. Here, α is passive in the sense that a higher value corresponds to a larger amount

of keys that is kept in the system. After λ has been computed for each key in tm+1,

any key whose λ falls below the threshold, Tλ, is evicted from the system. Notice

that α is amortized in the older time slices, in other words, recent queries for k are

rewarded, so k is less likely to be evicted. Clearly, the sliding window eviction method

is sensitive to the values of α and m. A baseline value for Tλ would be αm−1, which

will not allow the system to evict any key if it was queried even just once in the span

of the sliding window. We will show their effects in the experimental section.

Due to the eviction strategy, a set of cache nodes may eventually become lightly

loaded, which is an opportunity to scale our system down. The nodes’ indices can be

merged, and subsequently, the superfluous node instances can be discarded. When a

time slice expires, our system invokes a simple heuristic for contraction. Our system

monitors the memory capacity on each node. After each interval of ε slice expirations,

we identify the two least loaded nodes and check whether merging their data would

cause an overflow. If not, then their data is migrated using methods tantamount to

Algorithm 10.

Analysis of Eviction and Contraction

The contraction time is the sum of eviction time and node merge time, Tcontract =

Tevict+Tmerge. To analyze merge time, we first note that it takes O(1) time to identify

the two least loaded nodes, as we can dynamically maintain a list of nodes sorted

by capacity. If the data merge is determined to be too dangerous to perform, the

algorithm simply halts. On the other hand, it executes a slight variant of the Sweep-

and-Migrate algorithm to move the index from one node to another, which, combined

with our previous analysis of Tmigrate, is ||nmin||(Tnet + 1) where ||nmin|| is the size of

the migrated index. If we ignore the best case O(1) time expended when contraction
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is infeasible, then the time taken by Tmerge can be summarized as follows,

Tmerge = ||nmin||(Tnet + 1)

The contraction method is invoked every ε time slices’ expiration from the sliding win-

dow. By itself, the sliding window’s slice eviction method, Tevict can be summarized

by Tevict = mK where m is the size of the sliding window, and K = |{k ∈ tm+1}| is the

total number of keys in the evicted time slice, tm+1. However, since Tevict again pale

against network traffic time, Tnet, its contribution can be assumed trivial. Together,

the overall eviction and contraction method can be bound Tcontract = O(||nmin||Tnet).

6.1.3 Experimental Evaluation

n this section, we discuss the evaluation of our derived data cache system. We employ

the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) to support all of our experiments.

Experimental Setup

Each Cloud node instance runs an Ubuntu Linux image on which our cache server

logic is installed. Each image runs on a Small EC2 Instance, which, according to

Amazon, comprises 1.7 GB of memory, 1 virtual core (equivalent to a 1.0-1.2 GHz

2007 Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor) on a 32-bit platform. In all of our experiments,

the caches are initially cold, and both index and data are stored in memory.

As a representative workload, we executed repeated runs of a Shoreline Extraction

query. This is a real application, provided to us by our colleagues in the Department

of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science here at Ohio State

University. Given pair of inputs: location, L, and time of interest, T , this service

first retrieves a local copy of the Coastal Terrain Model (CTM) file with respect to

(L, T ). To enable this search, each file has been indexed via their spatiotemporal

metadata. CTMs contain a large matrix of a coastal area where each point denotes a
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depth/elevation reading. Next, the service retrieves actual water level readings, and

finally given the CTM and water level, the coast line is interpolated and returned.

The baseline execution time of this service, i.e., when executed without any caching,

typically takes approximately 23 seconds to complete, and the derived shoreline result

is < 1kb.

We have randomized inputs over 64K possibilities for each service request, which

emulates the worst case for possible reuse. The 64K input keys represent linearized

coordinates and date (we used the method described in Bx-Trees [96]). The queries

are first sent to a coordinating compute node, and the underlying cooperating cache

is then searched on the input key to find a replica of the precomputed results. Upon

a hit, the results are transmitted directly back to the caller, whereas a miss would

prompt the coordinator to invoke the shoreline extraction service.

In the following experiments, in order to regulate the integrity in querying rates,

we submitted queries with the following loop:

for time step i← 1 to . . . do

R← current query rate(i)

for j ← 1 to R do

invoke shoreline service(rand coordinates())

end for

end for

Specifically, we invoke R queries per time step, and thus each time step does not

reflect real time. Note that the granularity of a time step in practice, e.g., t seconds,

minutes, or hours, does not affect the overall hit/miss rates of the cache. At each

time step, we observed and recorded the average service execution time (in number
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of seconds real time), the number of times a query reuses a cached record (i.e., hits),

and the number of cache misses.

Evaluating Cache Benefits

The initial experiment evaluates the effects of the cache without node contraction. In

other words, the length of our eviction sliding window is∞. Under this configuration,

our cache is able to grow as large as it needs to handle the size of the cache. We

run our cache system over static, fixed-node configurations (static-2, static-4, static-

8 ), comparable to current cluster/grid environments, where the amounts of nodes

one can allocate is typically fixed. We then compare these static versions against

our approach, Greedy Bucket Allocation (GBA), which runs over the EC2 public

Cloud. For these experiments, we submitted one query per time step, i.e., the query

submission loop is configured R = 1 over 2× 105 time steps.

We executed the shoreline service repeatedly with varying inputs. Figure 6.3

displays the miss rates over repeated service query executions. Notice that the miss

rates (shown against the left y-axis) for static-2, static-4, and static-8 converge at

relatively high values early into the experiment due to capacity misses. The static-2

version obtained minimum miss rate of 86.9%. The static-4 version converged at

74.4%, and static-8 converged at 50.25%. Because we are executing GBA with an

infinite eviction window, we do not encounter the capacity issue since our eviction

algorithm will never be invoked. This, however, comes at the cost of requiring more

nodes than the static configuration. Toward the end of the run, GBA is capable of

attaining miss rates of only 5.75%.

The node allocation behavior (shown against the right y-axis) shows that GBA

allocates 15 nodes in the end of the experiment. But since allocation was only invoked

as a last resort on-demand option, d12.6e = 13 nodes were utilized, if averaged over
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the lifespan of this experiment. This translates to less overall EC2 usage cost per

performance over static allocations. The growth of nodes is also not unexpected,

though, at first glance it appears to be exponential. Early into the experiment, the

cooperating cache’s overall capacity is initially too small to handle the query rate,

until stabilizing after ∼ 75000 queries have been processed.
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Figure 6.3: Miss Rates

Figure 6.4, which shows the respective relative speedups over the query’s actual

execution time, corresponds directly to the above miss rates. We observed and plotted

the speedup for every I = 25000 queries elapsed in our experiment. Expectedly, the

speedup provided by the static versions flatten somewhat quickly, again due to the

nodes reaching capacity. The relative speedups converge at 1.15× for static-2, 1.34×
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Figure 6.4: Speedups Relative to Original Service Execution
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Figure 6.5: GBA Migration Times
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for static-4, and 2× for static-8. GBA, on the other hand, was capable of achieving

a relative speedup of over 15.2×. Note that Figure 6.4 is shown in log10-scale.

Next, we summarize in Figure 6.5 the overhead of node splitting (upon cache over-

flows) as the sum of node allocation and data migration times for GBA. It is clear from

this figure that this overhead can be quite large. Although not shown directly in the

figure, we note it is the node allocation time, and not the data movement time, which

is the main contributor to this overhead. However, these penalties are amortized

because node allocation is only seldom invoked. We also posit that the demand for

node allocation diminishes as the experiment proceeds even with high querying rates

due to system stabilization. Moreover, techniques, such as asynchronous preloading

of EC2 instances and replication, can also be used to further minimize this overhead,

although these have not been considered in this paper.

Evaluating Cache Eviction and Contraction

Next, we evaluate our eviction and contraction scheme. Two separate experiments

were devised to show the effects of the sliding window and to show that our cache is ca-

pable of relaxing resources when feasible. We randomize the query inputs points over

32K possibilities, and we generated a workload to simulate a query intensive situation,

such as the one described in the introduction in the following manner. Recall, from

the query submission loop we stated early in this section, that a time step denotes an

iteration where R queries are submitted. Specifically, in the following experiments,

for the first 100 time steps, the querying rate is fixed at R = 50 queries/time step.

From 101 to 300 time steps, we enter an intensive period of R = 250 queries/time

step to simulate heightened interest. Finally, from 400 time steps onward, the query

rate reduced back down to R = 50 queries/time step to simulate waning interest.

We show the relative speedup for varying sliding window sizes of m = 50 time
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Figure 6.6: Speedup: Sliding Window Size = 50 time steps
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Figure 6.7: Speedup: Sliding Window Size = 100 time steps
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Figure 6.8: Speedup: Sliding Window Size = 200 time steps
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Figure 6.9: Speedup: Sliding Window Size = 400 time steps
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Figure 6.10: Reuse and Eviction: Sliding Window Size = 50 time steps
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Figure 6.11: Reuse and Eviction: Sliding Window Size = 100 time steps
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Figure 6.12: Reuse and Eviction: Sliding Window Size = 200 time steps
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Figure 6.13: Reuse and Eviction: Sliding Window Size = 400 time steps
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steps, m = 100 time steps, m = 200 time steps, and m = 400 time steps in Figures

6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 respectively. Recall that the sliding window will attempt to

maintain, with high probability, all records that were queried in the m most recent

time steps. To ensure this probability, the decay has been fixed at α = 0.99 for these

experiments, and the eviction threshold is set at the baseline Tλ = αm−1 ≈ 0.367 to

avoid evicting any key which had been queried even just once within the window.

From these figures, we can observe that our cache elastically adapts to the query-

intensive period by improving overall speedup, albeit to varying degrees depending

on m. For example, the maximum observable speedup achieved with the smaller

sized window in Figure 6.6 is approximately 1.55×, with an average node allocation

of d1.7e = 2 nodes. In contrast, the much larger sliding window of 400 in Figure 6.9

offers a maximum observable speedup of 8×, with an average use of d5.6e = 6 nodes.

We can also observe that, after the query intensive period expires at 300 time steps,

the sliding window will detect the normal querying rates and remove nodes as they

become superfluous. This trend can also be seen in all cases — nodes do not decrease

back down to 1 because our contraction algorithm is quite conservative. We have set

our node-merge threshold to 65% of space required to store the coalesced cache to

address churn-avoidance, i.e., repeated allocation/deallocation of nodes.

In terms of performance, our system benefits from higher querying rates, as it

populates our cache faster within the window. The noticeable performance disparities

among the juxtaposed figures also indicate that the size of the sliding window is

a highly determinant factor on both performance and node allocation, i.e., cost.

Compared with the∞ sliding window experiments in Figure 6.4, we can observe that

our eviction scheme affords us comparable results with lesser amounts of nodes, which

translates to smaller cost of compute resource provisioning in the Cloud.

For these same experiments, we analyze the eviction and data reuse and eviction
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behavior over time in Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13. One can see that, invariably,

reuse expectedly increase over the query-intensive period, again to varying degrees

depending on window size. After 300 time steps into the experiment, the query

rate resumes to R = 50/time step, which means less chances for reuse. This allows

aggressive eviction behaviors in all cases, except in Figure 6.13, where the window

extends beyond 300 time steps.

There are several interesting trends that can be seen in these experiments. First,

the eviction behavior in Figure 6.13 appears to oppose the upward trend observed in

all other cases. Due to the size of this window, the decay becomes extremely small

near the evicted time slice, and our cache removes records quite aggressively. At the

same time, this eviction behavior decreases over time due to the evicted slices being

a part of the query-intensive period, which accounted for more reuse, and thus, less

probability for eviction. This trend simply was not seen in all other cases because the

window size did not allow for such probability for reuse before records were candidates

for eviction.

Another interesting observation can be made on node growth between Figures 6.12

and 6.13. Notice that node allocation continues to increase well after the intensive

period in Figure 6.13 due to its larger window size. While this ensures more hits

after the query-intensive period expires, justifying the tradeoff of allocation cost and

the speedup of the queries after 300 time steps is questionable in this scenario. This

implies that a dynamic window size can be employed here to optimize costs, which

we plan to address in future works.

Finally, we present the effects of the decay, α, on cache eviction behavior. We

used same querying configuration as in the above sliding window experiments, where

normal querying rate is R = 50 queries/time step, and the intensive rate is R = 250

queries/time step. We evaluated the eviction mechanism under the m = 100 sliding
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window configuration on four decay values: α = 0.99, 0.98, 0.95, 0.93. We would

expect that a smaller decay value would lead to more aggressive eviction, which can

be inferred from Figure 6.14. Also note the sensitivity of α due to its exponential

nature.

When decay is small, a certain record must be reused many more times to be

kept cached in the window. However, the benefit of this can also be argued from the

perspective of cost – the cache system pertaining to a smaller α grows much slower

and, according to Figure 6.14, the number of actual cache hits over this execution

does not seem to vary enough to make any extraordinary contribution to speedup.

Summary and Discussion

We have evaluated our cooperative cache system from various perspectives. The

relative performance gains from the infinite eviction window experiments show that

caching service results over the Cloud is a fruitful endeavour, but it comes at the

expense of high node allocation for ensuring cache capacity. We showed that the

overhead of node splitting can be quite high, but is so seldom invoked that its penalties

are amortized over the sheer volume of queries submitted. We also argue that it is

rarely invoked once the cache’s capacity stabilizes. However, this prompts a need for

more intelligent strategies for reducing node allocation penalties.

Our sliding window-based eviction strategy appears to offer a good compromise

between performance and cost tradeoffs, and captures situations with heightened (and

waning) query intensities. For instance, the larger m = 400 sliding window, shown in

Figure 6.13, achieves an 8× speedup at the peak of the query intensive period, while

only requiring a maximum of 8 nodes, which further reduces down to 5 nodes toward

the end of the experiment.

Finally, through a study of eviction decay, we are able to conclude that both
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system parameters, α and sliding window size m, account for node growth (and thus,

cost) and performance. However, it is m that contributes far more significantly to our

system. A dynamically changing m can thus be very useful in driving down cost.

6.2 Evaluating Caching and Storage Options on the Amazon

Web Services Cloud

The mounting growth of scientific data has spurred the need to facilitate highly re-

sponsive compute- and data-intensive processes. Such large-scale applications have

traditionally been hosted on commodity clusters or grid platforms. However, the

recent emergence of on-demand computing is causing many to rethink whether it

would be more cost-effective to move their projects onto the Cloud. Several attrac-

tive features offered by Cloud providers, after all, suit scientific applications nicely.

Among those, elastic resource provisioning enables applications to expand and relax

computing instances as needed to scale and save costs respectively. Affordable and

reliable persistent storage are also amenable to supporting the data deluge that is

often present in these applications.

A key novel consideration in Cloud computing is the pricing of each resource and

the resulting costs for execution of an application. Together with considerations like

wall-clock completion time, throughput, scalability, and efficiency, which have been

metrics in traditional HPC environments, the cost of execution of an application is

very important. Several recent studies have evaluated the use of Cloud computing

for scientific applications with this consideration.

A key novel consideration in Cloud computing is the pricing of each resource and

the resulting costs for the execution of an application. Together with considerations

like wall-clock completion time, throughput, scalability, and efficiency, which have
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been metrics in traditional HPC environments, the cost of execution of an application

is very important. Several recent studies have evaluated the use of Cloud comput-

ing for scientific applications with this consideration. For example, Deelman, et al.

studied the practicality of utilizing the Amazon Cloud for an astronomy application,

Montage [51]. Elsewhere, researchers discussed the challenges in mapping a remote

sensing pipeline onto Microsoft Azure [114]. In [103], the authors studied the cost and

feasibility of supporting BOINC [9] applications, e.g., SETI@home, using Amazon’s

cost model. Vecchiola, et al. deployed medical imaging application onto Aneka, their

Cloud middleware [172]. An analysis on using storage Clouds [132] for large-scale

projects have also been performed. While other such efforts exist, the aforemen-

tioned studies are certainly representative of the growing interest in Cloud-supported

frameworks. However, there are several dimensions to the performance and cost of

executing an application in a Cloud environment. While CPU and network transfer

costs for executing scientific workflows and processes have been evaluated in these

efforts, several aspects of the use of Cloud environments require careful examination.

In this section, we focus on evaluating the performance and costs associated with

a number of caching and storage options offered by the Cloud. The motivation

for our work is that, in compute- and data-intensive applications, there could be

considerable advantage in caching intermediate data sets and results for sharing or

reuse. Especially in scientific workflow applications, where task dependencies are

abundant, there could be significant amounts of redundancy among related processes

[182, 38]. Clearly, such tasks could benefit from fetching and reusing any stored

precomputed data. But whereas the Cloud offers ample flexibility in provisioning the

resources to store such data, weighing the tradeoff between performance and usage

costs makes for a compelling challenge.

The Amazon Web Service (AWS) Cloud [14], which is being considered in this
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paper, offers many ways for users to cache and store data. In one approach, a cohort

of virtual machine instances can be invoked, and data can be stored either on disk

or in memory (for faster access, but with limited capacity). The costs of maintaining

such a cache would also be more expensive, as users are charged a fixed rate per

hour. This fixed rate is moreover dependent on the requested machine instances’

processing power, memory capacity, bandwidth, etc. On the other hand, AWS’s

Simple Storage Service (S3) can also be used store cached data. It could be a much

cheaper alternative, as users are charged a fixed rate per GB stored per month. Data

are also persisted on S3, but because of this overhead, we might expect some I/O

delays. However, depending on the application user’s requirements, performance may

well outweigh costs or vice versa.

We offer an in-depth view of the tradeoffs in employing the various AWS op-

tions for caching data to accelerate their processes. Our contributions are as follows.

We evaluate performance and cost behavior given various average data sizes of an

application. Several combinations of Cloud features are evaluated vis à vis as possi-

ble cache storage options, serving disparate requirements, including data persistence,

cost, and high-performance needs. We believe that our analysis would be useful to the

computing community by offering new insights into employing the AWS Cloud. Our

experimental results may also generate ideas for novel cost-effective caching strategies.

6.2.1 Background

We briefly present the various Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) features offered by

the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Cloud, which includes persistent storage and on-

demand compute nodes.
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6.2.2 Amazon Cloud Services and Costs

AWS offers many options for on-demand computing as a part of their Elastic Compute

Cloud (EC2) service. EC2 nodes (instances) are virtual machines that can launch

snapshots of systems, i.e., images. These images can be deployed onto various instance

types (the underlying virtualized architecture) with varying costs depending on the

instance type’s capabilities.

AWS Feature Cost (USD)

S3 $0.15 per GB-month
$0.15 per GB-out
$0.01 per 1000 in-requests
$0.01 per 10000 out-requests

Small EC2 Instance $0.085 per allocated-hour
$0.15 per GB-out

Extra Large EC2 Instance $0.68 per allocated-hour
$0.15 per GB-out

EBS $0.10 per GB-month
$0.10 per 1 million I/O requests

Table 6.2: Amazon Web Services Costs

For example, a Small EC2 Instance (m1.small), according to AWS5 at the time

of writing, contains 1.7 GB memory, 1 virtual core (equivalent to a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007

Opteron or 2007 Xeon processor), and 160 GB disk storage. AWS also states that

the Small Instance has moderate network I/O. Another instance type we consider

is the Extra Large EC2 instance (m1.xlarge), which contains 15 GB memory, 4

virtual cores with 2 EC2 Compute Units each, 1.69 TB disk storage with high I/O

Performance. Their costs are shown in Table 6.2. We focus on these two highly

5AWS Instance Types, http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types
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contrasting instance types in this paper because they offer a wide spectrum between

capabilities, while also noting that several other instance types are in fact available

in EC2.

Amazon’s persistent storage framework, Simple Storage Service (S3), provides a

key-value store with simple ftp-style API: put, get, del, etc. Typically, the unique

keys are represented by a filename, and the values are themselves the data objects,

i.e., files. While the objects themselves are limited to 5 GB, the number of objects

that can be stored in S3 is unlimited. Aside from the simple API, the S3 architecture

has been designed to be highly reliable and available. It is furthermore very cheap

(see Table 6.2) to store data on S3.

Another option for persistent storage is to employ Elastic Block Storage (EBS)

in conjunction with EC2 instances. The EBS service is a persistent disk volume that

can be mounted directly onto a running EC2 instance. The size of an EBS volume is

user defined and limited to 1 TB. Although an EBS volume can only be attached to

one instance at any time, an instance can conversely mount multiple EBS volumes.

From the viewpoint of the EC2 instance, the EBS volume can be treated simply as a

local filesystem.

6.2.3 Tradeoffs

We now offer a brief discussion on the tradeoffs of deploying our cache over the

aforementioned Cloud resources.

In-Instance-Core Option: There are several advantages in supporting our cache

over EC2 nodes in terms of flexibility and throughput. Depending on the application,

it may be possible to store all cached data completely directly in memory, which

reduces access time. But because small instances consist only 1.7 GB of memory,

we may need to dynamically allocate more instances to cooperate in establishing a
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larger capacity. On the other hand, we could also allocate an extra large instance

with much more memory capacity. However, the instance could overfit our cache

needs, which would betray cost-effectiveness. Because of these reasons, we would

expect a memory-based cache to be the most expensive, but possibly with the highest

performance, especially for an abundance smaller data units.

In-Instance-Disk Option: In cases where larger amounts of data are expected to

be cached, we could store on the instance’s disk. Even small EC2 instances provide

ample disk space (160 GB), which would save us from having to allocate new instances

very frequently for capacity, as we would expect in the previous option. However,

disk accesses could be very slow compared to an in-memory cache if request rates

are high. Conversely, if the average data size is large, disk access overheads may be

amortized over time. We can expect that this disk-based option should be cheaper

than the memory-based, with slightly lower performance depending on the average

unit-data size.

Persistent Options : The previous two configurations do not account for persisting

data. That is, upon node failure, all data is presumed lost even if stored on disk.

Moreover, it can be useful to stop and restart a cache, perhaps during peak/non-peak

times, to save usage costs.

The simplest persistent method is to directly utilize S3 to store cached data. This

avoids any indexing logic from the application developer, as we can subscribe to S3’s

API. It is very inexpensive to store data on S3 and more importantly, because S3

is independent from EC2, we further elude instance allocation costs. However, due

to S3’s reliability and availability guarantees, it implements an architecture which

supports replication and consistency, which would likely impact performance. Also,

although storage costs are low, the data transfer costs are equivalent to those of EC2
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instances, which leads to the expectation that high-throughput environments may

not benefit cost-wise from S3.

Another persistent method are EBS volumes. One difference between EBS and

S3 is that EBS volumes are less accessible. They must first be mounted onto an EC2

instance. But because they are mounted, it alludes to the potential for higher through-

put than S3, whose communications is only enabled through high-level SOAP/REST

protocols that ride over HTTP. Also in contrast to S3, EBS volumes are not unlimited

in storage, and their size must be predefined by users. In terms of cost, however, EBS

invokes a storage and request overhead to the hourly-based EC2 instance allocation

costs. In the next section we evaluate these options in depth.

6.2.4 Experimental Results

We now discuss the evaluation of various cache and storage schemes over the afore-

mentioned AWS Cloud resources

Experimental Setup

We have run experiments over the following configurations:

• S3: Data stored as files directly onto the S3 storage service (persistent).

• ec2-m1.small-mem: Data stored in memory on Small EC2 instance (volatile,

moderate I/O).

• ec2-m1.small-disk: Data stored as files on disk on Small EC2 instance (volatile,

moderate I/O).

• ec2-m1.small-ebs: Data stored as files on a mounted Elastic Block Store

volume on small EC2 instance (persistent, moderate I/O).
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• ec2-m1.xlarge-mem: Data stored in memory on Extra Large EC2 instance

(volatile, high I/O).

• ec2-m1.xlarge-disk: Data stored as files on disk on Extra Large EC2 instance

(volatile, high I/O).

• ec2-m1.xlarge-ebs: Data stored as files on a mounted Elastic Block Store

volume on Extra Large EC2 instance (persistent, high I/O).

Within the EC2 instances, we evaluate three disparate ways to store the cache:

in-core (*-mem), on local disk (*-disk), and on Amazon’s Elastic Block Storage, or

simply EBS (*-ebs). In both m1.small (32-bit) and m1.xlarge (64-bit) systems, we

employ the Ubuntu Linux 9.10 Server image provided by Alestic.6

Application : As a representative workload, we performed repeated execution on

a Land Elevation Change process, a real application provided to us by our colleagues

in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science here

at Ohio State University. This process inputs a triple, (L, t, t′), where location, L, de-

notes a coordinate and t, t′ : t < t′ represent the times of interest. The service locates

two Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files with respect to (L, t) and (L, t′). DEMs

are represented by large matrices of an area, where each point denotes an elevation

reading. Next, the process takes the difference between the two DEMs, which derives

a DEM of the same size, where each point now represents the change in elevation

from t to t′. We do stress that, while all our experiments were conducted with this

process, by changing certain parameters, we can capture a variety of applications.

We have fixed the parameters of this process to take in 500 possible input keys, i.e.,

500 distinct (L, t, t′) triples, and our experiment queries randomly over this range.

6Alestic, http://alestic.com/
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These input keys represent linearized coordinates and date. The queries are first

sent to a coordinating compute node, and the underlying cooperating cache is then

searched on the input key to find a replica of the precomputed results. Upon a hit,

the results are transmitted directly back to the caller, whereas a miss would prompt

the coordinator to invoke the process.

DEM Size Execution Time (sec)

1 KB 2.09

1 MB 6.32

5 MB 20.52

50 MB 75.39

Table 6.3: Baseline Execution Time for Land Elevation Change Service

To analyze cache and storage performance, which can be affected by memory size,

disk speed, network bandwidth, etc., we varied the sizes of DEM files: 1 KB, 1 MB,

5 MB, 50 MB. One such file is output from one execution, and over time, we would

need to store a series of such files in our cache. These sizes allow for scenarios from

cases where all cached data can fit into memory (e.g., 1 KB, 1 MB) to cases where

in-core containment would be infeasible (e.g., 50 MB), coercing the need for disk

or S3 storage. The larger data will also amortize network latency and overheads,

which increases throughput. The baseline execution times of the service execution

are summarized for these input sizes in Table 6.3.
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Performance Evaluation

In this subsection, we measure performance in terms of relative speedup to the base-

line execution times shown in Table 6.3, as well as the overall throughput of the

various system configurations. We randomly submitted 2000 queries over the 500

possible (L, t, t′) inputs to the Land Elevation Change process. The querying strat-

egy is not unlike most cache-aware systems. Each query submission first checks our

cache, and on a miss, the process is executed and its derived result is transferred and

stored in the cache for future reuse. Upon a hit, the result is transmitted immediately

to the user. To ensure consistency across all experiments, we do not consider cache

eviction here, and all caches start cold.

Relative Speedup: Let us first consider the relative speedup for 1 KB, 1 MB, 5

MB, and 50 MB DEM files, shown in Figure 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, and 6.18 respectively.

In Figure 6.15, it is somewhat surprising that the same speedup is observed in

the across all configurations. Because the data size is small, we believe that this is

due to internal memory caching mechanisms within the machine instances. Also, the

network transmission time for 1 KB data is so insignificant as to not favor either

moderate or high I/O. S3’s performance appears to drop relative to the instance-

based settings toward the end of the experiment. Due to S3’s persistence features,

this was not completely unexpected, and we posit that larger files may amortize S3

invocation overhead. This becomes clear when we evaluate the average hit times per

configuration later in this section.

The results for 1 MB and 5 MB DEMs are shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 re-

spectively, with one caveat: The ec2-m1.small-mem configuration cannot fit all the

data completely in its memory in the case of 5 MB. Fortunately, our cache had been

designed to handle such cases (recall from the previous section that our cache can
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Figure 6.15: Relative Speedup: Unit-Data Size = 1 KB
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Figure 6.16: Relative Speedup: Unit-Data Size = 1 MB
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Figure 6.17: Relative Speedup: Unit-Data Size = 5 MB
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Figure 6.18: Relative Speedup: Unit-Data Size = 50 MB
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Figure 6.20: Mean Cache Hit + Retrieval Time: Unit-Data Size = 1 MB
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add/remove cooperating nodes as needed. Every time a memory overflow is imminent,

we allocate a new m1.small instance and migrate half the records from the overflown

node to the new instance. In Figure 6.17, each instance allocation is marked as a

triangle on ec2-m1.small-mem. Instance allocation is no doubt responsible for the

performance slowdown.

In Figure 6.16, it becomes clear that in-memory containment is, in fact, beneficial

for both small and extra large instance types. However, the high I/O afforded by the

m1.xlarge instance marks the difference between the two memory-bound instances.

This is justified by the fact that the persistent ec2-m1.xlarge-ebs eventually over-

comes ec2-m1.small-mem. Also interesting is the performance degradation of the

small disk-bound instances, ec2-m1.small-disk and ec2-m1.small-ebs, which per-

forms comparably to S3 during the first ∼ 500 queries. Afterward, their performance

decreases below S3. This is an interesting observation, considering that the first 500

queries are mostly cache misses (recall we start all caches out cold), which implies

that the m1.small disk-based instance retrieves and writes the 1 MB files to disk

faster than S3. However, when queries start hitting the cache more often after the

first 500 queries, the dropoff in performance indicate that repeated random disk reads

on the m1.small instances are generating significant overhead, especially in the case

of the persistent ec2-m1.small-ebs.

Similar behavior can be observed for the 5 MB case, shown in Figure 6.17. The

overhead of node allocation for ec2-m1.small-mem is solely responsible for its reduc-

tion in speedup. While the results are as expected, we do concede that our system’s

conservative instantiation of seven m1.small instances (that is, 1 to start + 6 over

time) to hold a total of 500 × 5 MB of data in memory is indeed an overkill. Our

instance allocation method was conservative here to protect against throttling, that
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is, the possibility that an instance becomes overloaded and automatically stores on

disk. Clearly, these cases would invalidate speedup calculations.

Finally, we experimented with 50 MB DEM data files. As a representative size for

even larger sized data often seen in data analytic and scientific processes, we operated

under the assumption that memory-bound caching would most likely be infeasible,

and we experimented only with disk-bound settings. One interesting trend is the

resurgence of ec2-m1.small-disk and ec2-m1.small-ebs over S3. One explanation

may be that disk-bound caches favor larger files, as it would amortize random access

latency. It may also be due to S3’s persistence guarantees – we noticed, on several

occasions, that S3 prompted for retransmissions of these larger files.

Cache Access Time : In all of the above experiments, the difference among speedups

still seem rather trivial, albeit some separation can be seen toward the end of most

experiments. We posit that, had the experiments run much longer (i.e., much more

than only 2000 requests) the speedups will diverge greatly. To justify this, Figures

6.19, 6.20, 6.21, and 6.22 show the average hit times for each cache configuration.

That is, we randomly submitted queries to full caches, which guarantees a hit on

every query, and we are reporting the mean time in seconds to search the cache and

retrieve the relevant file.

Here, the separation among the resource configuration becomes much clearer.

Figure 6.19 shows that using S3 for small files eventually exhibits slowdowns by 2

orders of magnitude. This fact eluded our observation previously in Figure 6.15

because the penalty caused by the earlier cache misses dominated the overall times.

In the other figures, we again see justification for using memory-bound configurations,

as they exhibit for the lowest mean hit times. Also, we observe consistent slowdowns

for ec2-m1.small-disk and ec2-m1.small-ebs below S3 in the 1 MB and 5 MB
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cases. Finally, using the results from Figure 6.22, we can conclude that these results

again support our belief that disk-bound configurations of the small instance types

should be avoided for such mid-sized data files due to disk access latency. Similarly

for larger files, S3 should be avoided in favor of ec2-m1.xlarge-ebs if persistence is

desirable. We have also ascertained from these experiments that the high I/O that is

promised by the extra large instances contributes significantly to the performance of

our cache.

Cost Evaluation

In this subsection, we present an analysis on cost for the instance configurations con-

sidered. The costs of the AWS features evaluated in our experiments are summarized

in Table 6.2. While in-Cloud network I/O is currently free, in practice, we cannot

assume that all users will be able to compute within the same Cloud. We thus assume

that cache data is transferred outside of the AWS Cloud network in our analysis. We

are repeating the settings from the previous set of experiments, so an average unit

data size of 50 MB will yield a total cache size of 25 GB of Cloud storage (recall

that there are 500 distinct request keys). We are furthermore assuming a fixed rate

of R = 2000 requests per month from clients outside the Cloud. We have also ex-

trapolated the costs (right side of table) for when request rate R = 200000, using the

Mean Hit Times as the limits for such a large request rate R. Clearly, as R increases

for a full cache, the speedup given by cache will eventually become denominated by

the Mean Hit Times.

The cost, C, of maintaining our cache, the speedup S (after 2000 and 200000

requests), and the ratio C/S (i.e., the cost per unit-speedup), are reported under

two requirements: volatile and persistent data stores. Again, volatile caches are less

reliable in that, upon a node failure, all data is lost. The costs for sustaining a
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volatile cache for one month is reported in Table 6.4. Here, the total cost can be

computed as C = (CAlloc + CIO), where CAlloc = h × k × ct denotes hours, h to

allocate some k number of nodes using the said costs (from Table 6.2) for instance

type t. CIO = R×d×cio accounts for transfer costs, where R transfers were made per

month, each involving d GB of data per transfer, multiplied by the cost to transfer

per GB, cio.

First, we recall that if the unit-data size, d, is very small (1 KB), we can obtain

excellent performance for any volatile configuration. This is because everything easily

fits in memory, and we speculate that, even for the disk-based options, the virtual

instance is performing its own memory-based caching, which explains why perfor-

mance is not lost. This is further supported by the speedup when d = 1 MB, under

the disk-based option. When projected to R = 200000 requests, we observe lucrative

speedups, which is not surprising, considering the fast access and retrieval times for

such a small file. Furthermore, when R = 2000 requests, the ec-m1.small-disk

option offers excellent C/S ratios, making it a very good option. Conversely, when

request rate R is large, the I/O performance of the small instances accounts for too

much of a slowdown, resulting in low speedups, and a low C/S ratio. This suggests

that m1.xlarge is a better option for systems expecting higher throughput rates.

Next, we compiled the cost for persistent caches, supported by S3 and EBS in

Table 6.5. Here, CS refers to the cost per 1 GB-month storage, CR is the request

cost, and CIO refers to the data transfer costs per GB transferred out. Initially, we

were surprised to see that S3’s C/S ratio is comparable to EBS (and even to the

volatile options) when request rate R is low regardless of data size. However, for a

large request rate, R, its overhead begins to slowdown its performance significantly

compared to EBS options. Especially observed when unit-size, d, is very small, S3’s

speedup simply pales in comparison to other options. Its performance expectedly
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increases as d becomes larger, due to the amortization of overheads when moving

larger files. This performance gain of S3, however, drops sharply when d = 50 MB,

resulting in only 6.43× speedup, making EBS better options in terms of cost per

unit-speedup.

6.2.5 Discussion

The experiments demonstrate some interesting tradeoffs between cost and perfor-

mance, the requirement for persistence, and the average unit-data size. We summa-

rize these options below, given parameters d = average unit-data size, T = total cache

size, and R cache requests per month.

For smaller data sizes, i.e., d ≤ 5 MB, and small total cache sizes T < 2 GB,

we posit that because of its affordability, S3 offers the best cost tradeoff when R is

small, even for supporting volatile caches. m1.small.mem and m1.small.disk also

offer very good cost-performance regardless of the request rate, R. This is due to

the fact that the entire cache can be stored in memory, together with the low cost of

m1.small allocation. Even if the total cache size, T , is much larger than 2 GB, then

depending on costs, it may still even make sense to allocate multiple small instances

and still store everything in memory, rather than using one small instance’s disk –

we showed that, if request rate R is high, and the unit-size, d, is small, the speedup

for m1.small.disk is eventually capped two orders of magnitude below the memory-

bound option. If d ≥ 50 MB, we believe it would be wise to consider m1.xlarge.

While it could still make sense to use a single small instance’s disk if R is low, we

observed that performance is lost quickly as R increases, due to m1.small’s lower-end

I/O.

If data persistence is necessary, S3 is by far the most cost-effective option in

most cases. However, it also comes at the cost of lower throughput, and thus S3
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would be viable for systems with less expectations for high amounts of requests.

The cost analysis also showed that storage costs are almost negligible for S3 and

EBS if request rates are high. If performance is an issue, it would be prudent to

consider m1.small-ebs and m1.xlarge-ebs for smaller and larger unit-data sizes

respectively, regardless of the total cache size. Of course, if cost is not an a pressing

issue, m1.xlarge with or without EBS persistence should be used achieve the highest

performance.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In each of the following sections in this chapter, we discuss a summary of lessons-

learned, concessions on limitations, as well as future outlook on our current set of

contributions.

7.1 Enabling High-Level Queries with Auspice

Auspice is a system which supports simplified querying over low-level scientific datasets.

This process is enabled through a combination of effective indexing over metadata in-

formation, a system and domain specific ontology, and a workflow planning algorithm

capable of alleviating all tiers of users of the difficulties one may experience through

dealing with the complexities of scientific data. Our system presents a new direction

for users, from novice to expert, to share data sets and services. The metadata, which

comes coupled with scientific data sets, is indexed by our system and exploited to

automatically compose workflows in answering high level queries without the need

for common users to understand complex domain semantics.

As evidenced by our experiments, a case can be made for supporting metadata

registration and indexing in an automatic workflow management system. In our case

study alone, comparing the overhead of workflow planning between linear search and

index-based data identification methods, speedups are easily observed even for small
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numbers of data sets. Further, on the medium scale of searching through 1×106 data

sets, it clearly becomes counterproductive to rely on linear metadata search methods,

as it potentially takes longer to plan workflows than to execute them. As evidenced,

this scalability issue is easily mitigated with an indexed approach, whose planning

time remains negligible for the evaluated sizes of data sets.

Although our system strives to support keyword queries, it is, admittedly, far from

complete. For instance, despite metadata registration, ontology building, a process

required for sustaining keyword queries and workflow planning, is a human cost.

Moreover, our keyword queries currently only support ANDs, and we believe that,

while it may not be very challenging to support other operators, they are certainly

limitations to our interface.

We also alluded to including the quality of workflow as a factor in relevance

calculations. In Chapter 4, we discussed a framework for estimating a workflow’s

execution time costs and its accuracy as a way for supporting QoS. Extensions to

this work to improve our relevance metric by incorporating our cost models could be

beneficial to users.

Furthermore, we are also planning to explore Deep Web integration with our

system, as scientific data can often be found in backend data repositories. Exploring

the integration of scientific Deep Web data sources into the Auspice querying and

workflow planning framework add even more technical depth to the system. That is,

just as Auspice is currently able to automatically compose data files with services,

our goal would be to include the scientific Deep Web in this framework. To the best

of our knowledge, this would be the first experience on seamlessly integrating the

scientific Deep Web into a service workflow system.
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7.1.1 QoS Aware Workflow Planning

The work reported herein discusses our approach to bring QoS awareness in the form

of time and accuracy constraints to the process of workflow composition. Our frame-

work, which allows users to express error and execution time prediction models, em-

ploys the a priori principle to prune potential workflow candidates. Our results show

that the inclusion of such cost models contributes negligible overhead, and in fact, can

reduce the overall workflow enumeration time through pruning unlikely candidates

at an early stage. In addition, our dynamic accuracy parameter adjustment offers

robustness by allowing workflows to be flexibly accurate for meeting QoS constraints

under varying network speeds.

Auspice was evaluated against actual user constraints on time and the network

bandwidth limitations. In its worst case, it maintained actual execution times that

deviate no more than 14.3% from the expected values on average, and no worse than

12.4% from the ideal line when presented with varying network bandwidths. The

evaluation also shows that, overall, the inclusion of such cost models contributes

insignificantly to the overall execution time of our workflow composition algorithm,

and in fact, can reduce its overall time through pruning unlikely candidates at an

early stage. We also showed that our adaptive accuracy parameter adjustment is

effective for suggesting relevant values for dynamically reducing the size of data.

As we seek to further our development of Auspice’s execution engine, we are aware

of features that have not yet been investigated or implemented. Computing QoS costs

in the planning phase may facilitate workflow pruning well, but might not always be

desirable. For instance, a user, who initially provisioned a maximum time of an

hour for the task to finish, may change her mind halfway through the computation.

Similarly, faster resources may become available during execution. To handle these

issues, a dynamic rescheduling mechanism needs to be established.
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This alludes to the area of scheduling on distributed heterogeneous resources. The

problem, which is inherently NP-Hard, has received much recent attention. This prob-

lem is compounded by the novel dimension of cost in Cloud computing paradigms.

We plan to investigate the support for these aspects and develop new heuristics for

enabling an efficient and robust scheduler. Moreover, as Clouds allow for on-demand

resource provisioning, compelling problems arise for optimizing scheduling costs while

taking into account other QoS constraints such as time and accuracy.

7.2 Caching Intermediate Data

We have integrated Auspice with a hierarchical spatiotemporal indexing scheme for

capturing preexisting virtual data. To maintain manageable indices and cache sizes,

we set forth a bilateral distributed victimization scheme. To support a robust spa-

tiotemporal index, a domain knowledge-aware version of the Bx-Tree was imple-

mented. Our experimental results show that, for two frequently submitted geospatial

queries, the overall execution time improved by a factor of over 3.5. The results also

suggested that significant speedup could be achieved over low to medium bandwidth

environments. Lastly, we showed that our indexing scheme’s search time and index

size can scale to the grid.

As the scientific community continues to push for enabling mechanisms that sup-

port compute and data intensive applications, grid workflow systems will experience

no shortage of new approaches towards optimization. We are currently investigating

a generalized version of our hierarchy. In large and fast networks, it may be worth

maintaining multiple broker levels with increasingly granular regions before reaching

the cohorts level. In this framework, as nodes are added or removed, a evolution

of broker splits and cohort promotions will involve a detailed study of the effects of

index partitioning and restructuring.
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7.3 Caching and Storage Issues in the Cloud

Cloud providers have begun offering users at-cost access to on demand computing

infrastructures. In this paper, we propose a Cloud-based cooperative cache system

for reducing execution times of data-intensive processes. The resource allocation al-

gorithm presented herein are cost-conscious as not to over-provision Cloud resources.

We have evaluated our system extensively, showing that, among other things, our

system is scalable to varying high workloads, cheaper than utilizing fixed networking

structures on the Cloud, and effective for reducing service execution times.

A costly overhead is the node allocation process itself. Strategies, such as preload-

ing and data replication can certainly be used to implement an asynchronous node al-

location. Works on instantaneous virtual machine boots [42, 105] have also been pro-

posed and can be considered here. However, with the current reliance on commercial-

grade Clouds, we should seek unintrusive schemes. Modifications to current ap-

proaches, like the Falkon Framework [137], where ad hoc resource pools are preemp-

tively allocated from remote sites, may be also employed here. Record prefetching

from a node that is predictably close to invoking migration can also be considered to

reduce migration cost. As discussed in Chapter 6, although our sliding window size

for eviction is a parameter to the system, there may be merit in managing this value

dynamically to reduce unnecessary (or less cost-effective) node allocation. Predictive

eviction methods could be well worth considering.

Another major issue we discussed involved the cost that comes coupled of utilizing

several mixed options to support a cache. Depending on application parameters and

needs, we have shown that certain scenarios call for different Cloud resources. In the

future, we hope to use our study to initiate the development of finer-grained cost

models and automatic configuration of such caches given user parameters. We will
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also develop systematic approaches, including hybrid cache configurations to opti-

mize cost-performance tradeoffs. For example, we could store highly critical/popular

cached data in EC2 nodes while evicting records into S3. Interesting challenges in-

clude, when to evict from EC2? From S3? How can we avoid the network delays of

bringing data from S3 back into EC2 with preemptive scheduling?

We could also fuse these ideas with other aspects of our system. For instance,

we could exploit the cheap costs of Amazon’s S3 persistent store to hold the most

accurate, precomputed data sets. Then, depending on the prospect of users’ QoS

requirements, we retrieve and compress the data as needed. This will cause us to

rethink issues on data accuracy, versus time, versus cost.
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